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Abstract
At present, most of the important computational problems—be they de-
cision, search, or optimization problems—are known to satisfy one of the
following two criteria:
1. The problem can be solved in polynomial time with respect to the
input size n, where the degree of the polynomial is small enough to
guarantee that the problem can be tackled efficiently in practice. In
particular, the decision version of the problem is in P. Typical time
complexities are O(n log n) and O(nk), k ≤ 3.
2. The problem is NP-hard, and its decision version is NP-complete. We
do not know whether the problem can be solved in polynomial time,
but it is complex enough to express every other NP-complete problem
via polynomial-time transformations. A typical time complexity for
this case is O(cn) with c > 1.1.
Under the widely accepted assumption that P6=NP, exact algorithms for
problems of the second variety inevitably take superpolynomial time (not
necessarily for every input, but in the worst case). In terms of worst-case
behavior, it is easy to see that the respective algorithms can be infeasible
even for instances of moderate size.
The thesis at hand addresses this intricacy by combining two concepts,
one of which is a well-known paradigm and the other one of which is an
analytical tool that has only been used less explicitly in earlier scholarship.
Firstly, we consider the parameterized complexity of hard graph prob-
lems. In particular, we design and analyze parameterized algorithms, i.e.,
algorithms whose running times are typically exponential in some parameter
of the input (such as the desired size of the solution), but only polynomial in
the size of the input. The most important of the resulting runtime bounds
are:
O((2 + ε)k · poly(n)) to find an optimum Steiner tree for k terminals
O(2.7606k · poly(n)) to check for a k-node connected vertex cover
O(3.2361k · poly(n)) to check for a k-node tree cover of weight ≤W
O(1.3803k · poly(n)) to count all vertex covers of size up to k
O(4k · poly(n)) to check for a k-node path
O((16 + ε)k · poly(n)) to check for k edge-disjoint triangles
All of the above results constitute the best parameterized runtime bounds
for the respective problems known today.
Secondly, we employ problem-specific complexity measures: we identify
quantities whose smallness can be exploited in order to solve the problem
more efficiently, then prove that they are small in any case, or that they can
be made small using bounded additional effort. Such complexity measures
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are not to be confused with parameters for several reasons. Most impor-
tantly, we derive runtime bounds that are functions in the parameter k and
the input size n, not in the complexity measure. The term smallness is also
used in varied interpretations — for most of the aforementioned problems,
we even investigate complexity measures that can be exponentially large in k
and thus greater than n.
Although the focus of this thesis clearly lies on the theoretical part, we
complement the mathematical analysis of the algorithms with case studies
and practical experiments. In one case, we exemplify how a theoretical
algorithm (i.e., an algorithm tailored to the mathematical analysis) can be
implemented and optimized for use in real-world applications.
vZusammenfassung
Nach unserem derzeitigen Kenntnisstand erfu¨llen die meisten wichtigen Pro-
bleme der Informatik – seien es Entscheidungs-, Such- oder Optimierungs-
probleme – eines der beiden folgenden Kriterien:
1. Das Problem kann relativ zur Eingabela¨nge n in polynomieller Zeit
gelo¨st werden, wobei der Grad des Polynoms klein genug ist, um auch
eine praktische Lo¨sbarkeit des Problems zu garantieren. Insbesondere
liegt die Entscheidungsvariante des Problems in P. Typische Zeitkom-
plexita¨ten fu¨r diesen Fall sind etwa O(n log n) oder O(nk) mit k ≤ 3.
2. Das Problem ist NP-schwer, und seine Entscheidungsvariante ist NP-
vollsta¨ndig. Wir wissen nicht, ob das Problem in polynomieller Zeit
gelo¨st werden kann, aber es ist ausreichend komplex, um jedes andere
NP-vollsta¨ndige Problem unter Polynomialzeitreduktion ausdru¨cken
zu ko¨nnen. Typische Zeitkomplexita¨ten fu¨r diesen Fall haben die Form
O(cn) mit c > 1.1.
Die gemeinhin akzeptierte Hypothese P6=NP impliziert, daß exakte Algo-
rithmen fu¨r Probleme der zweiten Art zwingend superpolynomielle Lauf-
zeit haben (dies gilt nicht zwangsla¨ufig fu¨r jede Eingabe, gleichwohl aber im
Worst-Case). Hinsichtlich des Worst-Case-Verhaltens ist somit offensichtlich,
daß die entsprechenden Algorithmen schon auf Probleminstanzen moderater
Gro¨ße unpraktikabel langsam sein ko¨nnen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit widmet sich dieser Problematik unter Zuhilfenah-
me einer Kombination zweier verschiedener Konzepte – eines wohlbekannten
Paradigmas und eines bisher nur in weniger expliziter Weise eingesetzten
Analysewerkzeugs.
Zum einen betrachten wir die parametrisierte Komplexita¨t schwieriger
Graphenprobleme. Insbesondere entwerfen und analysieren wir parametri-
sierte Algorithmen, d.h. Algorithmen, deren Laufzeiten typischerweise ex-
ponentiell mit dem jeweiligen Parameter (beispielsweise der gewu¨nschten
Gro¨ße der Lo¨sung), jedoch lediglich polynomiell mit der Eingabela¨nge an-
wachsen. Die wichtigsten der hieraus resultierenden Laufzeitschranken zur
Berechnung beziehungsweise Erkennung der jeweils genannten Entita¨ten lau-
ten:
O((2 + ε)k · poly(n)) optimaler Steinerbaum fu¨r k Terminals
O(2.7606k · poly(n)) zusammenha¨ngendes Vertex Cover mit k Knoten
O(3.2361k · poly(n)) gewichtsbeschra¨nktes Tree Cover mit k Knoten
O(1.3803k · poly(n)) Anzahl der Vertex Cover der Gro¨ße ho¨chstens k
O(4k · poly(n)) Pfad mit k Knoten
O((16 + ε)k · poly(n)) k kantendisjunkte Dreiecke
Die hier aufgefu¨hrten Ergebnisse stellen die derzeit besten parametrisierten
Laufzeitschranken fu¨r die jeweiligen Probleme dar.
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Zum anderen setzen wir problemspezifische Komplexita¨tsmaße ein: Wir
arbeiten mathematische Gro¨ßen heraus, deren geringe Auspra¨gung zur effi-
zienteren Lo¨sung des Problems ausgenutzt werden kann, und zeigen dann,
daß diese Quantita¨ten entweder automatisch kleine Werte annehmen oder
zumindest mit begrenztem Mehraufwand verkleinert werden ko¨nnen. Der-
artige Komplexita¨tsmaße sind aus verschiedenen Gru¨nden nicht mit Para-
metern zu verwechseln. Allem voran sind die von uns abgeleiteten Laufzeit-
schranken Funktionen im Parameter k und der Eingabela¨nge n, nicht aber
im jeweiligen Komplexita¨tsmaß. Weiterhin gebrauchen wir die Begriffe
”
ge-
ringe Auspra¨gung“ und
”
kleine Werte“ in ga¨nzlich verschiedener Weise –
fu¨r die meisten der oben genannten Probleme untersuchen wir beispielswei-
se Komplexita¨tsmaße, die exponentiell groß in k und somit gro¨ßer als n sein
ko¨nnen.
Obgleich der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit eindeutig auf der theoretischen
Seite liegt, erga¨nzen wir die mathematische Analyse der Algorithmen mit
Fallstudien und praktischen Experimenten. In einem Fall exemplifizieren
wir, wie ein theoretischer (also ein auf die mathematische Analyse zuge-
schnittener) Algorithmus implementiert und fu¨r eine praktische Anwendung
optimiert werden kann.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we aim at designing exact algorithms for hard problems by
exploiting the smallness of problem-specific complexity measures. The first
three sections of this introduction are devoted to an informal but detailed
explanation of these terms, followed by an elaborate example in the fourth
and final section. The author hopes that these introductory notes are also
understandable for undergraduate students, and self-contained up to a cer-
tain extent.
1.1 Hard Problems
In computer science, (decision) problems correspond to languages, which
again are just sets of words. The language Primes, for instance, can be
defined to be the infinite set of all prime numbers in binary representation:
{10, 11, 101, 111, 1011, . . .}. The corresponding problem Primes consists in
checking whether some given binary number is contained in the language,
i.e., whether it is prime.
A natural way of measuring the complexity of such problems is to relate
the time required for solving the problem on a computer to the size of the
input. For example, there is an algorithm that checks any n-bit number for
primality within c · n7.5 rudimentary steps [2], where the constant factor c
only depends on the actual implementation and the processor. If the input
is a prime in binary representation, it is accepted. Otherwise it is rejected.
In other words, the problem Primes can be solved in polynomial time with
respect to the input size.
The class of problems satisfying this property is denoted by P. More
precisely, P is the class of languages whose corresponding decision problems
can be solved in polynomial time by a Turing machine. However, this choice
of a concrete computational model is not much of a restriction: Turing ma-
chines can be simulated by many other models like random access machines
or actual real-world processors (neglecting memory limitations), and vice
1
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13 4 3
6 5 5 4
Figure 1.1: The multiset {3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 13} constitutes a yes-instance for
Partition: it can be partitioned into two classes whose elements sum up
to the same value.
versa. The additional expense caused by the simulation is only polynomial.
Since polynomials grow comparatively slowly, P can be seen to be the class
of efficiently solvable decision problems. In so far, Primes is not a hard
problem.
Now let us consider the Partition problem: given a multiset of natural
numbers, the question is whether this set can be partitioned into two classes
A and B such that the sum of the numbers in A equals the sum of the
numbers in B (Figure 1.1 exemplifies the positive case). At present, there is
no polynomial-time algorithm for Partition. On the other hand, it is easy
to check whether a given partition (A,B) constitutes a solution because
summing up the numbers in the two subsets and comparing the results
requires only a linear number of basic arithmetical operations on relatively
small numbers.
There are thousands of well-known problems that share the above prop-
erty: whereas finding a solution seems to be computationally hard, verifying
a solution takes only polynomial time. In this context, the concept of non-
deterministic computational models turns out to be an interesting means of
formalization. In the classic deterministic models as well as in real-world
computers, the next configuration is unambiguously determined by the cur-
rent one (the term configuration refers to internal states, memory contents
and other manipulable parts of the respective machine). A deterministic
machine thus simply traverses a path of configurations.
In nondeterministic models, the current configuration determines a set of
possible subsequent configurations, and the machine then needs to guess one
of these. That is, a nondeterministic machine guesses a computation path
along a tree of configurations. Nondeterminism requires a slightly different
notion of accepting and rejecting since there may be both accepting and
rejecting paths for one and the same input. We say that a nondeterministic
Turing machine accepts if there is at least one accepting computation path,
and that it rejects otherwise.
The most important nondeterministic complexity class is NP, the class
of languages whose corresponding decision problems can be solved in poly-
nomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine [41]. In the case of
Partition, for instance, the machine can simply guess one out of all pos-
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sible partitions (A,B) and check whether the two resulting subsets satisfy
the aforementioned equality condition. That is, Partition is in NP.
When it comes to analyzing the hardness of problems in NP, polynomial
reductions constitute a very useful tool. We say that a language L1 can be
(polynomially) reduced to a language L2 if there is a function f such that
f can be computed in polynomial time by a Turing machine and w ∈ L1 ⇔
f(w) ∈ L2 for every input w. Intuitively, this means that the problem L1
can be solved by any algorithm for the problem L2 at the small expense of
a rather efficient conversion of the input. This implies that the problem L1
cannot be much harder than L2, and that L2 cannot be much easier than L1.
A problem L is called NP-hard if every problem from NP can be reduced
to L, and NP-complete if it is also contained in NP. For example, consider
SAT, the problem of deciding whether a conjunction of disjunctions of lit-
erals over Boolean variables (i.e., a logical and of logical ors over possibly
negated truth variables) can be satisfied. SAT can be proven to be NP-hard
because any polynomial-time computation of a nondeterministic Turing ma-
chine can be encoded into a polynomial-size SAT formula [20]. It is also
contained in NP because a solution —that is, a satisfying assignment to the
variables —can be guessed and verified in linear time.
A curious fact is that thousands of well-known and important problems
are all NP-complete, implying that their complexity is identical up to poly-
nomial factors, while it is widely believed that none of these problems can
be solved in polynomial time. The latter hypothesis can be stated as P6=NP:
if any NP-complete problem could be solved in polynomial time, then every
problem in NP could be solved in polynomial time as well (simply by reduc-
tion). Under the common assumption that P6=NP, NP-hard problems can
be seen to be, indeed, hard problems.
1.2 Exact Algorithms
Despite their computational complexity, many NP-hard problems need to
be dealt with in practice, as they arise in everyday applications. Examples
include job scheduling for production facilities, task scheduling in operating
systems, vehicle routing on road and railroad networks, constraint satisfac-
tion in model-checking and theorem-proving systems, location planning for
industrial facilities, circuit layout planning in VLSI design and many more.
Note that NP-hard problems are not necessarily decision problems. In
most applications, we need to solve a search problem—we do not only want
to check for the mere existence of a solution, but find one in the positive
case. Since any algorithm meeting these requirements implicitly solves the
corresponding decision problem, it is easy to see that the search version of
an NP-hard decision problem is NP-hard itself.
Optimization problems constitute a third notion: we now aim at finding
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a solution that minimizes or maximizes some property. In many cases,
the search and optimization variants of a problem correspond tightly. An
algorithm that searches for a solution of minimal size, for instance, can easily
be employed to search for a solution of size at most k for any given number k.
The assumptive computational hardness of NP-hard decision, search,
and optimization problems has been addressed by diverse concepts such as
heuristics, approximation, randomization, and parameterized complexity.
We continue with a brief discussion of these approaches.
In the ideal case, an algorithm solves an optimization problem both prov-
ably efficiently and provably optimally. Unfortunately, this cannot be the
case for any NP-hard problem unless P=NP (even without the provability
requirement). A heuristic is a natural relaxation of the ideal case, namely
an algorithm that does not meet both of the above constraints. Most chess
programs, for example, are able to find a rather good next move within con-
stant time, but given any reasonable optimization model for the game, it is
probably impossible to prove optimality.
In a similar manner, the approximation paradigm gives up on optimality
while demanding a polynomial running time [6, 43]. The key idea that
separates approximation from heuristics is that of bounding the so-called
approximation ratio, which is the quotient of the guaranteed and the optimal
value. Partition, for instance, allows for a polynomial-time algorithm with
approximation ratio 1 + ε for any fixed ε > 0: in any case, it computes a
solution whose cost is at most (1 + ε) times the minimum cost, where the
cost of a solution is defined to be the sum of all the elements in the larger
class of the actual bipartition.
When employing randomization, we extend our computational models
so as to have access to random numbers [56]. There are many different no-
tions of randomized algorithms that differ in their restrictions on the time
complexity and error probabilities. The important class RP, for example,
consists of all decision problems that allow for randomized polynomial-time
algorithms of the following kind: the algorithm always outputs “no” given
a no-instance, and “yes” with probability at least 1/2 (or any other con-
stant that is strictly greater than zero and strictly less than one) other-
wise. Randomization also constitutes a powerful means of designing exact,
exponential-time algorithms for NP-complete problems that outperform de-
terministic algorithms while having success probabilities that are arbitrarily
close, but not equal, to one.
Another useful approach to exact algorithms for hard problems lies in
parameterization [25, 36]. The underlying intuition is that even large in-
stances of a hard problem may be easy to solve provided that some mea-
surable quantity other than the input length is small. The most important
corresponding complexity class is FPT: a decision problem is in FPT (fixed-
parameter tractable) if it can be solved in f(k) · poly(n) steps, where f is
an arbitrary computable function, k the parameter, and poly(n) some fixed
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polynomial in the input size.
Whereas the above condition implies the existence of a polynomial-
time algorithm for every constant value of the parameter, fixed-parameter
tractability requires more than just the latter criterion. An algorithm that
performs nk operations, for instance, clearly has a polynomial time com-
plexity for every constant value of k —but for every function f and ev-
ery fixed polynomial poly(n), we can find values for k and n that satisfy
nk > f(k) · poly(n).
The thesis at hand focuses on exact algorithms for decision problems [37,
71], especially deterministic and randomized FPT algorithms [25, 36, 58].
Due to the high relevance of parameterization, a more detailed discussion of
this concept is provided in Section 2.6.
1.3 Complexity Measures
NP-completeness theory and the analysis of computational complexity with
respect to the size of the input undoubtedly constitute an invaluable frame-
work in computer science. They provide fundamental insight into the in-
herent complexity of problems, a formal means for distinguishing easy and
hard problems, and a manifest measure for the efficiency of algorithms. How-
ever, NP-completeness theory is worst-case oriented —we consider runtime
bounds that hold for all inputs—and thus pessimistic. This is perspicu-
ously reflected by a now-famous quote going back to the molecular biologist
Joseph Felsenstein [26]:
About ten years ago, some computer scientists came by and said
they heard we have some really cool problems. They showed
that the problems are NP-complete and went away!
In parameterized complexity, we may extenuate this pessimistic outlook
by identifying a parameter that, if small, allows for an efficient solution of a
problem even for large inputs. It is noteworthy that FPT algorithms for NP-
hard problems indeed often lead to rather efficient practical algorithms [22].
On the other hand, the resorting to asymptotic estimates, the disregarding of
polynomial factors, and the allowing of runtime bounds that grow arbitrarily
fast in the parameter can produce misleading results.
To see this, let us have a look at the example of Dominating Set
of Queens, the problem of checking whether all the squares of an n × n
chessboard can be attacked by k queens [8, 45] as depicted in Figure 1.2. This
chess problem is in FPT; it can be solved within c · (225k +n) steps for some
constant c [14, 34]. Nevertheless, the optimal solution for the case n = 19
is still unknown [68] (as of June 2007), even though the nine-queen solution
for n = 18 implies that ten queens suffice. That is, despite the positive
result on fixed-parameter tractability, solving Dominating Set of Queens
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Figure 1.2: Dominating the 8× 8 chessboard with five queens.
seems to be computationally infeasible even for very small values of k. This
drawback is further amplified by the fact that every yes-instance needs to
satisfy n < 4k because a queen can dominate at most 4n−3 of the n2 squares.
In other words, fixing the parameter also fixes the eligible input sizes —a
circumstance that actually objects the key idea of parameterization.
For the well-established parameterizations of most NP-hard problems,
however, the parameter is obviously detached from the input size. In such
cases, an FPT algorithm can deploy its full advantages, especially when the
function f in its time complexity f(k) · poly(n) grows only exponentially
with a small base.
Although this thesis concentrates on parameterized algorithms, the term
“problem-specific complexity measure” is not meant to refer to parameters.
It rather stands for a design paradigm: first identify a measurable quantity
among the instances such that the solution is eased when the quantity is
small, then find a way of enforcing a small value of this quantity in every
instance.
The second step can take different forms. For example, the quantity
could turn out to be small for every instance —an extreme case. Alterna-
tively, it could be possible to decrease the quantity directly and to compute
a solution for the original instance from a solution for the modified instance.
It might also be necessary to try many different possibilities of enforcing the
desired property, at least one of which is guaranteed to work.
Briefly put, we investigate problem-specific complexity measures that are
like classical parameters in so far as small values imply small complexity,
but unlike classical parameters in so far as we can establish their smallness
in any case.
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Figure 1.3: The graph on the left hand side is three-colorable: the depicted
coloring f : V → {1, 2, 3} does not assign the same color to any two adjacent
nodes. It is impossible, however, to find such a coloring for the graph on
the right hand side: the center node is adjacent to all other nodes and thus
engrosses a color for itself, whereas the remaining five nodes form a cycle.
Note that no cycle of odd length (except one) is two-colorable.
1.4 Example: 3-Colorability
Let us first shed some light on the concept of problem-specific complexity
measures by the example of three-colorability. Since the problem is not
parameterized, we investigate runtime bounds that are functions in only the
input size.
Given a simple, undirected graph, the problem 3-COL consists in check-
ing whether we can color each node of the graph in one of three colors such
that any two adjacent nodes have different colors (see Figure 1.3). More
formally, we are given an input graph G = (V,E) —where V is the set of
nodes and E ⊆ V ×V is the set of edges —and aim at checking the formula
∃f : V → {1, 2, 3} : {v, w} ∈ E ⇒ f(v) 6= f(w).
3-COL is NP-complete. The fastest exact algorithm for this problem known
today is due to Beigel and Eppstein [9, 29]; it solves the problem in c·1.3289n
steps, where c is a constant and n = |V |.
It is a well-known fact that 3-COL can be solved within 3|D| · poly(n)
steps provided that we know a dominating set D for G = (V,E) [28, 64],
i.e., a D ⊆ V satisfying
v ∈ V \D ⇒ ∃d ∈ D : {v, d} ∈ E.
The idea of the algorithm can be outlined as follows. In an outer loop, we
go through all the ways to color the nodes in D such that no two adjacent
nodes receive the same color. These are at most 3|D| many. Since every
node v ∈ V \D is adjacent to at least one d ∈ D, at most two of the three
colors remain for any such v. For every fixed coloring of D, the latter fact
allows us to express the three-colorability of the entire graph by a 2-SAT
formula (a logical and of logical ors of at most two literals each):
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Assume, for instance, that the remaining valid colors for some two ad-
jacent nodes v, w ∈ V \D are {1, 2} and {1, 3}, respectively. We introduce
Boolean variables xv and xw that are interpreted as follows:
xv = true means that color 1 is assigned to v
xv = false means that color 2 is assigned to v
xw = true means that color 1 is assigned to w
xw = false means that color 3 is assigned to w
In order to express that the two adjacent nodes v and w need to be
colored differently, it then suffices to satisfy the clause (¬xv ∨ ¬xw). All
other cases are handled similarly.
Since the resulting 2-SAT formula can be solved in polynomial time and
all valid colorings of D are investigated by the algorithm, the overall running
time is bounded by 3|D| · poly(n) and a three-coloring will be found if and
only if the input graph is three-colorable.
Observe that 3|D| < 1.3289n if |D| ≤ 0.2588n. That is, the algorithm
based on the aforementioned well-known fact asymptotically outperforms
the one by Beigel and Eppstein if we know a dominating set of size at most
0.2588|V |. On a first glance, the size of a (mimimum) dominating set thus
lends itself to a problem-specific complexity measure for 3-COL.
On the other hand, we aim at proving a runtime bound that is a function
in n, not in |D|—and it is easy to construct infinitely large classes of graphs
that do not have small dominating sets. A path consisting of 3k+1 nodes, for
example, cannot be dominated by less than k+1 of its nodes. An additional
obstacle is that the computation of a minimum dominating set is an NP-
hard problem itself (see also Subsection 2.6.2). Due to these drawbacks, the
aforementioned complexity measure does not lead to an improved runtime
bound for the general three-colorability problem.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter is dedicated to some basic mathematical definitions and facts
that are to play a role in the remainder of the thesis. The upcoming section
on graph theory can be skipped by the advanced reader, but may prove useful
for later reference, most notably because some terms are used ambiguously in
the literature. Similarly, the section on parameterized complexity may only
be of interest to the reader who is unfamiliar with this notion of complexity.
The other sections, however, regard some less well-known concepts such
as specific combinatorial estimations, Big-Oh-star notation, and layout syn-
tax. The author would thus like to recommend these to the reader’s atten-
tion.
2.1 Graph-Theoretical Definitions
Most of the problems investigated in this thesis relate to graphs, a very basic
mathematical structure for the representation of entities and their relations:
Definition 1 A (simple, undirected) graph G consists of a set V = V [G],
called the nodes or vertices of G, and a set E = E[G] of unordered pairs
{v, w} of vertices v, w with v 6= w, called the edges of G. We write G =
(V,E).
The term simple implies that loops (edges of the form {v, v}) and multi-
ple edges (several instances of one and the same edge {v, w}) are forbidden,
whereas undirected means that the edges {v, w} and {w, v} are identical.
Note that all these requirements are met by defining E as a set of unordered
pairs of distinct nodes.
Consequently, the vertices can be used to represent entities, whereas
the edges can be used to denote whether a given irreflexive and symmetric
relation holds between two of these entities.
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Definition 2 Let G = (V,E) a graph and e = {v, w} ∈ E. We say that the
two nodes v and w are adjacent, and that the edge e is incident to v and w.
The nodes v and w are called the endpoints of e. The open neighborhood
N(v) of a node v ∈ V is the set of all nodes adjacent to v. The degree of v
is deg(v) := |N(v)|. The closed neighborhood N [v] is N(v) ∪ {v}.
When representing real-world networks by graphs, it is often desirable
to annotate the edges with real numbers, usually called weights:
Definition 3 A network (G, `) consists of a simple, undirected graph G =
(V,E) and a function ` : E → R.
A common special case is the unit-cost network (G, 1) in which a uniform
weight of one is assigned to every edge. In both graphs and networks, subsets
of nodes induce subgraphs in a natural fashion. Formally:
Definition 4 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and V ′ ⊆ V . Let furthermore
E′ = E ∩ (V ′ × V ′). We call G[V ′] = (V ′, E′) the subgraph of G induced
by V ′.
Definition 5 Let G = (V,E) and H = (V ′, E′) be two graphs.
• G and H are isomorphic if there is a bijection pi : V → V ′ such that
two nodes v, w ∈ V are adjacent in G if and only if pi(v), pi(w) are
adjacent in H.
• G contains an induced (instance of) H if there is a V ′ ⊆ V such that
G[V ′] is isomorphic to H.
• G contains an (instance of) H if there is a V ′ ⊆ V such that G[V ′]
can be made isomorphic to H by removing edges from G[V ′].
Due to the importance and versatility of graphs, there are countless well-
known graph classes and graph properties. Let us briefly define some of the
basic classes and properties that are to appear throughout this thesis:
Definition 6 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and n := |V |. We call G. . .
• a (simple) path if E = {{v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vn−1, vn}} for some
ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of its nodes. The length of such a path is
|E| = n− 1.
• a (simple) cycle if E = {{v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vn−1, vn}, {vn, v1}} for
some ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of its nodes and n ≥ 3. The length of such
a cycle is |E| = n. The cycle of length three is usually called triangle.
• an (n− 1)-star, or simply star, if E = {{v1, v2}, . . . , {v1, vn}} for some
ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of its nodes.
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In general, paths and cycles are not necessarily defined to be simple,
implying that nodes may be encountered multiple times as we traverse the
respective sequence of edges. Such paths and cycles, however, are not going
to be considered in what follows. Whenever we refer to a path or cycle in
this thesis, we mean a simple one.
Definition 7 Let G = (V,E) be a graph. We call G connected if it contains
a path between v and w for all v, w ∈ V , and even complete if {v, w} ∈ E
for all v, w ∈ V with v 6= w. A component in G is an inclusion-maximal
connected subgraph. We call G a forest if it does not contain a cycle, and a
tree if it is a connected forest.
Trees play a very important role in computer science, not only because
they do so in graph theory. It is often helpful and natural to keep data
in tree-like structures; binary search trees and B-trees are two prominent
examples for this. Moreover, many algorithms include functions that call
themselves recursively, which leads to a recursion tree whose size can often
be used to derive a bound on the running time.
Definition 8 Let T = (V,E) be a tree. The leaves or external nodes of T
are the v ∈ V with deg(v) ≤ 1. All other vertices in T are called inner nodes
or internal nodes.
By choosing a node r ∈ V as root, we obtain a rooted tree. In this case,
r is considered an inner node even if its degree is one. The depth of a node
v ∈ V is the length of the unique path between r and v. The vertices of
some fixed depth d constitute the d-th level of T .
Definition 9 Let T = (V,E) be a rooted tree with root r ∈ V . If {v, w} ∈
E and the depth of v equals the depth of w minus one, then we say that v
is the parent of w, and that w is a child of v.
In a binary tree, each inner node has at most two children. In a strongly
binary tree, each inner node has exactly two children. We call a rooted tree
T balanced if all leaves have the same depth.
2.2 Runtime Bounds
We adhere to the unit-cost RAM (random access machine) model when
estimating the running times of algorithms. All elementary arithmetic op-
erations are thus seen to take constant time. From a theoretical point of
view, this choice is justified by the fact that we examine algorithms whose
complexity is dominated by other factors. From a practical point of view,
this choice is justified because implementations of these algorithms usually
keep operands in registers or memory blocks of constant size. It is generally
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the sheer amount of data or operations, not the size of atomic values, that
dictates the boundaries of computational feasibility.
When bounding running times or similar quantities, we make use of the
well-known Landau notation (also known as Big-Oh notation):
Definition 10 Let n be an integer variable and f(n), g(n) : N → R two
functions. We define f = O(g) to mean that |f(n)| ≤ c · |g(n)| for some
constant c ∈ R+ and all n greater than an arbitrary but fixed n0 ∈ N. We
also write f = O∗(g) if |f(n)| ≤ poly(n) · |g(n)| for all n greater than some
n0 and an arbitrary but fixed positive polynomial poly(n).
For example, 2n2+2n+5 = O(n2) = O∗(1) and (
√
2)nn2 = O∗(1.4143n).
The Landau notation can be extended to functions with more than one
argument in a straightforward way. For instance, kkn5 + 2k = O(kkn5) =
O∗(kk) and O(3kn + 2kn2 + n2 log n + n3) = O(3kn3) = O∗(3k).
Definition 11 Let n be an integer variable, and f(n), g(n) : N → R two
functions. We define f = o(g) to mean that limn→∞ f(n)/g(n) = 0.
That is, f = o(g) always implies f = O(g), but the former statement is
stronger because it requires g to grow faster than f .
Definition 12 Symmetrically to the above, we define f = Ω(g) and f =
ω(g) to mean that g = O(f) and g = o(f), respectively. In the special case
that f = O(g) and f = Ω(g) at the same time, we write f = Θ(g).
In order to prevent the unit-cost RAM model from becoming too power-
ful, one often assumes logarithmic word size. This means that the memory
cells of the machine are O(log n) bits wide if n denotes the size of the input,
implying a polynomial bound on the largest number that can be stored in
a single cell. However, this notion becomes inappropriate and cumbersome
when discussing exponential-time algorithms that do not even store overly
large atomic values, and is hence avoided in this thesis. Even if we are
dealing with numbers such as 2k for a parameter k, they can be stored in
O(k) = O(n) memory cells because k ≤ n, consuming less memory than the
input graph.
On a final note, the constants and polynomials in runtime bounds like
O(n) or O∗(2k) are never meant to depend on the actual input instance.
A statement like “given n numbers, they can be sorted in time O(n log n),”
for example, should be read as “there are positive constants c and n0 such
that any n numbers, n > n0, can be sorted in time c · n log n.”
2.3 Mathematical Symbols
As usual in computer science, we let the symbol log refer to the binary
logarithm (logarithmus dualis), i.e., log(x) = ld(x) = log2(x).
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The set N of natural numbers may or may not include zero, depending on
the context. Whereas the zero element should be allowed where applicable,
such as in most definitions, it does not play a role in our investigations. In
particular, we consider graph problems that become trivial and uninteresting
as soon as the graph is empty or the parameter equals zero. It would thus
be overdone to point out whether 0 ∈ N for each occurrence of that symbol.
Lastly, we use
(S
k
)
to denote the set of all k-element subsets of some
set S.
2.4 Combinatorics
Throughout this section, let k, n ∈ N denote arbitrary natural numbers.
A permutation of a set A is an ordering of its elements. There are
n! = n(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · 1 ways to permute n elements. The number of ways
to obtain an ordered k-element subset, k ≤ n, of an n-element set is
(n)k =
n!
(n− k)! .
If we allow elements to be repeated in this ordered k-element subset (i.e., if
we switch to multisets), the number of possible choices becomes
nk.
A combination of a set A is an unordered subset of A. If k ≤ n, an
n-element set allows for exactly(
n
k
)
=
n!
k!(n− k)!
k-element combinations. In the case that elements may be repeated, the
number of combinations becomes(
n + k − 1
k
)
=
(
n + k − 1
n− 1
)
.
Since an n-element set has exactly
(n
k
)
subsets of size k and 2n subsets
in total,
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
= 2n.
Since n!/(n− k)! = n(n− 1) · · · (n− k + 1) ≤ nk,(
n
k
)
=
n!
k!(n− k)! ≤
nk
k!
≤ nk.
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We make regular use of Stirling’s approximation ([1, item 6.1.38]):
√
2pin
(n
e
)n ≤ n! ≤ √2pin(n
e
)n(
1 + O
( 1
n
))
Robbins [65] has extended this approximation to
√
2pin
(n
e
)n
· e1/(12n+1) < n! <
√
2pin
(n
e
)n
· e1/(12n).
Furthermore, we define f(n) ∼ g(n) to denote that the two functions f and
g approximate each other for sufficiently large n (i.e., they differ by a factor
that converges to one as n increases). In particular, Stirling’s approximation
implies that n! ∼ √2pin ·(n/e)n. For any constant α strictly between 0 and 1
such that αn is a natural number, we gather(
n
αn
)
=
n!
(αn)!((1 − α)n)!
∼
√
2pin · (n/e)n√
2piαn · (αn/e)αn ·√2pi(1 − α)n · ((1− α)n/e)(1−α)n
=
1√
2piα(1 − α)n ·
nn
(αn)αn · ((1 − α)n)(1−α)n ·
eαn · e(1−α)n
en
=
1√
2piα(1 − α)n
( 1
αα(1− α)1−α ·
n
nα · n1−α
)n
=
1√
2piα(1 − α)n
( 1
αα(1− α)1−α
)n
.
According to this estimation, we find that(
n
αn
)
= Θ
( 1√
n
·
( 1
αα(1− α)1−α
)n)
.
In particular, the number of n/2-element subsets, n even, of an n-element
set nearly increases as rapidly as the number of all subsets of such a set (see
also Figure 2.1): (
n
n/2
)
= Θ
( 2n√
n
)
.
2.5 Pseudocode
When describing algorithms, we use pseudocode and the so-called layout
syntax, which means that program elements are grouped by indentation.
Table 2.1 illustrates this syntax using Dijkstra’s famous algorithm for the
single-source shortest path problem.
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Figure 2.1: The function (αα(1− α)1−α)−1 for 0 < α < 1.
Input: A network (G, `) with G = (V,E), a node s ∈ V
for all v ∈ V do
d[v] :=∞;
p[v] := ⊥;
d[s] := 0;
S := ∅;
while S 6= V do
Choose a v ∈ V \ S that minimizes d[v];
S := S ∪ {v};
for all w ∈ N(v) do
if d[v] + `({v, w}) < d[w] then
d[w] := d[v] + `({v, w});
p[w] := v;
Output (d, p);
Table 2.1: Dijkstra’s algorithm in pseudocode and layout syntax. The arrays
d and p provide the solution to the single-source shortest path problem: d[t]
equals the distance between the source s and any target t, whereas p[t]
indicates the predecessor of a target t on a shortest path from s to t.
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2.6 Parameterized Complexity
Due to the important role that parameterized algorithms play in this thesis,
it is advisable to proceed with at least a brief review of parameterized com-
plexity. The reader is referred to the monograph by Downey and Fellows [25]
and the textbook by Flum and Grohe [36] for a detailed account. Note that
the definitions of certain key concepts differ between the two books. The
definitions provided in the chapter at hand are slightly simplified versions
of the ones by Flum and Grohe.
In NP-completeness theory, we define computational problems as sets
of yes-instances in an appropriate encoding. To reuse an example from
the introduction, we could define Primes as the set of all binary numbers
that are prime. In that case, an input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ would constitute a yes-
instance whenever x ∈ Primes. In parameterized complexity, however, we
expand this notion of computational problems by pairing the input with a
parameter.
Definition 13 Fix an input alphabet Σ. A parameterization is a function
κ : Σ∗ → N that can be computed in polynomial time. A parameterized
problem (also parameterized language) L = (Q,κ) consists of a set Q ⊆ Σ∗
of strings and a parameterization κ.
That is, κ maps every input to the respective parameter. This parameter
could be, e.g., a number from the input, the size of a set included in the input,
or even a quantity of the input graph that can be computed in polynomial
time. The restriction to polynomial-time computable functions κ is a mere
technicality [36].
Let us exemplify the concept of parameterization with a problem called
Bounded Factor Factorization. Without loss of generality, we fix the
input alphabet Σ = {0, 1}, enforcing a binary encoding of the input. An
instance of the problem consists of two positive integers N and k, and it
is a yes-instance if and only if N has a prime factor p with p < nk, where
n = blog Nc+1 is the length of the binary representation of N . Technically,
the parameter function κ maps every input, namely the binary encoding of
a pair of positive integers, to the value of the second integer.
2.6.1 Fixed-Parameter Tractability
One of the crucial ideas behind parameterization, of course, is to characterize
a problem as tractable if it can be solved efficiently for small values of the
parameter. This is formalized as follows:
Definition 14 Let L = (Q,κ) be a parameterized problem defined over the
input alphabet Σ. We say that L is fixed-parameter tractable if there is an
algorithm that determines whether (x, κ(x)) ∈ L in time f(κ(x)) · poly(n)
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for all (x, κ(x)) ∈ Σ∗ ×N, where n = |x| and f : N → N is a computable
function.
Such an algorithm is called an FPT algorithm, and FPT is the class of
all parameterized languages that are fixed-parameter tractable.
Note that the above definition is robust with respect to minor changes
regarding the measurement of length. When discussing graph problems, for
instance, we would like n to denote the number of nodes, even though the
representation of the graph (e.g., by a binary adjacency matrix) can require
about 12n
2 rather than n bits. However, the runtime bound in the definition
absorbs this polynomial blow-up.
Let us now review some basic methods that can be employed for the con-
struction of FPT algorithms. To do this, we consider the problem Vertex
Cover, which has arguably received the most attention among the hundreds
of fixed-parameter tractable problems identified by the community [14].
Definition 15 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and k a number. The decision
problem Vertex Cover consists in checking whether G has a vertex cover
of size at most k, i.e., whether there is a node subset C ⊆ V , |C| ≤ k, such
that each edge from E is incident to at least one node from C.
See Figure 2.2 for an illustration. We investigate the common parame-
terization in k, which can be seen to be the most natural choice. In fact,
there is a long history of improved runtime bounds for this parameteriza-
tion [7, 15, 17, 59, 61], culminating in an O(1.2738k + kn) algorithm by
Chen, Kanj, and Xia [18].1
Vertex Cover constitutes a wonderful introductory example to pa-
rameterized complexity: it is a very basic graph problem that allows for
both a simple FPT algorithm [23] and a simple kernelization (as suggested
by Buss [25], see below). We proceed with a brief summary of the afore-
mentioned parameterized algorithm and kernelization.
One of the original Vertex Cover algorithms by Downey and Fellows
bases on the idea of recursing in a search tree whose size is bounded by
a function in the parameter. This bounded search tree technique can be
applied to many problems and has thus become a standard tool in the design
of parameterized algorithms.
In the case of Vertex Cover, it is easy to see that each edge {v, w} ∈ E
requires v ∈ C or w ∈ C in order for C to be a solution. Consequently, the
problem of finding a k-node vertex cover C can be solved by recursively
checking the two possibilities to cover some hitherto uncovered edge. The
traversal of each path in the computation can be stopped as soon as k nodes
have been used (see Table 2.2).
1A bound of O(1.271k +kn) was claimed earlier [16], but turned out to be incorrect [18].
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Figure 2.2: An example for Vertex Cover. There is a three-node vertex
cover for this graph, but no two-node vertex cover. The three highlighted
nodes constitute a solution —they cover all edges of the graph. Conse-
quently, removing these nodes leaves a graph without edges.
Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
if E = ∅ then return true;
if k = 0 then return false;
Pick an edge {v, w} ∈ E;
return VC (G \ {v}, k − 1) ∨VC (G \ {w}, k − 1);
Table 2.2: VC, a pseudocode version of the original Vertex Cover algo-
rithm by Downey and Fellows. A call to VC(G, k) returns true if and only if
G has a k-node vertex cover. In a slight abuse of notation, G \ {v} refers to
the graph obtained from G by removing the node v and all incident edges.
The size of the resulting search tree, i.e., the number of recursive calls,
is obviously bounded by 2k+1. Since all other operations performed during
a call require only O(n) time, we get a runtime bound of O(2kn).
Another important tool for establishing fixed-parameter tractability is
the reduction to problem kernel method. As usual, let n denote the input
size and k the parameter. Rather than designing an algorithm that solves all
instances of the problem in O(f(k)poly(n)) time, we now aim at designing
an algorithm that reduces every instance to an equivalent instance whose
size is bounded by O(f(k)). If the latter algorithm takes only polynomial
time, this reduction can easily be employed to obtain an FPT algorithm.
Buss’ kernelizaton for Vertex Cover exploits properties of nodes that
have certain degrees. Firstly, if a graph contains a node v whose degree
exceeds k, then any vertex cover C of size at most k necessarily contains v:
the only other way to cover the edges incident to v would be to include all
neighbors of v in C, but these are more than k.
This fact has two interesting implications. If there are more than k
vertices whose degrees exceed k, then a vertex cover of size k is simply
impossible. Moreover, removing these high-degree nodes from the graph
and decreasing the parameter appropriately leads to an equivalent instance:
if v must be included in any k-node vertex cover in G, then G has a k-node
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
C := { v ∈ V | deg(v) > k };
if |C| > k then return (∅,−1);
k′ := |C| − k;
G′ := G \ C;
if |V [G′]| > k′(k + 1) then return (∅,−1);
return (G′, k′);
Table 2.3: Buss’ kernelization for Vertex Cover in pseudocode. The
instance (∅,−1) denotes a trivial no-instance, and G \ C is the subgraph of
G induced by V \ C.
vertex cover if and only if G \ {v} has a k − 1-node vertex cover.
Secondly, if a graph G = (V,E) of maximum degree k has a vertex cover
of size at most k′, then |E| cannot exceed k′ · k. Assuming the absence
of isolated nodes, this also implies |V | ≤ k ′(k + 1) for every yes-instance:
there are up to k′ vertices in the solution, each of which has up to k neigh-
bors; every non-isolated node is incident to an edge and thus either part
of the solution or a neighbor of a vertex in the solution. Combining these
considerations, an algorithm that reduces every instance (G, k) of Vertex
Cover to an equivalent one of size O(k2) is easy to derive (see Table 2.3).
Its time complexity is only O(n), where n denotes the number of nodes in
the original input graph.
Whereas the above methods are deterministic, we can easily relax the re-
spective concepts to allow for randomization: a randomized FPT algorithm
is like a deterministic FPT algorithm, except that it has access to a ran-
dom number generator and may output an erroneous answer with bounded
probability. We usually demand that this error probability be exponen-
tially small in the input size, which can easily be established as soon as it
is bounded by a constant. The respective complexity class is referred to as
Randomized FPT.
2.6.2 Reductions and Hardness
Recall that in terms of NP-completeness theory, a computational problem
is considered tractable if it is in P, and intractable if it is NP-hard, i.e.,
capable of expressing all problems from NP via polynomial reduction. This
notion of hardness is justified by the fact that it is widely believed that no
NP-hard problem is contained in P.
The above pattern of thought is reflected in parameterized complex-
ity: we consider a parameterized problem tractable if it is in FPT, and
intractable if it is capable of expressing all problems from certain super-
classes of FPT (such as W[1] or W[2]) via appropriate reductions. Again,
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it is widely believed that, for example, no W[1]-hard problem is contained
in FPT.
For the purposes of this thesis, the details and specifics of those parame-
terized complexity classes beyond FPT do not really matter; we only employ
W[1]- and W[2]-hardness as indicators for fixed-parameter intractability. It
thus suffices to know how we can establish the hardness of a parameterized
problem by reduction from another hard problem.
Again, consider classical NP-completeness theory: because polynomial
reductions preserve polynomial running times, it follows that if a problem L1
can be polynomially reduced to some language L2 ∈ P, then L1 ∈ P.
The contraposition is no less interesting and allows us to establish NP-
completeness as an indicator of (likely) computational hardness.
In the same way, a reduction model for parameterized problems should
preserve fixed-parameter tractability in order to be meaningful. This natu-
rally leads to the following concept of parameterized reduction:
Definition 16 Let L1 = (Q1, κ1) and L2 = (Q2, κ2) be two parameterized
problems defined over the input alphabet Σ. A parameterized reduction from
L1 to L2 is a function f : Σ
∗ → Σ∗ such that
• x ∈ Q1 ⇔ f(x) ∈ Q2 for all x ∈ Σ∗,
• f(x) can be computed in time f ′(κ1(x)) · poly(|x|) for a computable
function f ′ : N→ N, and
• κ2(f(x)) ≤ g(κ1(x)) for a computable function g : N→ N.
Clearly, if there is a parameterized reduction from L1 to L2 and L2 ∈
FPT, then L1 ∈ FPT as well. The conversion of the input has a time
complexity of f ′(κ1(x)) · poly(|x|) and is thus a fixed-parameter tractable
subproblem, while the blow-up of the parameter is bounded by a computable
function. Consequently, combining the reduction with an FPT algorithm for
L2 yields an FPT algorithm for L1.
The parameterized complexity classes beyond P and FPT are strongly re-
lated to logical satisfiability problems. Recall that the satisfiability problem
SAT consists in deciding whether a given Boolean formula in conjunctive
normal form (i.e., a product of sums such as
(x1 ∨ ¬x2) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4 ∨ x5)
with Boolean variables x1 through xn) can be satisfied by assigning appro-
priate values to its variables.
In order to parameterize SAT, we define Weighted SAT: given a
Boolean formula F in conjunctive normal form and a number k ∈ N, is
there an assignment of weight at most k (i.e., an assignment that sets at
most k variables to true) that satisfies F ?
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We also introduce some variants of Weighted SAT. In the restricted
version Weighted 3-SAT, each sum in the input formula may only contain
up to three summands—analogously to the well-known restriction of SAT
known as 3-SAT. In the generalization Weighted t-Normalized SAT,
the input formula has t alternations between products and sums such that
the outermost operation is a logical and. Consequently, Weighted SAT
equals Weighted 1-Normalized SAT— and(
(x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (¬x1 ∧ x3)
) ∧ ((¬x2 ∧ ¬x3 ∧ x4) ∨ (x2 ∧ x3 ∧ x4))
(combined with some k ∈ N) is an instance of Weighted 2-Normalized
SAT.
In the same way that we call a language L NP-hard if every problem in
NP can be reduced to L by a polynomial reduction, we call a parameterized
language L hard for a parameterized complexity class if every problem in
that class can be reduced to L by a parameterized reduction. As usual, we
call a language complete for a class if it is hard for that class and contained
in that class.
Using the above problems and notions of completeness, we are now able
to describe the most important parameterized complexity classes, namely
the W[t] hierarchy:
Just like SAT is NP-complete [20], Weighted t-Normalized SAT
is complete for W[t]. In particular, Weighted SAT is W[2]-complete,
whereas the restriction Weighted 3-SAT is only complete for W[1]. It
is relatively easy to establish that
FPT ⊆W[1] ⊆W[2] ⊆ . . . ⊆ W[t] ⊆W[t + 1] ⊆ . . .
Furthermore, it is believed that these inclusions are strict.
We conclude the excursus on parameterized complexity with an example
of a parameterized reduction, namely a reduction from Dominating Set
to Set Cover. Since Dominating Set is known to be W[2]-hard, it can
be used to establish W[2]-hardness for Set Cover [14].
Definition 17 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and k ∈ N a number. The
decision problem Dominating Set consists in checking whether G has a
dominating set of size at most k, i.e., a subset V ′ ⊆ V , |V ′| ≤ k, such that
each v ∈ V is either contained in V ′ or adjacent to a node from V ′.
Accordingly, we say that a node v dominates a node w whenever w ∈
N [v], and that a node v is dominated by a set V ′ if and only if N [v] inter-
sects V ′.
Definition 18 Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a family of sets and k ∈ N a
number. The decision problem Set Cover consists in checking whether
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this family has a set cover of size k, i.e., whether there is a subset R ⊆ S,
|R| ≤ k, such that ⋃R = ⋃S (i.e., such that the sets in R contain all the
elements of all the Si).
Let a graph G = (V,E) with V = {v1, . . . , vn} and a number k ∈ N
denote an arbitrary instance of Dominating Set. In Dominating Set,
all nodes must be dominated, but a single node vi dominates its entire
neighborhood; in Set Cover, all elements must be covered, but a single
set Si covers all its elements. This similarity allows for a rather simple
reduction. In fact, it suffices to rewrite the graph-domination constraints in
terms of set-covering without even adjusting the parameter:
For each node vi ∈ V , we generate the set Si := N [vi]. Then we output
the instance (S = {S1, . . . , Sn}, k). Observe that the entire reduction can
be performed in time O(n2). It remains to show that our reduction results
in a yes-instance for Set Cover if and only if the input was a yes-instance
for Dominating Set.
If the input was a yes-instance for Dominating Set, then there is a
dominating set V ′, |V ′| ≤ k, for G. Without loss of generality, assume
that V ′ = {v1, . . . , vt}, t ≤ k. Since V ′ dominates all nodes of G, we know
that N [v1] ∪ · · · ∪N [vt] = V . It follows immediately that R = {S1, . . . , St}
constitutes a solution of size t ≤ k for the respective instance of Set Cover.
If the reduction results in a yes-instance for Set Cover, then there
is a set cover R, |R| ≤ k, for S. Without loss of generality, assume that
R = {S1, . . . , St}, t ≤ k. Since Si = N [vi] and the sets in R contain all
the elements that occur in the sets of S, we know that {v1, . . . , vt} forms a
dominating set of size t ≤ k for the input instance.
Chapter 3
The Steiner Tree Problem
In this chapter, we investigate the Minimum Steiner Tree (MST) prob-
lem on graphs, or Steiner tree problem for short. It is a folklore result that
this optimization problem is NP-hard, but due to its importance in both
theory and practice, many approximate and exact MST algorithms have
been developed. This even holds for very restricted subcases like the recti-
linear Steiner tree problem, where the vertices reside in the two-dimensional
Euclidean plane and the weight of the edge between two nodes equals the
sum of the horizontal and the vertical distance (in absolute values).
Definition 19 Let ` : E → Q+ \ {0}. Given a network (G, `) in which k
nodes are marked as terminals, a Steiner graph is a connected subgraph
of G that contains all these terminals. The Steiner tree problem consists in
finding a Steiner graph of minimum total edge weight (also called minimum
length).
It is obvious that any minimum Steiner graph is a tree because `(e) > 0
for all e ∈ E: a connected graph that is not a tree contains a cycle, and
removing an edge from a cycle never turns a connected graph into a discon-
nected one. Moreover, it is natural to require that G be connected because
a Steiner graph only exists if all terminals reside in the same component.
An example instance of the problem is depicted in Figure 3.1.
In 1972, long before the term parameterized complexity even existed,
Dreyfus and Wagner presented an O(3kn + 2kn2 + n3) time algorithm —
i.e., an FPT algorithm —for the Steiner tree problem [27]. It remained the
fastest parameterized MST algorithm for thirty-three years. On a side note,
Levin obtained a similar method independently [49].
The runtime bound of O(3kn + 2kn2 + n3) established by Dreyfus and
Wagner was improved to O((2 + δ)kpoly(n)) by Mo¨lle, Richter and Ross-
manith in 2005 [52, 55], where δ > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily. For the
special case where at least one of the two endpoints of each edge is a ter-
minal, the bound can be reduced to O(2kk3n2) [53]. This case may hardly
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Figure 3.1: An example input and an optimum solution for the Steiner tree
problem. The marked nodes constitute the terminal set Y . There are several
cheapest Steiner trees, and the optimum length is ten.
occur among usual instances of the Steiner tree problem, but it turns out to
be a crucial subproblem when computing connected vertex covers [42, 54].
In 2006, Bjo¨rklund et al. proved a runtime bound of O(2kn2 + n3) for the
Steiner tree problem with bounded integer weights. Their algorithm relies
on fast subset convolution [10].
3.1 The Dreyfus–Wagner Algorithm
This section is devoted to a brief review of the classic Dreyfus–Wagner algo-
rithm as described by the pseudocode in Table 3.1. We prove its correctness
as well as the well-known runtime bound in order for the differences between
this and our improved approach to become as apparent as possible.
Let us first agree upon some basic notation for the remainder of this
section. An instance of the Steiner tree problem is a network (G, `) with
G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V . We let n = |V |, m = |E|, and k = |Y |.
In what follows, the two symbols s and sv play a crucial role. Given a
terminal subset X ⊆ Y and a node v ∈ V \X, we define
• s(X ∪ {v}) to be the total edge weight of an optimum Steiner tree for
X ∪ {v},
• sv(X ∪{v}) to be the total edge weight of an optimum Steiner tree for
X ∪ {v} in which v is not a leaf, and
• p(v, w) to be the length of a shortest path between v and w.
The key idea of the Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm lies in computing the values
of s and sv for terminal subsets of increasing size, which can be done by
recombining the respective values of two appropriate smaller terminal sub-
sets. In the end, this dynamic programming approach will reveal the total
edge weight of an optimum Steiner tree for the complete terminal set Y .
Note that the initial values for all entries in the tables s and sv are as-
sumed to be ∞. Moreover, we examine the variant that only outputs the
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Input: A network (G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V
Compute the shortest paths p(v, w) for all pairs (v, w) ∈ V × V ;
for all {v, w} ∈ Y 2 do s({v, w}) = p(v, w);
for i = 2 to k − 1 do
for all X ∈ (Yi ) and all v ∈ V \X do
for all X ′ ⊂ X, X ′ 6= ∅, do
if sv(X ∪ {v}) > s(X ′ ∪ {v}) + s((X \X ′) ∪ {v}) then
sv(X ∪ {v}) = s(X ′ ∪ {v}) + s((X \X ′) ∪ {v});
for all X ∈ (Yi ) and all v ∈ V \X do
for all w ∈ X do
if s(X ∪ {v}) > s(X) + p(v, w) then
s(X ∪ {v}) = s(X) + p(v, w);
for all w ∈ V \X do
if s(X ∪ {v}) > sw(X ∪ {w}) + p(v, w) then
s(X ∪ {v}) = sw(X ∪ {w}) + p(v, w);
Output s(Y );
Table 3.1: The Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm. We assume the cells of the tables
s and sv to be initialized with ∞.
length of an optimum Steiner tree, not the actual tree itself. Modifying the
algorithm so as to obtain the tree is straightforward; the respective Steiner
graphs can simply be stored along with the values of s and sv. Whereas
storing these trees directly would increase the memory consumption dra-
matically, we can do much better by merely storing two pointers per entry,
namely pointers to the two table cells whose recombination led to the entry
in question.
3.1.1 Correctness
We employ induction to show that the algorithm in Table 3.1 computes the
correct values for s and sv (see above). The claim is obvious for all s({v, w})
because each of these values is initialized with the length of a shortest path
in the preprocessing phase, and the shortest path between two terminals
clearly constitutes an optimum Steiner tree for these two terminals.
When rewriting the for loops in the main part of the algorithm as com-
putations of minima, it turns out that all we need to prove is the following
statement:
Lemma 1 Let X ⊆ Y , X 6= ∅, and v ∈ V \X. Then
sv(X ∪ {v}) = min
∅6=X′⊂X
{
s(X ′ ∪ {v}) + s((X \X ′) ∪ {v})}
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Figure 3.2: The three cases for the second equation of the Dreyfus–Wagner
recursion. The nodes surrounded by boxes are terminals.
and
s(X ∪ {v}) = min{min
w∈X
{s(X) + p(v, w)},
min
w∈V \X
{sw(X ∪ {w}) + p(v, w)}
}
.
Proof. We begin by proving that the first equation holds true. Observe that
sv(X ∪ {v}) ≤ s(X ′ ∪ {v}) + s((X \X ′) ∪ {v})
for any X ′ ⊆ X because any two optimum Steiner trees for X ′ ∪ {v} and
(X \ X ′) ∪ {v} combine to form a (possibly suboptimal) Steiner graph for
X ∪ {v}, where v is an inner node. Conversely, any optimum Steiner tree T
for the terminal subset X ∪ {v} in which v is an inner node satisfies the
following property:
By definition, the weight of T is sv(X ∪ {v}). The fact that deg(v) ≥ 2
allows us to split T (at v) into two subtrees T1 and T2 (including v). Clearly,
these subtrees constitute optimum Steiner trees for the respective terminal
subsets X ′∪{v} := V [T1]∩(X∪{v}) and (X \X ′)∪{v} := V [T2]∩(X∪{v}):
if they did not, we could replace them by cheaper trees that provide the same
connectivity, implying that they combine to form a Steiner graph for X∪{v}
that is cheaper than the optimum Steiner tree T — a contradiction. Since
the weight of T1 is s(X
′ ∪{v}) and the weight of T2 is s((X \X ′)∪{v}), we
gather
sv(X ∪ {v}) = s(X ′ ∪ {v}) + s((X \X ′) ∪ {v}).
The second equation requires a case distinction (see also Figure 3.2)
regarding some fixed optimum Steiner tree T for X ∪{v}. If v is an internal
node in T , then s(X ∪ {v}) = sv(X ∪ {v}). This case will be respected
within the last for loop when w = v.
Otherwise, v is a leaf in T . We traverse T starting in v until we reach a
node w that either is a terminal from X or has degree at least three in T .
Note that this traversal is unambiguous. In the case that w ∈ X, it is easy
to see that s(X ∪ {v}) = s(X) + p(v, w).
The remaining subcase is that the leaf v is connected to an internal node
w /∈ X of degree at least three by a simple path. Then the optimum Steiner
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tree T for X ∪ {v} can be split into two optimum Steiner trees T ′ for the
terminal subset X ∪{w} and T ′′ for {v, w}, where w has degree at least two
in T ′. This implies s(X ∪ {v}) = sw(X ∪ {w}) + p(v, w).
Note that the values stored in s and sv will never be smaller than the
total length of an optimum Steiner tree meeting the respective requirements
(as defined for s and sv). Moreover, according to the above arguments, the
actual length of such an optimum Steiner tree will be seen and stored at
least once. In particular, s(Y ) contains the length of an optimum Steiner
tree for Y upon termination. 
3.1.2 Runtime Analysis
Lemma 2 On a k-terminal network with n nodes and m edges, the Dreyfus–
Wagner algorithm has a running time of O(3kn + 2kn2 + n2 log n + mn).
Proof. Let us first analyze the exponential parts of the running time, which
stem from the nested for loops. To perform the dynamic programming,
we need to cycle through all terminal subsets X ⊆ Y of increasing size
2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Moreover, we go through all the v ∈ V \ X, introducing a
linear factor of n−k. All this is achieved by the outer two levels of for loops
in the main part.
For each choice of X and v, we update the table entries for sv(X ∪ {v})
and s(X ∪ {v}). In the case of sv, we also need to cycle through all subsets
X ′ ⊂ X with X ′ 6= ∅. From a combinatorial point of view, the algorithm
simply checks each of the 3k possibilities to assign the k terminals to the
disjoint terminal subsets X ′, X \X ′, and Y \X (disregarding skipped border
cases like X ′ = ∅). The number of elementary steps for the updates to sv
thus amounts to at most 3k · (n− k) = O(3kn).
Updating the table entries for s(X ∪ {v}) requires less effort: for each
choice of X and v, we only need to cycle through all w ∈ X and, later,
through all w ∈ V \X. This introduces another linear factor of n, and the
total number of steps for these updates can thus be bounded by 2kn2.
The preprocessing phase is even easier to analyze. We need to compute
the shortest paths between any two nodes, which can be done by n calls
to Dijkstra’s O(n log n + m) algorithm for the Single-Source Shortest
Path problem. 
Combining the last two lemmata yields the desired result:
Theorem 1 The Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm solves the Steiner tree problem
in time O(3kn+2kn2+n2 log n+mn) for all networks (G, `) and all terminal
sets Y ⊆ V [G], where n = |V [G]|, m = |E[G]|, and k = |Y |.
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3.2 Improving on the Dreyfus–Wagner Algorithm
We adhere to the notation established above: an instance of the Steiner tree
problem is a network (G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V . We
let n = |V |, m = |E|, and k = |Y |.
When solving the Steiner tree problem via dynamic programming, it is
only natural to go through all terminal subsets X ⊆ Y by increasing size,
resulting in a factor of 2k in the running time. Unfortunately, it seems that
a lot of additional operations are required in order to compute an optimum
Steiner tree for each such X: there is some X ′ ⊂ X such that the optimum
solutions for X ′ and some X ′′ with X ′∪X ′′ = X and |X ′∩X| = 1 combine to
form an optimum solution for X, but X ′ and X ′′ are not known beforehand.
The only obvious solution lies in trying all possibilities, and this increases
the aforementioned factor in the running time to about 3k (as proven in the
previous section).
The key idea behind our improved algorithm is to mitigate this dilemma
by drastically reducing the number of sets X ′ that need to be tested. More
precisely, we identify a property of input instances that bounds the size of
the sets X ′ required to find an optimum solution for the currently inspected
terminal set X. A rough estimate on the effect is easy to achieve:
Let q ≤ k/2 and assume that X ′ ≤ q in all cases. We still need to
cycle through all X ⊆ Y , but the table update for each X only requires(
|X|
q
)
poly(n) rudimentary steps. The aforementioned factor of 3k thus de-
creases to 2k
(
k
q
)
poly(n). Provided that we may choose q arbitrarily small,
we can even get as close to 2kpoly(n) as we like. Surprisingly, this will turn
out to be the case.
3.2.1 Regions and Confederations
In order to bound the size of X ′ as discussed above, we will examine the
maximum number of terminals in so-called regions (also known as compo-
nents) of an optimum Steiner tree.
Definition 20 Let T be an optimum Steiner tree for an arbitrary network
(G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V . A (T, Y )-region is an
inclusion-maximal subtree of T all of whose internal nodes are in V \ Y .
Note that each leaf of a (T, Y )-region is a terminal because T is an
optimum Steiner tree and all edge weights are positive non-zero numbers.
Figure 3.3 shows an example Steiner tree and its regions. We now introduce
confederations to formalize compounds of neighboring regions.
Definition 21 Let T be an optimum Steiner tree for an arbitrary network
(G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V . A (T, Y )-confederation is
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Figure 3.3: An example Steiner tree T for some terminal set Y and its
(T, Y )-regions.
a connected union T ′ of (T, Y )-regions, and the set Y [T ′] of terminals in T ′
is called (T, Y )-confederate.
In a slight abuse of notation, we use T ′ to denote both the set of regions
of a (T, Y )-confederation T ′ and the Steiner tree obtained by joining these
sets. The crucial property of (T, Y )-confederate terminal sets lies in the
substitutability of its regions:
Lemma 3 Let T be an optimum Steiner tree for an arbitrary network (G, `)
with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V , and let T ′ = {R1, . . . , Rt} be an
arbitrary (T, Y )-confederation such that T ∗ = {R1, . . . , Rt−1} is a (T, Y )-
confederation as well. Then any optimum Steiner tree for Y [T ∗] and any
optimum Steiner tree for Y [Rt] combine to form an optimum Steiner tree
for Y [T ′].
Proof. Note first that T ′ is an optimum Steiner tree for Y [T ′]: if there was a
cheaper Steiner tree for Y [T ′], we could use it to replace the subtree T ′ of the
global optimum Steiner tree T . The resulting graph would still be a Steiner
graph for Y , but cheaper than the optimum tree T —a contradiction.
By the very same argument, T ∗ and Rt constitute optimum Steiner trees
for the respective terminal sets Y [T ∗] and Y [Rt]. This also implies that the
length of any optimum Steiner tree for the set Y [T ′], Y [T ∗], or Y [Rt] equals
`(T ′), `(T ∗), or `(Rt), respectively. Because T
∗ and Rt are edge-disjoint, we
also have `(T ∗) + `(Rt) = `(T
′).
Since T ∗ = {R1, . . . , Rt−1} and Rt form the (T, Y )-confederation T ′, they
have exactly one terminal in common. Joining any optimum Steiner tree for
Y [T ∗] with any optimum Steiner tree for Y [Rt] thus yields a Steiner graph G
′
for Y [T ′]. By construction, the length of G′ is at most `(T ∗)+ `(Rt) = `(T
′)
and thus optimal. 
In other words, knowing arbitrary optimum Steiner trees for the (T, Y )-
confederate terminal sets Y [T ∗] and Y [Rt] suffices to construct an optimum
Steiner tree for the (T, Y )-confederate terminal set Y [T ′] = Y [T ∗] ∪ Y [Rt].
The above lemma is important because this property does not hold when
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Figure 3.4: Consider this network with thin edges of weight two, thick edges
of weight three, and terminal set Y = {A,B,C,D}. Any optimum Steiner
tree for Y consists of three thin edges, has a total edge weight of six, and is
two-granular (a). Let T denote the highlighted Steiner tree. The terminal
subset {A,B,C} is (T, Y )-confederate, and the respective optimum Steiner
tree has a length of four (b). The terminal subset {B,D}, however, is not
a (T, Y )-region, and the respective optimum Steiner tree has a length of
three (c). Joining the two trees yields a suboptimal Steiner tree for Y (d).
Input: A network (G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V
for all Y ′ ⊆ Y with |Y ′| ≤ q do
s(Y ′)← Dreyfus–Wagner(G, `, Y ′);
for all Y ′ ⊆ Y (by increasing size) with |Y ′| > q do
for all Y ′′ ⊆ Y ′ and v ∈ Y ′′ with |Y ′′| ≤ q do
if s(Y ′) > s(Y ′′) + s((Y ′ \ Y ′′) ∪ {v}) then
s(Y ′) = s(Y ′′) + s((Y ′ \ Y ′′) ∪ {v});
Output s(Y );
Table 3.2: Our improved algorithm for the Steiner tree problem. The num-
ber q ≤ 2 must be chosen wisely: only if Y is q-granular the output can be
guaranteed to be the length of an optimum Steiner tree for Y .
joining arbitrary optimum Steiner trees for non-confederate terminal sets
(see Figure 3.4 for an example).
3.2.2 The q-Granular Case
The regions defined above are not necessarily bounded in size. In particular,
it is easy to construct arbitrarily large Steiner trees that only consist of a
single region. Whereas we will demonstrate how to enforce small regions
later on, let us first discuss the special case that the region size is bounded
by a constant q.
Definition 22 Let (G, `) be a network (G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal
set Y ⊆ V . We say that Y is q-granular if there is an optimum Steiner
tree T for Y whose every region contains at most q terminals.
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Let us now check the correctness of our improved algorithm from Ta-
ble 3.2. As in the case of the Dreyfus–Wagner method, we assume the cells
of the table s to be initialized with ∞, and we only consider the variant
that computes the length of an optimum Steiner tree rather than the tree
itself. Again, storing the respective Steiner graphs along with the values of s
suffices to obtain the optimum Steiner tree as well.
Lemma 4 Let (G, `) be a network with G = (V,E) and q-granular termi-
nal set Y ⊆ V . The algorithm from Table 3.2 computes the length of an
optimum Steiner tree for Y .
Proof. By definition of q-granularity, we may fix some optimum Steiner
tree T for Y that induces regions with at most q terminals. For any Y ′ ⊆ Y
with |Y ′| ≤ q, the correctness of the Dreyfus–Wagner method guarantees
that the value s(Y ′) computed in the beginning equals the length of an
optimum Steiner tree for Y ′. In particular, this holds whenever Y ′ = Y [R]
for any (T, Y )-region R.
For an appropriate ordering R1, . . . , Rt of its (T, Y )-regions, the tree T
can be constructed by starting with R1 and successively joining the current
confederation with the next (and neighboring) region. This fact is easy to
see: after all, T can be seen to be a tree of regions, and a tree can always
be composed from an arbitrary first node by successively adding suitably
chosen nodes.
For any natural number i between two and t, the algorithm considers
the set Y ′ = Y [R1] ∪ · · · ∪ Y [Ri] at some point. We use induction on i to
show that s(Y ′) will then be set to the length of an optimum Steiner tree
for Y ′:
Let Y ∗ = Y [R1] ∪ · · · ∪ Y [Ri−1] and assume that s(Y ∗) contains the
length of an optimum Steiner tree for Y ∗. Observe that this holds true
for i = 2 in any case because |Y [R1]| ≤ q. For i > 2 it is simply the
induction hypothesis. Since Ri is a neighboring region of the confederation
{R1, . . . , Ri−1}, the sets Y ∗ and Y [Ri] have exactly one node vi in common.
We thus have Y ∗ = (Y ′ \ Y ′′) ∪ {v}.
While computing s(Y ′), the algorithm will consider the case Y ′′ = Y [Ri]
and v = vi, trying to combine s(Y
′′) and s(Y ∗). Observe that both Y ∗ and
Y ′′ ∪ Y ∗ = Y ′ are (T, Y )-confederate. Lemma 3 implies that the length of
an optimum Steiner tree for Y ′ is s(Y ′′)+s(Y ∗), and this is exactly the sum
computed by the algorithm.
Note that the values stored in s will never be smaller than the total length
of an optimum Steiner tree for the respective terminal subset. Together with
the above argument, we obtain the statement of this lemma. 
It remains to estimate the running time. We restrict q to be at most
k/2, even though a terminal set can only be guaranteed to be k-granular
in the worst case. This restriction is easy to justify. On the one hand,
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our improved algorithm only outperforms the Dreyfus–Wagner method for
smaller values of q. On the other hand, the next section will reveal a way
to enforce q-granularity in any instance of the Steiner tree problem.
Lemma 5 Given an n-node network with k terminals as input and some
q ∈ N with 2 ≤ q ≤ k/2, the algorithm from Table 3.2 terminates after
O(2k
(
k
q
)
n3) steps.
Proof. Recall that k = |Y |, n = |V |, and m = |E|. The first for loop
performs
(
k
q
)
calls to the Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm, each of which takes
at most O(3qn + 2qn2 + n2 log n + nm) steps as detailed earlier. The total
number of steps for the first for loop is thus bounded by
O
((
k
q
)
· 3qn3
)
.
The remainder of the algorithm cycles through all terminal subsets Y ′ ⊆
Y with |Y ′| > q, which are less than 2k many. For each such Y ′, it also
cycles through all Y ′′ ⊆ Y ′ with |Y ′′| ≤ q, which are less than k(kq) many,
as well as through all v ∈ Y ′′, where |Y ′′| ≤ k. The total number of steps
for this part is thus bounded by
O
(
2k ·
(
k
q
)
k2
)
.
Both of these bounds are dominated by O(2k
(k
q
)
n3) because q ≤ k/2
implies 3q < 2k. 
Observe that the bound derived in the above lemma becomes O∗(2k) for
any constant value of q.
3.2.3 The General Case
The results obtained in the previous subsection hold for instances of the
Steiner tree problem that have at least one q-granular optimum Steiner
tree. However, it is obvious that q-granularity cannot be guaranteed for any
number q < k because the input may consist of only a single large region
(as exemplified by the k-star with all leaves being terminals). Given some
number q < k, we are not even able to check efficiently whether the input
allows for a q-granular optimum Steiner tree because this task seemingly
requires us to know the tree itself.
In order to design an improved algorithm for the general case, we thus
need to apply a little trick: we force an optimum Steiner tree for the instance
into q-granularity by adding auxiliary terminals that split its regions of
arbitrary size into regions containing at most q terminals. It turns out that
the number of additional terminals can be kept rather small:
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Input: A Steiner tree T for some terminal set Y ⊆ V in a network (G, `)
01 Z := Y
02 while T contains a (T,Z)-region R with 2 ≤ |Z[R]| ≤ q
03 that only shares a single node v with the other (T,Z)-regions do
04 Remove R save v from T ;
05 if T is only a single (T,Z)-region with |Z[T ]| ≤ q then
06 Output Z and stop;
07 Choose a node v ∈ V [T ] as a root;
08 while a subtree Tw rooted in a child w of v satisfies |Z[Tw]| ≥ q do
09 v := w;
10 Z := Z ∪ {v};
11 goto 2;
Table 3.3: Making an arbitrary Steiner tree q-granular.
Lemma 6 Let T be an optimum Steiner tree for an arbitrary network (G, `)
with G = (V,E) and k-terminal set Y ⊆ V . For any number q ≥ 2, the
tree T can be made q-granular by promoting at most k/(q − 1) of its nodes
to terminals.
Proof. We perform a constructive proof using the algorithm described in
Table 3.3. See Figure 3.5 for an example on how this algorithm transforms
a given Steiner tree into a q-granular tree by expanding the original terminal
set Y . The underlying idea is to remove regions that are small enough to
guarantee q-granularity and large enough to allow for a small bound on the
number of additional terminals.
Assume we reach line 10. The code in lines 2 through 6 ensures that all
remaining regions have more than q terminals. The code in lines 7 through 9
thus ensures two things: the subtree rooted in v has q or more terminals,
and any subtree rooted in a child w of v has less than q terminals (i.e., nodes
from Z \ {v}).
Note that v cannot have been in Z before since this would turn its
subtrees into (T,Z)-regions with at most q terminals, which would have been
removed by the code in lines 2 and 3. Consequently, the regions obtained
from the subtrees of v by promoting v to a terminal have at least q + 1
terminals altogether, and each of them has at most q terminals. The code
in line 2 then leads to the removal of these regions.
In order to obtain a bound on the number of additional terminals re-
quired to make the tree q-granular, it suffices to bound the number of ex-
ecutions of the code in line 10. Promoting v to a terminal enables us to
remove at least q+1 terminals (see above), but it also introduces v as a new
terminal. That is, the size of Z[T ] decreases by q or more each time lines 10
and 2 are executed. In the beginning we have |Z| = k, and the algorithm
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(a)
↑
(b)
↑
(c) (d)
Figure 3.5: Given the Steiner tree from (a), the algorithm from Table 3.3
needs two additional terminals (b,c) in order to enforce four-granularity (d).
Regions with no more than q = 4 terminals are removed immediately.
terminates as soon as |Z| ≤ q. The number of executions of line 10 is thus
bounded by k/(q − 1). 
The above lemma must be interpreted with caution. The k-terminal
set of any instance can be extended to a (k + k/(q − 1))-terminal set that
guarantees q-granularity, but we do not necessarily know how to do that.
In other words, it suffices to turn at most k/(q − 1) nodes into auxiliary
terminals, but without knowing an optimum Steiner tree for the instance,
it remains unknown which nodes to choose.
On the positive side, we can simply try every possibility of promoting
bk/(q − 1)c nodes to auxiliary terminals.
Theorem 2 Let q ∈ N with q ≥ 2. There is an algorithm that solves the
Steiner tree problem for k ≥ 2q terminals in
O
((
n
bk/(q − 1)c
)
· 2k+bk/(q−1)c
(
k + bk/(q − 1)c
q
)
n3
)
steps.
Proof. In an outer loop, we cycle through all
( n
bk/(q−1)c
)
possibilities to turn
bk/(q−1)c nodes into auxiliary terminals. Let X denote the resulting set of
additional terminals. Lemma 6 implies that in at least one case, the terminal
set Z := Y ∪X is q-granular: there is an optimum Steiner tree T for Y such
that T also constitutes an optimum Steiner tree for Z whose every region
contains at most q terminals (i.e., nodes from Z).
The case where less than bk/(q − 1)c auxiliary terminals suffice to ac-
complish this goal is not a problem: the set X can be padded by adding
nodes that are already contained in Y . Note that this is already covered by
the aforementioned possibilities.
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1.00
1.05
1/18 5/43
Figure 3.6: The function f and a straight line with gradient −1 through the
point (1/18, 1.066).
For each terminal set Z = Y ∪X, we issue a call to the algorithm from
Table 3.2. If Z is q-granular, then Lemma 4 guarantees that the output
is the length of an optimum Steiner tree. Again, computing the respective
Steiner tree is straightforward. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs the length
of a potentially suboptimal Steiner graph for Z. It thus suffices to take the
minimum over all Z in order to find a global optimum.
Combining the number of possibilities to choose X and the runtime
bound from Lemma 5 for bk+k/(q−1)c terminals, we obtain the statement
of the lemma. 
3.2.4 Approaching O∗(2k)
It remains to obtain a runtime bound of the form O∗((2 + δ)k). We cannot
choose q to be a constant because the first factor in the runtime bound from
Theorem 2 would become too large in this case. That is, appropriate values
of q must be chosen with respect to δ. We also need the following, very
technical lemma.
Lemma 7 If 0 < x < 5/43, then 1xx(1−x)1−x ≤ 1 + 2x ln(1/x).
Proof. Note first that for both sides of the latter inequality, the limit as x
approaches zero equals one. For x > 0, the claim can be written as f(x) ≥ 1
for
f(x) :=
1 + 2x ln(1/x)
1/xx(1− x)1−x .
We show this claim by proving two statements: for 0 < x ≤ 1/18, the
function f(x) only increases; for 1/18 ≤ x < 5/43, the function does not
decrease with a gradient smaller than −1 (see Figure 3.6). Since f(1/18) >
1.066, the latter statement implies f(5/43) > 1.066 − (5/43 − 1/18) > 1,
entailing the claim of the lemma.
In order to prove the above two statements, we need to investigate the
first derivative of f , which is
f ′(x) :=
(
(ln(x)− ln(1− x))(1 − 2x ln(x))− 2 ln(x)− 2) · xx(1− x)1−x.
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For the first statement, it suffices to show that g(x) > 0 for
g(x) := (ln(x)− ln(1− x))(1 − 2x ln(x))− 2 ln(x)− 2
and 0 < x ≤ 1/18 because the factor xx(1− x)1−x is positive in this range.
Observe that conversely, ln(x) − ln(1 − x) is negative for 0 < x < 12 .
The first derivative of 1− 2x ln(x) is −2 ln(x)− 2, implying that it increases
monotonically for 0 < x < 13 . When restricted to the range (0, 1/18], the
function 1 − 2x ln(x) assumes its maximum value of less than 1.3212 for
x ≈ 0.051. Moreover, ln(1− x) assumes values between 0 and −0.05716 for
0 < x ≤ 1/18. That is,
g(x) > 1.3212(ln(x)− ln(1− x))− 2 ln(x)− 2
= −0.6788 ln(x)− 1.3212 ln(1− x)− 2 > −0.6788 ln(x)− 2.
It is easy to see that the latter expression is positive for 0 < x ≤ 1/18.
Let us now prove the second statement. Again, ln(x) − ln(1 − x) is
negative for 1/18 ≤ x < 5/43. A rather trivial analysis shows that for
values of x in this range,
• 1.32 < 1− 2x ln(x) < 1.51,
• −0.13 < ln(1− x) < −0.05, and
• 0.69 < xx(1− x)1−x < 0.81.
We can thus bound the first two, bracketed factors of
f ′(x) :=
(
(ln(x)− ln(1− x))(1 − 2x ln(x))− 2 ln(x)− 2) · xx(1− x)1−x
as follows:
(ln(x)− ln(1− x))(1 − 2x ln(x))− 2 ln(x)− 2
> 1.51(ln(x)− ln(1− x))− 2 ln(x)− 2
= − 0.49 ln(x)− 1.51 ln(1− x)− 2 > −0.49 ln(x)− (1.51 · 0.05).
That is, f ′(x) > (−0.49 ln(x) − 1.9245) · xx(1 − x)1−x. The first factor in
the latter expression is negative in the range [1/18, 5/43). It only remains
to show that 0.81(−0.49 ln(x) − 1.9245) > −1 for 1/18 ≤ x < 5/43, which
is easy to see. 
We have finally collected all the threads it takes to prove a runtime
bound of O∗((2 + δ)k). The following theorem constitutes the main result
of this chapter.
Theorem 3 Let δ ∈ (0, 1]. There is an algorithm that takes O∗((2 + δ)k)
steps to solve the Steiner tree problem for k terminals.
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Proof. Choose ε > 0 such that δ = 4ε ln(1/ε). This is possible for every
0 < δ ≤ 1 and implies 0 < ε < 5/43. Let furthermore q = dεke + 1.
Consequently, ⌊
k
q − 1
⌋
=
⌊
k
dεke
⌋
≤
⌊
1
ε
⌋
.
In this setting, the runtime bound from Theorem 2 becomes
O
((
n
b1/εc
)
2k+b1/εc
(
k + b1/εc
dεke + 1
)
n3
)
= O
(
n1/ε · 2k+1/ε · (k + 1/ε)
(
k + 1/ε
ε(k + 1/ε)
)
n3
)
= O
(
2k+1/ε
(
k + 1/ε
ε(k + 1/ε)
)
n4+1/ε
)
.
Using the well-known estimation(
s
αs
)
≤
( 1
αα(1− α)1−α
)s
for binomial coefficients, we see that
O
(
2k+1/ε
(
k + 1/ε
ε(k + 1/ε)
)
n4+1/ε
)
= O
(
2k+1/ε
( 1
εε(1− ε)1−ε
)k+1/ε
n4+1/ε
)
.
Lemma 7 thus guarantees a runtime bound of
O
(
2k+1/ε(1 + 2ε ln(1/ε))k+1/εn4+1/ε
)
= O
(
(2 + 4ε ln(1/ε))k(2 + 4ε ln(1/ε))1/εn4+1/ε
)
.
The factor (2 + 4ε ln(1/ε))1/ε, however, is a constant, and we finally obtain
the desired runtime bound of O((2 + δ)kn4+1/ε). 
3.2.5 Lower Bounds
As detailed above, our improved algorithm for the Steiner tree problem on
k terminals relies on q-granular graphs, and promoting k/(q − 1) appropri-
ate nodes to auxiliary terminals suffices to make any instance q-granular.
Since we need to check every possible set of auxiliary terminals, a factor
of
(
n
bk/(q−1)c
)
arises. Note that k/(q − 1) = k/dεke is bounded by the con-
stant 1/ε. The aforementioned factor is thus polynomial, but becomes very
large for small values of ε, rising the question whether we can do with less
additional terminals.
We are now going to reveal how tight the upper bound of k/(q − 1) =
k/dεke is by proving a lower bound of k/dεk+1e. This lower bound can even
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Figure 3.7: Let q = εk+1 = 4. For any of the highlighted subtrees, choosing
its root as an auxiliary terminal is an optimal way of enforcing a maximum
region size of four (and even three) for the respective terminals.
be proven to hold for a rather general class of instances: we only demand
that each optimum Steiner tree for the network is either a balanced binary
tree whose k = 2i, i ∈ N, leaves constitute the terminals, or that it can at
least be constructed from such a binary tree by successively subdividing its
edges.
Given such a network, let q = εk + 1 = 2j with j ∈ N. We take a closer
look at the k/q = 2i−j subtrees whose leaves are q neighboring terminals
as depicted in Figure 3.7. If none of the internal nodes of any subtree are
chosen as auxiliary terminals, the q leaves in the subtree will inevitably
be part of a region whose size exceeds q. It it thus optimal to choose the
subtree root as an auxiliary terminal, implying that we cannot do without
promoting k/q = k/(εk + 1) = k/dεk + 1e inner nodes to terminals.
It remains to investigate the question whether there are interesting graph
classes that allow for a smaller bound on the number of auxiliary terminals
required to enforce q-granularity. Unfortunately, this does not seem to be the
case: as soon as a graph class contains a graph that can be constructed from
a tree of the above form by adding edges, we can choose large weights for
these additional edges in order to ensure that the aforementioned tree con-
stitutes the unique optimum Steiner tree of the resulting instance. Note that
this property even holds for very restricted classes such as planar graphs,
cubic graphs, and—an extreme example —trees.
Positive examples only abound for trivial classes. For instance, the t-star
cannot be constructed from arbitrary balanced binary trees by subdividing
and adding edges, but only from a balanced binary tree with two leaves
(depth one). If q < k, it suffices to turn the center node into an auxiliary
terminal because this ensures two-granularity and q ≥ 2 in any case. Other-
wise, no auxiliary terminal is required at all. Another example is the class of
graphs of degree at most two: every path network and every cycle network
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Figure 3.8: When mistakenly assuming two-granularity for the network
in (a), the improved algorithm will provably fail to find the unique mini-
mum Steiner tree, whose weight is nine (b). The resulting tree is unique up
to isomorphism and has a total weight of ten (c).
is two-granular.
In what follows, we thus focus on different approaches to improvement:
we examine an incremental method of adding auxiliary terminals, a modi-
fication of the algorithm that allows for larger regions in some stages, and
the Steiner tree problem for vertex covers.
3.2.6 The Stepwise Improvement Hypothesis
Let us consider the network in Figure 3.8. It is easy to see that the unique
miminum Steiner tree for this network consists of all the thin edges, amount-
ing to a total weight of nine. Under the assumption that the optimum Steiner
tree is two-granular, however, the improved algorithm will fail to find this
tree. It first computes optimum Steiner trees for the terminal sets {A,B},
{B,C} and {C,A} using the Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm, resulting in Steiner
trees each of which consists of a single thick edge with weight five. It then
tries to combine these trees into a Steiner tree for the entire network, which
inevitably yields a weight-ten tree.
Obviously, promoting the non-terminal node in Figure 3.8 to an auxil-
iary terminal suffices to make the network two-granular, thus allowing the
improved algorithm to operate correctly. This also holds for less artificial
instances of the Steiner tree problem, and this curious fact inspires the fol-
lowing stepwise improvement hypothesis:
A suboptimal result returned by the algorithm can be improved
by turning a single appropriate node into an auxiliary terminal
and calling the algorithm again.
If this hypothesis held true, we could increase the number of auxiliary
terminals successively —and abort the computation as soon as allowing one
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Figure 3.9: An example network for the stepwise improvement hypothesis
when two-granularity is assumed: again, assign weights of three and five to
the thin and thick edges, respectively. Turning any non-terminal node into
an auxiliary terminal will help the improved algorithm in finding a cheaper
Steiner tree (see also Figure 3.8).
more auxiliary terminal does not improve the Steiner tree returned by the
algorithm. In cases where much less than k/(q − 1) auxiliary terminals are
required to make the input graph q-granular, this approach would reduce
the running time drastically.
However, it is easy to construct instances that simply require a lot of
auxiliary terminals —even Θ(|V |) many. To see this, let us expand the
example from Figure 3.8 into an instance of arbitrary size as adumbrated
in Figure 3.9. By the same arguments that held for the original example,
the improved algorithm is not able to find the minimum Steiner tree for the
expanded network when assuming two-granularity. In fact, it won’t find the
optimal solution until every single non-terminal node has been promoted to
an auxiliary terminal.
Nevertheless, the stepwise improvement hypothesis even holds for the
extreme example depicted in Figure 3.9. Each time a non-terminal node
inside one of the thick triangles is turned into a terminal, the local Steiner
tree for the three surrounding terminals will be improved: as in the original
example, the former two-edge weight-ten tree will be replaced by a three-
edge weight-nine tree.
That is, we can construct infinitely many instances of the Steiner tree
problem that require us to turn a linear number of nodes into auxiliary ter-
minals if we want the improved algorithm to find an optimal solution. Even
more unfortunately, we can show that the stepwise improvement hypothesis
does not hold at all:
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Figure 3.10: In the case that two-granularity is assumed, the network in (a)
is a counterexample for the stepwise improvement hypothesis: the unique
optimum Steiner tree has a total weight of 20 (b), but the improved al-
gorithm will never use the central edge and output a Steiner tree of total
weight 21 (c). Using one of the isomorphic nodes E or F as an auxiliary ter-
minal will not affect the optimum weight of 20, but even force the algorithm
to output a solution of weight 22 (d).
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Consider the network depicted in Figure 3.10, where the thin and thick
edges have a weight of four and seven, respectively. The optimal Steiner
tree is unique, uses the central edge and has a total weight of 20. When
assuming two-granularity, the improved algorithm uses the Dreyfus–Wagner
method to compute minimum Steiner trees for terminal subsets of size two.
Observe that this leads to the exclusion of the central edge.
Nevertheless, the improved algorithm finds the best Steiner tree that
can be obtained without using the central edge: it returns a tree of total
weight 21. Promoting one of the non-terminal nodes, say F , to a new
terminal has no positive consequences: again, no optimum Steiner tree for
any two-node subset of {A,B,C,D, F} contains the central edge. Forcing
the algorithm to include F in the tree even leads to a more expensive solution
of weight 22, which is the best that can be achieved for the terminal set
{A,B,C,D, F} without using the crucial central edge.
3.2.7 Revisiting the Polynomial Factors
When we estimated the running time of our improved algorithm in Theo-
rem 3, we aimed at proving the exponential factor to be bounded by (2+δ)k ,
where δ can be made arbitrarily small. At that point, there was no reason to
obtain a tight bound for the polynomial factor — trying to do so would only
have obfuscated the proof. From a more practical perspective, however, the
polynomial factor of n4+1/ε is prohibitively large for small values of ε.
Recall that the critical factor of n1/ε, which is a rough estimate of(
n
b1/εc
)
,
stems from the fact that we need to cycle through all ways of promoting
b1/εc of the n nodes to additional terminals. In Subsection 3.2.5, we also
saw that this number of auxiliary terminals can be necessary in order to
obtain regions of the desired size, namely regions with at most q = dεke+1
terminals. It is thus interesting to investigate whether we can modify the
O∗((2 + δ)k) algorithm so as to work with larger regions.
Let us take a closer look at that algorithm. For the moment, fix some
b1/εc auxiliary terminals. For each i, j ∈ N with dεke+1 < i ≤ k +1/ε and
j ≤ dεke + 1, the algorithm considers all(
k + b1/εc
i
)
terminal subsets Y ′ of size i combined with all(
i
j
)
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subsets Y ′′ ⊆ Y ′ of size j. This is why the proof of Theorem 3 basically
came down to showing that(
k + b1/εc
i
)(
i
dεke + 1
)
≤ (2 + δ)kpoly(k).
Observe that the first of the two binomial coefficients assumes a value of
Θ
(
2k+b1/εc√
k + b1/εc
)
whenever i is close to (k + b1/εc)/2, not leaving much room for the second
factor. By contrast, the first binomial coefficient becomes much smaller for
other values of i, whereas the second factor remains bounded by a polynomial
in this case.
That is, it may be possible to consider larger regions for values of i
that are not close to (k + b1/εc)/2 without exceeding the runtime bound
of (2 + δ)kpoly(k). If this holds true to a certain extent, less than b1/εc
additional terminals may suffice to induce the regions required for a suc-
cessful computation. Let us first establish a useful estimation regarding the
aforementioned use of larger regions for appropriate values of i:
Lemma 8 Let c > 2 be a constant real number. For sufficiently small α > 0
and ε′ = αc, (
k
i
)(
i
ε′k
)
= O(2k)
for all i such that |i− k/2| ≥ αk.
Proof. Under the constraint that |i − k/2| ≥ αk, the term (ki) assumes its
maximum for i = ( 12 ± α)k. This implies that the above product of two
binomials assumes its maximum value for i = ( 12 + α)k if the constant ε
′ is
small enough. Consequently, it suffices to prove the claim for this particular
value of i.
Employing the definition of binomial coefficients and cancelling the term
((12 + α)k)!, we get(
k
(12 + α)k
)(
(12 + α)k
ε′k
)
=
k!
((12 − α)k)!
· 1
(ε′k)! · (( 12 + α− ε′)k)!
.
Stirling’s approximation shows that the latter expression equals
(
k/e
((12 − α)k/e)
1
2
−α
· 1
(ε′k/e)ε′ · ((12 + α− ε′)k/e)
1
2
+α−ε′
)k
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Figure 3.11: The function f(α) for 0 ≤ α < 0.5 and c = 2.1. Whereas the
plot suggests that f(α) first decreases for α > 0, the function increases in a
diminutive interval (0, x).
up to the small factor
√
2pik · (1 + O(1/k))√
2pi(1/2 − α)k√2piε′k√2pi(1/2 + α− ε)k
≤ 1 + O(1/k)
2pi(1/2 − α)ε′(1/2 + α− ε′)k = O(1).
Since the exponents (1/2−α), ε′, and (1/2+α−ε) in the above denominators
sum up to one, the factors of k/e can be cancelled against each other. The
expression may thus be rewritten as(
1
(12 − α)
1
2
−α
· 1
(ε′)ε′ · (12 + α− ε′)
1
2
+α−ε′
)k
=
((
1
1
2 − α
) 1
2
−α( 1
ε′
)ε′( 1
1
2 + α− ε′
) 1
2
+α−ε′
)k
.
Hence, we can prove this lemma by showing that(1
2
− α
) 1
2
−α
(ε′)ε
′
(1
2
+ α− ε′
) 1
2
+α−ε′ ≥ 1
2
.
To do this, recall that ε′ := αc for an arbitrary constant c > 2 and define
f(α) :=
(1
2
− α
) 1
2
−α
(αc)α
c
(1
2
+ α− αc
) 1
2
+α−αc
.
Since f(0) = 12 , we can conclude the proof by showing that the function
f(α) does not decrease for sufficiently small values of α. This task can be
achieved by investigating the derivatives of f .
Differentiating f and cancelling some terms reveals that the first deriva-
tive f ′ satisfies
f ′(α) =
(
(1− cαc−1) ln
(1
2
+ α− αc
)
+ c2αc−1 lnα− ln
(1
2
− α
))
· f(α).
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Since f(α) > 0 and f(0) = 12 , it suffices to show that the bracketed factor is
non-negative for sufficiently small values of α. Let g(α) denote the bracketed
factor and observe that g(0) = 0. The first derivative of g is
g′(α) =
1
1/2 − α + c
2(c− 1)αc−2 lnα + c2αc−2
+ (−c(c− 1)αc−2 ln(1/2 + α− αc)) + (1− cα
c−1)2
1/2 + α− αc .
For small values of α, only the second of these five summands assumes
negative values. The value of the first summand even exceeds two for 0 <
α < 1/2. It thus remains to show that c2(c−1)αc−2 lnα > −2 for sufficiently
small α, which follows from the fact that αc−2 lnα converges to zero as α
approaches zero. Again, this convergence is only visible for extremely small
values of α whenever c is close to two, but easy to verify using calculus:
lim
α→0
αc−2 lnα = lim
α→0
lnα
α2−c
l’Hoˆpital
= lim
α→0
1/α
(2− c)α1−c = limα→0
αc
(2− c) = 0.

It is noteworthy that sufficient values of α are extremely small if we
choose c close to two. When c = 2.1, for example, f(α) begins to decrease so
soon that the initial increase becomes invisible in any reasonably-sized plot
of the function (see Figure 3.11). Calculators and computer algebra systems
with moderate precision cannot even distinguish between f(α) and 12 in the
respective interval; the increase beyond 12 is too small to be represented.
However, the situation changes dramatically as c approaches three.
To return. When proving the runtime bound of O∗((2+δ)k), we employed
b1/εc auxiliary terminals in order to guarantee q-granularity (each region has
at most q terminals) with q = dεke+1. This enabled us to use the algorithm
for the q-granular case from Table 3.2.
Now assume that αc = ε′ > ε for some c > 2. The above lemma guar-
antees that we can do with larger regions —namely regions with about ε′k
terminals— in early and late phases of the dynamic programming without
breaking through the exponential bound of (2 + δ)k. For values of i = |Y ′|
that lie within a range of αk around k/2, however, the lemma fails. Con-
sequently, we must modify the algorithm so as to differentiate between the
two cases. The resulting algorithm is depicted in Table 3.4.
Lemma 9 Let (G, `) be a network with G = (V,E) and Y ⊆ V the respec-
tive terminal set. Let furthermore c > 2 and αc = ε′ > ε be sufficiently
small constants. Then there is a subset A ⊆ V with
|A| ≤ 1
ε′
+
2α
ε
+
ε′
ε
+ 1
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Input: A network (G, `) with G = (V,E) and terminal set Y ⊆ V
for all Y ′ ⊆ Y with |Y ′| ≤ dεk + 1e do
s(Y ′)← Dreyfus–Wagner(G, `, Y ′);
for all Y ′ ⊆ Y (by increasing size) with |Y ′| > dεk + 1e do
if |k/2 − |Y ′|| ≥ αk then q := dε′k + 1e; else q := dεk + 1e;
for all Y ′′ ⊆ Y ′ and v ∈ Y ′′ with |Y ′′| ≤ q do
if s(Y ′) > s(Y ′′) + s((Y ′ \ Y ′′) ∪ {v}) then
s(Y ′) = s(Y ′′) + s((Y ′ \ Y ′′) ∪ {v});
Output s(Y );
Table 3.4: A modified version of the algorithm from Table 3.2. The region
size q now takes two different values (ε and ε′ are constants) depending on
the size of Y ′.
such that, if we promote the nodes of A to auxiliary terminals, the algorithm
from Table 3.4 computes the length of an optimum Steiner tree for Y .
Proof. Recalling the proof of correctness for the original version (Lemma 4),
it is easy to see that the modified algorithm works correctly if at least
one optimum Steiner tree for the network can be constructed as follows,
beginning with an empty confederation T :
1. While T contains less than (1/2 − α)k terminals, connect a region of
size at most dε′ke+ 1.
2. While T contains less than (1/2 + α)k terminals, connect a region of
size at most dεke + 1.
3. While T contains less than all terminals, connect a region of size at
most dε′ke+ 1.
Clearly, the first and third loop only require the existence of an optimum
Steiner tree T ′ that is (dε′ke+1)-granular. We know that this property can
be established using 1/ε′ many auxiliary terminals. The regions connected
within the second loop, however, need to satisfy (dεke + 1)-granularity.
Observe that if the second loop connected regions of size dε′ke + 1, it
would terminate after adding regions that include at most 2αk + ε′k + 2
many terminals. It thus suffices to enforce (dεke + 1)-granularity for the
subtree of T ′ spanned by these regions. Lemma 6 and the fact that dεke ≥ 2
in all interesting cases imply that this task can be achieved by adding as
few as
2αk + ε′k + 2
dεke ≤
2α
ε
+
ε′
ε
+ 1
auxiliary terminals. That is, we only need to promote another 2α/ε+ε′/ε+1
nodes of T ′ to terminals in order for the second loop to operate correctly.
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Altogether, 1/ε′ + 2α/ε + ε′/ε + 1 additional terminals suffice to make the
modified algorithm work. 
A direct application of the above lemma allows us to reduce the number
of auxiliary terminals to 4/ε2/3+χ + 1 for arbitrarily small χ > 0. Let us fix
χ = 1/300 in order not to be obliged to handle another arbitrary constant:
Theorem 4 Let ε > 0 be sufficiently small and δ = 4ε ln(1/ε). There is an
algorithm that takes
O
(
(2 + δ)kn4ε
−67/100+5
)
steps to solve the Steiner tree problem for k terminals.
Proof. The proof is identical to the one from Theorem 3, except that we
apply Lemma 8 in order to reduce the number of auxiliary terminals. Recall
that the polynomial factor n1/ε in the aforementioned proof is a bound on
the number of ways to turn 1/ε nodes into auxiliary terminals, allowing us
to replace this factor by na if we can do with a auxiliary terminals instead.
The other factor of n4 remains untouched.
Let α = ε1/3 and ε′ = αc for c = 2.01. Since these constants satisfy
αc = ε67/100 = ε′ > ε,
Lemma 9 guarantees that
1
ε′
+
2α
ε
+
ε′
ε
+ 1 = ε−67/100 + 2ε−2/3 + ε−99/300 + 1 < 4ε−67/100 + 1
auxiliary terminals suffice. This reduces the polynomial factor in the runtime
bound accordingly. 
Note that the trick of allowing larger regions at some points can even be
applied recursively. The first summand in 1/ε′+2α/ε+ε′/ε+1 arises because
we enforce dε′ke+1-granularity, but a second application of Lemma 8 allows
us to replace that summand by 1/ε′′ + 2α′/ε′ + ε′′/ε′ + 1 for some ε′′ > ε′
and (α′)2 > ε′′. Continuing this way, the above bound of 4ε−67/100 + 1 can
be tightened further.
However, it was already stated that our trick can only be applied when
α is very close to zero. The precondition αc = ε′ > ε with c > 2 implies that
ε′ and ε have to be even smaller. For example, consider the values from the
proof of Theorem 4, in particular α = ε1/3 and c = 2.01. Lemma 8 requires
that
f(α) =
(1
2
− α
) 1
2
−α
(αc)α
c
(1
2
+ α− αc
) 1
2
+α−αc ≥ 1
2
.
That is, Theorem 4 holds for ε small enough to satisfy(1
2
− ε1/3
) 1
2
−ε1/3
· ((ε1/3)2.01)(ε1/3)2.01
·
(1
2
+ ε1/3 − (ε1/3)2.01
) 1
2
+ε1/3−(ε1/3)2.01 ≥ 1
2
.
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Note that even for values of ε as small as 10−10, the left hand side already
drops below 12 (again, this effect is not visible in reasonably-sized plots of
the function, but can be proven by elementary calculus). That is, we can
only guarantee the improvement to work for ε smaller than a diminutive
constant. In particular, this absurdity is magnified when we apply the trick
recursively as suggested above.
On the other hand, the situation improves dramatically if we allow the
constant c in the proof of Lemma 8 to take larger values such as 5/2.
Whereas this case requires α5/2 = ε′, implying that the asymptotic improve-
ment (per application of the respectively modified lemma) is a bit weaker,
it ensures that the improvement also applies for reasonable values of ε.
See Chapter 6 for a more thorough discussion of the above results, the
practical relevance of the improved polynomial factor, and some specific
runtime bounds.
3.3 Steiner Trees for Vertex Covers
In this section, we investigate the restriction of the Steiner tree problem to
terminal sets that are vertex covers:
Definition 23 Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A node subset C ⊆ V is a vertex
cover in G if each edge from E is incident to at least one node from C.
The restriction to vertex covers has a direct effect on the shape of the
regions in Steiner graphs. To see this, let C ⊆ V be an arbitrary vertex
cover in a graph G = (V,E), and let G′ = (V ′, E′) be an arbitrary subgraph
of G. Then the set C ∩ V ′ also constitutes a vertex cover for G′ because
every single edge in G′ is incident to at least one node from C and C∩V ′. In
particular, C is a vertex cover in any Steiner graph for the terminal set C.
Consequently, each region in an optimum Steiner tree for C is either an edge
between two terminals or a t-star, t ≥ 2, in which only the center node is a
non-terminal.
Note that any optimum Steiner tree of this form can be deconstructed
by successively removing leaves such that at any point of time, at most one
leaf is a non-terminal. In the beginning, every leaf is a terminal. As soon
as a non-terminal leaf occurs, it can be removed in the next step. This
step cannot result in another non-terminal leaf because the neighbor of the
removed leaf must be a terminal (otherwise, the edge between these two
nodes would not have been incident to a terminal, which contradicts the
fact that the terminals constitute a vertex cover).
Vice versa, an optimum Steiner tree for a vertex cover can be constructed
recursively by computing optimum Steiner trees for terminal sets Y ∪ {v}
with increasingly large Y ⊆ C and v ∈ V . The handling of the non-terminal
leaf, however, requires some technical effort (informally, we avoid this case
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by taking double steps where necessary). Despite the intuitive general idea
for the algorithm, we need to establish an appropriate tool set of definitions
and lemmata before we can proceed to the main theorem of this section.
Definition 24 Let (G, `) be a network, C a vertex cover for G = (V,E),
and Y ⊆ C ∪ {v} for some v ∈ V .
• A C–Steiner graph for Y is a Steiner graph for Y that does not contain
any node from C \ Y .
• If such a graph is a tree, we also refer to it as a C–Steiner tree.
• If v /∈ C, we call Y dirty and v its dirty node.
Again, any optimum C–Steiner graph G′ is a tree because we assume
positive non-zero edge weights: if there was a cycle in G′, the removal of
any of its edges would only make the graph cheaper without leading to a
violation of any of the above conditions.
The following definition reflects that node sets Y ∪ {v} do not auto-
matically allow for C–Steiner trees of the form required by the upcoming
algorithm.
Definition 25 Let (G, `) be a network, C a vertex cover for G = (V,E),
and Y ⊆ C ∪ {v} for some v ∈ V .
• We call a C–Steiner tree T nice if |Y | = 2, if Y is not dirty, or if
Y contains a dirty node that is an inner node and has at most one
non-leaf neighbor in T .
• We call Y well-behaved if there exists a nice optimum C–Steiner tree
for Y .
Figure 3.12 illustrates these concepts. In order to denote joint C–Steiner
trees, we introduce the relation ./:
Definition 26 Let (G, `) be a network and T a C–Steiner tree for some
terminal set Y ⊆ V ∪{x} with x ∈ V being an inner node in T . For any two
subtrees T ′, T ′′ of T that have only the node x in common and that combine
to form T , we write T = T ′ ./ T ′ and call x the articulation node.
Joint C–Steiner trees have several useful properties. Most importantly,
the two constitutive subtrees are locally optimal and exchangeable, as for-
malized by the following lemma.
Lemma 10 Let (G, `) be a network and C a vertex cover in G = (V,E).
Let furthermore T = T ′ ./ T ′′ with articulation node x be an optimal C–
Steiner tree for a well-behaved node set Y ∪ {x}. Finally, let Y ′ and Y ′′
denote the sets of terminals in T ′ and T ′′, respectively. Then the following
statements hold true:
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v
v v v
Figure 3.12: The first row depicts a graph G with a terminal set and vertex
cover C, followed by the unique optimum Steiner tree for C in the unit-cost
network (G, 1). In particular, this tree is a nice optimum C–Steiner tree
for C. The second row contains four C–Steiner graphs for node subsets Y ,
where Y consists of the involved terminals and, if existent, v. For a trivial
example, the first C–Steiner tree is nice because |Y | = 2. The second C–
Steiner tree is not nice because it includes a dirty leaf v. The third C–Steiner
tree, again, is nice because the dirty node v only has one non-leaf neighbor.
The fourth and last C–Steiner tree is not nice; the dirty node v has two non-
leaf neighbors. Nevertheless, Y is well-behaved; the tree can be replaced by
the nice optimum C–Steiner tree from the first row.
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Input: A network (G, `), G = (V,E), and a vertex cover C
for all v ∈ V \ C, y, y′ ∈ C do
T ({y, v, y′}) := an optimum C–Steiner tree for {y, v, y ′};
for all y, y′ ∈ C do
T ({y, y′}) := an optimum C–Steiner tree for {y, y ′};
for i := 3 upto |C| do
for all Y ⊆ (Ci ) do
for all v ∈ V do T (Y ∪ {v}) :=∞;
for all v ∈ V , y 6= y′ ∈ Y do
T1 := T (Y \ {y′}) ∪ T ({y, v, y′});
T2 := T (Y \ {y′} ∪ {v}) ∪ T ({v, y′});
if ||T1|| ≤ ||T (Y ∪ {v})|| then T (Y ∪ {v}) := T1;
if ||T2|| ≤ ||T (Y ∪ {v})|| then T (Y ∪ {v}) := T2;
T (Y ) :=∞;
for all v ∈ V do
if ||T (Y ∪ {v})|| ≤ ||T (Y )|| then T (Y ) := T (Y ∪ {v});
Return T (C);
Table 3.5: An algorithm that computes an optimum Steiner tree for a termi-
nal set and vertex cover C. All Steiner graphs are encoded by sets of edges,
where ∞ is a placeholder of infinite weight.
• T ′ and T ′′ are optimal C–Steiner trees for Y ′ ∪ {x} and Y ′′ ∪ {x},
respectively.
• If Tˆ is an optimal C–Steiner tree for Y ′ ∪ {x}, then Tˆ ./ T ′′ is an
optimal C–Steiner tree for Y ∪ {x}.
Proof. The first claim is easily verified. Clearly, T ′ is a C–Steiner tree for
Y ′∪{x}. If T ′ were not optimal, we could replace it by a cheaper C–Steiner
tree Tˆ for Y ′ ∪ {x}. Note that Tˆ ./ T ′′ would then be a C–Steiner tree for
Y ∪ {x} cheaper than T , contradicting the optimality of T .
The second claim follows instantly because all optimal C–Steiner trees
for Y ′ ∪ {x} have the same length and connect the same terminals, i.e., the
length of Tˆ ./ T ′′ cannot exceed that of T . On the other hand, Tˆ ./ T ′′
cannot be cheaper than T due to the optimality of T . 
The upcoming theorem constitutes the main result of this section. On
an intuitive level, the idea of the proof seems rather simple—we can employ
induction to show that an optimum Steiner tree is computed whenever the
currently inspected node subset is well-behaved. Due to the fact that the
regions of optimum Steiner trees for vertex covers C are either two terminals
connected by an edge or stars with a non-terminal center node and only
terminal leaves, it is sufficient to consider induction steps that add exactly
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one node to the currently inspected set (as detailed at the beginning of this
section).
The formal proof, however, requires some care. This is mostly due to the
occurrence of dirty nodes in well-behaved sets: whereas well-behaved sets Y
may contain a single non-terminal node, we only know how to establish the
proof for the induction variable |Y ∩ C| instead of |Y |. This compels us to
resort to the definitions and the technical lemma stated above.
Theorem 5 The algorithm in Table 3.5 takes O(2kk2n3) steps to compute
an optimum Steiner tree for a vertex cover terminal set, where k is the size
of the vertex cover C and n the number of nodes in the input network (G, `).
Proof. The symbol ∞ in Table 3.5 is a placeholder of infinite weight; these
placeholders are used to ensure that the respective table cells will be updated
as soon as the algorithm considers the first valid solution. Since we encode
the table entries by edge sets and∞ as a special symbol, each entry has size
O(n2).
Let us now estimate the running time. The preprocessing performed by
the first two for loops can be done in O(nk2), provided that the graph G
is stored in a way that allows for a constant-time adjacency check. The
main loop goes through nearly all the 2k subsets of C, and the dominant
inner loop cycles through all v ∈ V , y, y ′ ∈ Y , that is, O(nk2) many items.
The body of the respective loop has a time complexity proportional to the
size of the table entries. This leads to the claimed overall runtime bound of
O(2kk2n3).
We show the correctness of the algorithm using induction on |Y ∩ C|.
More precisely, we prove that it computes nice optimal C–Steiner trees for
well-behaved Y . Observe that C itself is well-behaved.
The base case |Y ∩ C| ≤ 2 is easy to check because it is handled by the
first two loops (the preprocessing stage). In the following, we assume that
|Y ∩ C| > 2 and that Y is well-behaved. There are five cases to distinguish
(see Figure 3.13), depending on the presence of a dirty node and the choice
of y, v, and y′. In any case, the fact that Y is well-behaved guarantees the
existence of a nice optimal Steiner tree T for Y .
Cases 1a and 1b
In the first two cases, the currently inspected node set Y is dirty. Observe
that the degree of the dirty node v in T cannot be smaller than two according
to the definition of nice C–Steiner trees.
Case 1a We begin by investigating the case that the degree of v is two
(Figure 3.13a). Since T is nice, v has a leaf neighbor y ′ and some other
neighbor y in T . By definition, the dirty node v is not contained in C,
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implying that y, y′ ∈ C because C is a vertex cover. It also follows that
y, y′ ∈ Y because T cannot contain any node from C \ Y . We have
T = T \ {{y, v} {v, y′}} ./ {{y, v}, {v, y′}}
with y being the articulation node. According to Lemma 10, joining any
optimal Steiner tree Tˆ for Y \ {v, y′} with {{y, v}, {v, y′}} yields an optimal
C–Steiner tree for Y .
Owing to the induction hypothesis, the algorithm has computed a nice
optimal Steiner tree equivalent to Tˆ (i.e., a tree having the same length and
providing the same connectivity) in the past. At some point in the inner
loop, it will thus store an optimal C–Steiner tree for Y in T1. Observe that
this tree is also nice because its dirty node v still has two neighbors, namely
y and y′, where y′ is a leaf.
Case 1b The second case is that the degree of v exceeds two (see Fig-
ure 3.13b). Again, v has a leaf neighbor y ′, and we have
T = T \ {{v, y′}} ./ {{v, y′}}
with v being the articulation node. Note that Y \ {y ′} is still well-behaved:
according to Lemma 10, the subtree T \ {{v, y ′}} is an optimal C–Steiner
tree for Y \ {y′}. It is also nice because v remains an inner node with at
most one non-leaf neighbor in this tree.
We can thus safely assume that the algorithm has already stored a nice
optimal C–Steiner tree for this terminal set in T (Y \ {y ′}). Consequently,
it will store the nice optimal C–Steiner tree T (Y \ {y ′}) ./ ({v, y′}) in T2 at
some point in the inner loop.
Cases 2a through 2c
In the remaining three cases, Y is not dirty. Observe that the tree T contains
a leaf y′ ∈ Y with the following property: removing all leaves from T turns
the neighbor of y′ into a leaf itself. This is true for all trees with three
or more nodes because peeling off the layer of leaves necessarily results in
another non-empty tree (i.e., a tree that still has leaves).
Since Y is not dirty, the niceness property is trivial to prove in each of
the following cases: any C–Steiner tree for such a terminal set Y is nice.
Case 2a The third case is that the neighbor of y ′ is some y ∈ Y (Fig-
ure 3.13c), implying that
T = T \ {{y, y′}} ./ {{y, y′}}
with articulation node y. It is easy to see that, analogously to the previous
cases, the algorithm already knows a nice optimal C–Steiner tree T ′ for
Y \{y′}, and that it will store the nice optimal C–Steiner tree T ′ ./ {{y, y′}}
for Y in T1 at some point.
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Figure 3.13: We distinguish five cases of nice C–Steiner trees. Terminals are
marked by a surrounding box, and dirty nodes by a cog-like shape.
Case 2b Otherwise, the neighbor of y ′ is some v /∈ Y . In the fourth case,
the degree of v is two (Figure 3.13d). Let us denote the other neighbor of
v by y. The algorithm assigns some T (Y \ {v, y ′}) ./ {{y, v}, {v, y′}} to T1,
and for the same reasons detailed above, this is a nice optimal C–Steiner
tree for Y .
Case 2c The fifth and last case is that the degree of v exceeds two (Fig-
ure 3.13e). Observe that T \ {{v, y}} is a nice optimal Steiner tree for
Y \ {y′} ∪ {v}, but not necessarily for Y \ {y ′}. The algorithm will assign
T (Y \ {y′} ∪ {v}) ./ {{v, y′}} to T2.
In all cases, storing a nice optimal solution in T1 or T2 suffices to enforce
the storage of this or an equivalent solution in T (Y ). This is ensured by the
three innermost if-statements. 
On a final note, the runtime bound of O(2kk2n3) can be reduced to
O(2kk3n2) by incorporating a technical trick when storing trees: we can
bound the size of these trees by O(k) instead of O(n2) if we encode E by a
special symbol and drop all other trees whose size exceeds 2k + 1.
To see why this is possible, consider a nice optimum C–Steiner tree T .
Clearly, C is a vertex cover for T . Moreover, the leaves of T are terminals
with at most one exception (the dirty node). Given a C–Steiner tree whose
terminals form a vertex cover and include all leaves, the following operation
removes at most as many non-terminals as terminals: remove a leaf v and,
if its parent w is not a terminal but was turned into a leaf by deleting v,
remove w as well. Note that the resulting Steiner tree T ′, again, is a C–
Steiner tree whose terminals form a vertex cover and include all leaves. We
may thus iterate the above operation as illustrated in Figure 3.14. Since
|C| = k we know that the tree is entirely consumed after at most 2k + 1
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Figure 3.14: Iterated removal of dirty or terminal leaves and their non-
terminal parents of degree two (i.e., non-terminal parents that become leaves
upon deletion of a terminal leaf child) in a C–Steiner tree.
vertex removals.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
As pointed out in the introduction, we aim at problem-specific complexity
measures that allow us to design faster algorithms. Regarding the Steiner
tree problem on graphs, we have obtained q-granularity as a complexity
measure and shown that this quantity can be made small by going through
a polynomial number of ways to place auxiliary terminals in the network.
The latter fact led to an improved running time even for the general case,
which is exactly the desired outcome.
On the negative side, we have proven a tight lower bound on the number
of auxiliary terminals required to enforce q-granularity. This lower bound
even holds for very restricted graph classes. Moreover, we have shown that
an incremental addition of auxiliary terminals does not imply a stepwise
improvement of the suboptimal Steiner trees computed by our algorithm
when called on instances of large granularity. Whereas we finally established
a possibility to reduce the number of auxiliary terminals by allowing larger
regions where appropriate, the resulting improvement must be interpreted
with caution; it requires very large networks.
Furthermore, we have identified a class of instances of the Steiner tree
problem that allow for a faster solution: when the terminals form a vertex
cover, the regions have a diameter of at most two, enabling us to compute
an optimum Steiner tree in O∗(2k) without employing any additional termi-
nals.
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Chapter 4
Vertex Cover Variants
The intense study of Vertex Cover (see Subsection 2.6.1) has led to the
investigation of variants such as Maximum Partial Vertex Cover (also
known as t-Vertex Cover), Minimum Partial Vertex Cover, Ca-
pacitated Vertex Cover, Connected Vertex Cover, Tree Cover,
and Tour Cover. This chapter is devoted to parameterized algorithms for
Connected Vertex Cover and Tree Cover:
Definition 27 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and k a number. The decision
problem Connected Vertex Cover consists in checking whether G has a
connected vertex cover of size at most k, i.e., a vertex cover of size at most k
that induces a connected subgraph in G.
Definition 28 Let (G, `) be a network, k a number, and W a weight bound.
The decision problem Tree Cover consists in checking whether G has a
connected vertex cover C of size at most k such that C is spanned by a tree
of weight at most W in G[C].
Again, there is an interesting history of improved runtime bounds for
these problems. Guo, Niedermeier and Wernicke established upper bounds
of O(6kn+4kn2 +2kn2 log n+2knm) for Connected Vertex Cover and
O((2k)kkn2) for Tree Cover on graphs with n nodes and m edges [42].
Mo¨lle, Richter and Rossmanith improved both bounds to O∗(3.2361k), where
the hidden factors are only small polynomials [53]. Fernau and Manlove
then decreased the runtime bound for Connected Vertex Cover to
O∗(2.9316k) [35]. Mo¨lle, Richter and Rossmanith finally strengthened the
bound to O∗(2.7606k) [54].
4.1 Enumeration-Based Algorithms
The key idea behind the first FPT algorithm for Connected Vertex
Cover by Guo, Niedermeier and Wernicke is rather natural. A connected
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Figure 4.1: P5, the path consisting of five nodes, has exactly one connected
vertex cover of size three as depicted on the left. This cover, however, is
not an inclusion-minimal vertex cover for this graph. The minimal vertex
covers are depicted on the right.
vertex cover of size k, of course, is also a vertex cover of size k. It thus
suffices to enumerate all vertex covers of size up to k — and check each of
these for connectivity — in order to solve Connected Vertex Cover.
Unfortunately, the above fact does not yield a parameterized algorithm
immediately. Whereas checking the connectivity of the subgraph G[C] in-
duced by a vertex cover C is trivial, enumerating all vertex covers of size at
most k is not fixed-parameter tractable. For instance, the (n− 1)-star has(n−1
k−1
)
many vertex covers of size k if 1 ≤ k < n−1: the center node must be
included in order to cover the n−1 edges, and the remaining k−1 nodes can
be chosen arbitrarily. Note that
(n−1
k−1
)
is not contained in O(f(k) · poly(n))
for any function f .
Guo, Niedermeier and Wernicke overcome this problem by enumerating
only the minimal vertex covers of size up to k, where the term minimal
refers to inclusion minimality in this context (as opposed to minimum vertex
covers, i.e., vertex covers of optimal cardinality). According to earlier work
by Fernau, this task has a time complexity of O(2kk2 + kn) [32].
Simply checking all minimal vertex covers of size up to k for connec-
tivity, however, does not necessarily reveal connected vertex covers; there
are instances of Connected Vertex Cover in which no connected vertex
cover of size at most k intersects the minimal vertex covers of size at most k.
See Figure 4.1 for an example.
That is, for each minimal vertex cover C enumerated by Fernau’s algo-
rithm, we now have to check whether there is a superset of C that constitutes
a connected vertex cover of size at most k. The solution to this second prob-
lem lies in computing a Steiner tree for the unit-cost network (G, 1) and the
terminal set C:
If and only if some C ′ ⊇ C is a connected vertex cover with |C ′| ≤ k
in G, then G[C ′] is a connected subgraph that has at most k nodes and C
is spanned by a tree T in G (and G[C ′]) that has at most k nodes and thus
at most k − 1 edges. Consequently, G has a connected vertex cover of size
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· · ·
v1
v2
v3 v4 v5 v6 vk−4 vk−3 vk−2 vk−1
vk
Figure 4.2: A connected graph with about 2k many minimal (and even
minimum) vertex covers of size k. It clearly takes at least k nodes to cover
the k perpendicular edges because they are disjoint. On the other hand,
there are 1 + 2k−1 many vertex covers of size exactly k. Firstly, the open
neighborhood of v1 consists of exactly k nodes that are incident to all edges
of the graph. Secondly, we can form a k-node vertex cover by using v1 and
exactly one vertex per edge on the bottom level.
at most k if and only if there is a Steiner tree of length at most k− 1 for at
least one minimal vertex cover of size at most k.
In order to obtain the upper bound of O(6kn+4kn2 +n2 log(n)+2knm)
for Connected Vertex Cover, Guo, Niedermeier and Wernicke split the
two aforementioned parts— the enumeration of minimal vertex covers and
the computation of the respective Steiner trees — into two phases [42]. The
first phase takes time O(2kk2 + kn) and reveals up to 2k minimal vertex
covers [32], which are stored in memory. The second phase consists in com-
puting optimum Steiner trees for each of the stored covers.1
Recall that, as detailed in Section 3.1, optimum Steiner trees can be
computed in time O(3kn + 2kn2 + n2 log(n) + mn) by the Dreyfus–Wagner
algorithm [27]. The running time of the above algorithm is hence bounded
by O(6kn + 4kn2 + 2kn2 log(n) + 2kmn).
Using our improved algorithm for the Steiner tree problem from Sec-
tion 3.2, this bound can be strengthened to O∗((4 + δ)k) with arbitrarily
small δ > 0. Moreover, the terminal sets in question constitute vertex cov-
ers, so we can even employ our special algorithm from Section 3.3 and obtain
a bound of O∗(4k) with only a small polynomial factor.
It seems unlikely that the latter bound can be decreased any further
using an approach that bases on the enumeration of minimal vertex covers
and the subsequent computation of Steiner trees. Firstly, Fernau’s bound on
the enumeration of minimal vertex covers can be proven to be rather tight —
there are graphs that contain about 2k different minimal vertex covers (see
Figure 4.2). Secondly, every known parameterized algorithm for the Steiner
tree problem relies on either dynamic programming over the k-terminal set
or subset convolution —a Steiner tree algorithm faster than O∗(2k) would
1The computation of these Steiner trees could also be done on the fly, which would
preserve the runtime bound while saving a lot of memory.
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be surprising news.
4.2 Enumerate and Expand
One way out of the aforementioned limitations lies in rebalancing the bias
between the two parts, namely the enumeration of certain node sets and the
computation of particular supersets. In what follows, we will ease the first
task by enumerating only stubs of vertex covers, thus increasing the amount
of work that needs to be done in the second part. Since the second part can
be seen to consist in expanding the stubs enumerated by the first part, we
refer to this technique as Enumerate and Expand.
Recall that a vertex cover C for a graph G = (V,E) is a subset of V
such that no edges remain in G[V \ C]. In other words, removing the cover
leaves a graph of maximum degree zero. Replacing the latter constant by
other numbers yields an intuitive relaxation of vertex covers.
Definition 29 We define Di to denote the class of graphs with maximum
degree i. A node set C ⊆ V is a Di-cover for a graph G = (V,E) if and only
if G[V \ C] ∈ Di.
The first few cases coincide with well-known covers and graph classes.
A D0-cover clearly is a vertex cover, and vice versa. Removing a D1-cover
from a graph leaves a matching as well as isolated nodes. The class D2
contains all graphs composed of paths, cycles, and isolated nodes. On the
other hand, every k-regular graph is in Dk, but not every graph from Dk is
regular.
In a way, Di-covers with i ≥ 1 can be seen as stubs of vertex covers
since every Di-cover is a subset of a vertex cover. This, however, is a very
weak statement because every node subset of a graph is a subset of a vertex
cover. We are actually looking for subsets of small vertex covers. Even more
importantly, we want to find such a subset for each and every small vertex
cover. These two requirements lead to the following definition.
Definition 30 Let G = (V,E) be a graph, k a number, and F a family
of subsets of V . We call F k-representative if F contains a subset of every
vertex cover C for G with |C| ≤ k.
The fact that even {∅} is a k-representative family may seem a bit sur-
prising at first, but it does not render the above definition useless. Recall
that we aim at enumerating a k-representative family of Di-covers, hoping
that these can be expanded into, say, connected vertex covers efficiently.
Lemma 11 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and i, k ∈ N. Given the input
(G, k, ∅), the algorithm from Table 4.1 enumerates a k-representative family
of Di-covers for G.
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N, a set C ⊆ V
if k < 0 then return;
if G ∈ Di then
Output C;
return;
if k = 0 then return;
Choose a node v ∈ V with maximum degree;
Enumerate(G \ {v}, k − 1, C ∪ {v});
Enumerate(G \N [v], k − |N(v)|, C ∪N(v));
Table 4.1: The algorithm Enumerate , where Di is the graph class contain-
ing all graphs of maximum degree at most i for some global i. Calling
Enumerate(G, k, ∅) leads to the enumeration of a family of k-representative
Di-covers.
Proof. We need to show that Enumerate(G, k, ∅) outputs a subset of every
vertex cover of size at most k for G. To do this, we fix an arbitrary vertex
cover C∗ with |C∗| ≤ k and observe an appropriate path in the recursion
tree of the algorithm —a path that leads to a Di-cover C with C ⊆ C∗.
In the very beginning, the algorithm is called with C = ∅, and the fact
that C ⊆ C∗ is obvious. It then chooses a node v of maximum degree. For
the first recursive call, the node v is added to C. This new set C is still a
subset of C∗ if v ∈ C∗. For the second recursive call, the neighborhood of v
is added to C, and v is removed. This new set C is still a subset of C ∗ if
v /∈ C∗ because C∗ needs to cover all edges incident to v.
Applying this argument inductively, it is easy to see that there is a path
in the computation that satisfies C ⊆ C∗ at all times. It remains to show
that one of these node sets C is actually output.
Recall that C ⊆ C∗ and |C∗| ≤ k. Therefore, the value of the argument
k (which is the difference between the original k and |C|) cannot drop below
zero at any point in the aforementioned computation path. On the other
hand, C∗ is a vertex cover and thus a Di-cover for the graph in question.
Consequently, C will eventually become a Di-cover at some point. The
algorithm then outputs C and terminates this path of computation. 
It is easy to see that the algorithm can be combined with Buss’ ker-
nelization as a preprocessing step; nodes of degree greater than k must be
included in any size-k vertex cover. We can remove such nodes successively
and store them in a set R ⊆ V . Clearly, R is a subset of every size-k vertex
cover for G. The time complexity of this preprocessing is O(kn).
If G[V \ R] still contains more than k(k + 1) nodes, then G does not
have any vertex cover of size k, implying that ∅ (the empty family, which
is not to be confused with {∅}) is a k-representative family of Di-covers
for G. Otherwise, we can expand a (k − |R|)-representative family F of
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Di-covers for G[V \ R] by adding R to every set in F in order to obtain a
k-representative family for G.
Lemma 12 Let G = (V,E) be a graph and i, k ∈ N. Let furthermore ζ
denote the unique positive root of zi+1 − z − 1. After preprocessing the
graph as detailed above, the algorithm from Table 4.1 has a running time
of O(ζkk2 + kn).
Proof. Observe that the two recursive calls performed by the algorithm
decrease the parameter k by exactly one and by at least i + 1, respectively.
The recursion stops whenever k ≤ 0. It would thus suffice to solve the
recursion T (n) = T (n− 1) + T (n− (i + 1)) for the running time in order to
establish a runtime bound.
Instead of proving the claimed bound at length, we employ the concept
of branching vectors and branching numbers [48]. The above recursion yields
a branching vector of at least (1, i + 1), and the corresponding branching
number is the unique positive root of zi+1 − z − 1. The aforementioned
preprocessing takes time O(kn) and ensures that the operations performed
per call have a time complexity of k2. 
These two lemmata imply the following theorem, which is the backbone
of the enumeration part in our enumerate-and-expand technique.
Theorem 6 The enumeration of a k-representative family of Di-covers for
an n-node graph can be done in time O(ζkk2 + kn), where ζ is the unique
positive root of zi+1 − z − 1.
For instance, the theorem gives Fernau’s bound of O(2kk2+kn) for vertex
covers, a bound of O(1.6181kk2 + kn) for D1-covers, O(1.4656kk2 + kn) for
D2-covers, and O(1.3803kk2 + kn) for D3-covers.
The expansion part, of course, depends on the specifics of the problem
we want to solve. Since the expansion must be performed for each Di-
cover found by the enumeration, we can bound the total running time by
the product—and, alas, not the sum—of any two runtime bounds for the
enumeration and the expansion. For instance, enumerating vertex covers
takes time O(2kk2+kn), expanding them into connected vertex covers using
the algorithm from Section 3.3 takes time O(2kk2n3), and we thus have a
total runtime bound of O(4kk4n3+2kk3n4). Note that in particular, a fixed-
parameter tractable expansion problem leads to a parameterized enumerate-
and-expand algorithm.
There may be applications of the enumerate-and-expand paradigm in
which the expansion of a Di-cover C into a node set with the desired prop-
erties is not only fixed-parameter tractable in k, but also fixed-parameter
tractable in the “remaining parameter” k − |C|. To see why this would be
a fortunate case, let O∗(ζk) and O∗(ck−|C|) denote two runtime bounds for
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the enumeration and the expansion part, respectively. It is easy to modify
our algorithm so as to consider Di-covers of different sizes independently
without introducing more than a factor of k in the running time. For each
size |C|, the total cost of the enumeration and expansion is O∗(ζ |C| · ck−|C|)
and thus O∗(max{ζ, c}k) rather than O∗((ζc)k). Since both ζ and c are
greater than one, this implies a tighter bound.
4.3 Connected Vertex Cover
Note that Connected Vertex Cover is only interesting on connected
graphs; in what follows, we assume the input graphs to be connected without
explicit notice.
As an introductory application of the enumerate-and-expand method,
we first develop an algorithm for Connected Vertex Cover that uses
an expansion of D1-covers into connected vertex covers [53]. We also show
that the fortunate case described at the end of Section 4.2 does not hold for
Connected Vertex Cover. Finally, we present an advanced version of
the algorithm that enumerates D3-covers.
4.3.1 An O∗(3.2361k) Algorithm
It was detailed above that the expansion of a vertex cover C into a connected
one is an easy task; a direct application of a Steiner tree algorithm for the
terminal set C in (G, 1) was sufficient to obtain a cheapest connected vertex
cover that constitutes a superset of C. Note that the situation is different for
a D1-cover C because C may leave edges uncovered, and an optimum Steiner
tree for C in (G, 1) does not necessarily cover such edges. For instance,
every single vertex in a triangle constitutes a minimal D1-cover and also an
optimum Steiner tree for itself, but the edge between the other two vertices
remains uncovered.
In order to enforce remaining edges to be covered as well, the idea of
promoting its endpoints to terminals arises. Then again, always using both
endpoints as terminals can easily lead to suboptimal connected vertex covers,
as exemplified by the triangle case: a D1-cover consisting of a single vertex
would be expanded into the suboptimal connected vertex cover consisting
of all three nodes because both of the other nodes became terminals, too.
A possible solution lies in a case distinction. Clearly, one of the two
endpoints of each uncovered edge needs to be included by the expansion.
However, if the removal of a D1-cover leaves about k remaining edges, this
implies a total number of about 2k cases. Together with the running time
of the known Steiner tree algorithms, this leads to an overall runtime bound
of at least O∗(4k), which was already established above.
Fortunately, we can overcome these problems by adding only one fixed
terminal for each uncovered edge. The trick lies in subdividing such edges:
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we turn each remaining edge into a two-edge path with a new terminal as
the middle node. Obtaining a connected vertex cover for the original graph
from an optimum Steiner tree for the modified graph requires only minor
additional effort.
Theorem 7 Connected Vertex Cover can be solved in O∗(3.2361k).
Proof. Without loss of generality, let the input graph G = (V,E) be con-
nected and |E| ≥ 2.
According to Theorem 6, a k-representative family F of D1-covers for
a graph G = (V,E) can be enumerated in time O(1.61804kk2 + kn), where
n = |V | as usual. By definition of k-representative, F contains a D1-cover
C1 ⊆ C for every minimal vertex cover C of size at most k. Since every
connected vertex cover constitutes a vertex cover and thus also a superset
of some minimal vertex cover, we gather that F contains a D1-cover C1 ⊆ C
for every connected vertex cover C of size at most k.
That is, if G has a size-k connected vertex cover C at all, then the
enumeration is guaranteed to output at least one D1-cover C1 with C1 ⊆ C.
In order to detect this case, we undertake the following expansion step for
every D1-cover C1 in F (see Figure 4.3 for an example of the complete
expansion):
We first compute G[V \ C1], which is a graph of maximum degree one.
Let {s1, t1} through {sr, tr} denote the edges in G[V \ C1]. Since all these
edges are disjoint, any connected vertex cover C for G with C1 ⊆ C has
at least |C1| + r nodes. Therefore, the expansion of this particular set C1
cannot lead to a connected vertex cover of size k if |C1|+ r > k.
Otherwise, we proceed by subdividing the aforementioned r edges in G.
We replace each edge {si, ti} by two edges {si, xi} and {xi, ti}, where xi
is a new node. Let us call the resulting graph G′. Then we compute an
optimum Steiner tree for the terminal set C1 ∪ {x1, . . . , xr} in the network
(G′, 1). Finally, we output “Yes” if the resulting Steiner tree has k + r or
less nodes.
In order to prove the above algorithm correct, it remains to show that
G has a connected vertex cover C with C1 ⊆ C and |C| ≤ k if and only
if the respective graph G′ has a Steiner tree with k + r or less nodes for
C1 ∪ {x1, . . . , xr}.
The first direction is easy. If C is a connected vertex cover and thus
a vertex cover in G, then it includes si or ti for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Moreover, C already connects all the terminals in C1 because C1 ⊆ C. In
particular, C is spanned by a tree with |C| ≤ k vertices. In order to connect
the new terminals xi as well, it suffices to connect either the edge {si, xi} or
{xi, ti} to that tree.
For the other direction, let T be a Steiner tree of at most k + r nodes
for the terminal set C1 ∪ {x1, . . . , xr} in (G′, 1). Let furthermore VT
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 4.3: An example input graph for Connected Vertex Cover (a),
a solution C of size k = 7 (b), and a minimal vertex cover C ′ ⊆ C (c). The
second row depicts a D1-cover C1 ⊆ C ′ ⊆ C (d), the graph G[V \ C1] (e),
and the modified graph G′ (f). An optimum Steiner tree for the respective
terminal set (g) and the corresponding connected vertex cover of cardinality
k = 7 (h) are shown in the third row.
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
Enumerate D1-covers C1 in G with |C1| ≤ k:
1. Let I be the set of isolated nodes and M the set of edges in
G[V \ C1].
2. Construct a graph G′ from G by copying all of G[V \ C1].
3. Employ the reduction to the Steiner tree problem: subdivide ev-
ery edge from M in G′, and mark all v ∈ C1 as well as all the
subdivision nodes as terminals.
4. If |C1| + |M | ≤ k, then compute an optimum Steiner tree, and
return true if it has at most k + |M | nodes.
return false;
Table 4.2: Our enumerate-and-expand algorithm for Connected Vertex
Cover. The outer loop cycles through the covers output by the Enumerate
algorithm from Table 4.1.
the set of nodes in T . We conclude by proving that C = VT \ {x1, . . . , xr}
is a connected vertex cover for G.
Firstly, C is a vertex cover in G. Since T connects all of C1 in G
′ and
C1 does not contain any xi, it follows that C1 ⊆ C. That is, the only edges
in G possibly not covered by C are some of the edges {si, ti}. However, T
and thus C necessarily contain either si or ti because T connects xi to the
other terminals in G′ (and there are other terminals because |E| ≥ 2).
Secondly, C is connected in G. Recall that C was obtained from VT ,
the node set of a Steiner tree, by removing {x1, . . . , xr}. Observe that the
absence of an xi could only render C disconnected in the critical case where
xi is an internal node in T . The two neighbors si and ti of xi, however, are
connected by an edge in G (it was subdivided into {si, xi} and {xi, ti}).
The runtime bound of O∗(3.2361k) is easily obtained. As mentioned
in the beginning of the proof, the enumeration takes time O∗(1.61804k).
The expansion part takes some simple polynomial-time graph operations
and a call to a Steiner tree algorithm. Observe that the terminal set C1 ∪
{x1, . . . , xr} is a vertex cover, which allows us to use our special algorithm
from Section 3.3. Consequently, the expansion has a time complexity of
O∗(2k), and we get an overall bound of O∗(3.23608k). 
A summary of the respective algorithm in relaxed pseudocode can be
found in Table 4.2.
4.3.2 A Side Note on Hardness
As detailed at the end of Section 4.2, we could easily improve upon the
runtime bound of O∗(3.2361k) for Connected Vertex Cover if we knew
how to tackle the expansion problem—namely, checking whether a given
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D1-cover C1 can be expanded into a connected vertex cover C ⊇ C1 with
|C| ≤ k —in less than O∗(3.2361k−|C1 |) steps. However, it can be shown
that this expansion problem is W[2]-hard when parameterized in k − |C1|,
implying that it is unlikely to allow for an FPT algorithm. To do this, we
employ a reduction from the the well-known language Hitting Set:
Definition 31 Let S be a finite set, F a finite family of subsets of S, and
k ∈ N a number. The decision problem Hitting Set consists in checking
whether there is a hitting set of size a most k for F , i.e., a subset H ⊆ S,
|H| ≤ k, such that H intersects every set in F .
The family F = {{1}, {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}}, for example, has several
three-element hitting sets (e.g., H = {1, 2, 4} or H = {1, 3, 5}), but no hit-
ting set of size two. As in the case of Vertex Cover, the number k is
the most natural choice of a parameter for Hitting Set. In this param-
eterization, Hitting Set is known to be W[2]-hard, whereas it becomes
fixed-parameter tractable when the size of the subsets in F is bounded by a
constant [14, 33, 60, 62].
Lemma 13 The following decision problem is W[2]-hard: given a graph
G = (V,E), a D1-cover C1 for G, and a number k ∈ N, decide whether
G has a connected vertex cover C ⊇ C1 with |C| ≤ k. The parameter is
k − |C1|.
Proof. In order to perform a parameterized reduction from Hitting Set to
the above problem, we first encode instances (S, F, k) of Hitting Set into
graphs as follows:
• For each set Sj ∈ F , we introduce a vertex labeled Sj.
• For each element xi ∈ S that occurs in at least one set in F , we
introduce a vertex labeled xi.
• For all xi and Sj , we connect xi and Sj by an edge whenever xi ∈ Sj.
• Finally, we add a special node labeled v∗ and the edges {v∗, xi} for all
nodes xi.
The construction is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The resulting graph G = (V,E)
is always bipartite, but this is in no way essential.
Now define C1 to be the set consisting of v
∗ and all nodes Sj, i.e., the
nodes representing subsets of F . The node set C1 is a D1-cover — in fact, it
is even a vertex cover. We conclude by proving that F has a hitting set of
size k if and only if G has a connected vertex cover C ⊇ C1 of size |C1|+ k.
Let H be a size-k hitting set for F . By definition of hitting sets, the set
H intersects every Sj ∈ F . Owing to the construction of G, the combined
neighborhood of the nodes with labels xi ∈ H thus contains all the nodes
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v∗
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
Figure 4.4: An example family F encoded as a graph. The sets that form F
are S1 = {x1, x2}, S2 = {x1, x2, x3, x4}, S3 = {x3, x4, x5, x6}, S4 = {x5, x7},
S5 = {x6, x8, x9}, and S6 = {x7, x8, x9}. The highlighted node set C1 =
{v∗, S1, . . . , S6} obviously constitutes a D1-cover.
labeled Sj as well as v
∗. This makes C1 ⊆ H a connected vertex cover of
size |C1|+ k for G.
For the other direction, let C ⊇ C1 be a connected vertex cover of
size |C1|+k for G. The set H := C \C1 contains exactly k nodes. For every
node Sj , we have that v
∗ and Sj are contained in C1, but not connected in
G[C1]. Since C is a connected vertex cover, the set H = C \ C1 contains a
node xi such that v
∗ and Sj are connected in G[C1 ∪ {xi}]. Consequently,
every Sj has a neighbor in H, and this makes H a size-k hitting set for F .

Let us critically reflect upon this result. It was shown that our expan-
sion problem for Connected Vertex Cover is W[2]-hard, which means
that the problem is unlikely to be fixed-parameter tractable. On the other
hand, the instances resulting from the above reduction have a unique struc-
ture. For example, the D1-covers C1 constructed within the reduction are
not necessarily minimal: if the node xi has only two neighbors Sj and v
∗,
then C1 \ {Sj} is still a D1-cover. In a way that is typical for results on
computational hardness, we have only shown that a certain subclass of our
expansion problem is hard.
It is well possible, of course, that the enumeration algorithm never out-
puts an instance of our expansion problem that could arise from the above
reduction. The enumeration algorithm might also only output instances
of the expansion problem that arise from a non-hard subclass of Hitting
Set instances (maybe with finitely many exceptions). In all these cases,
the restriction of our expansion problem to the instances that actually oc-
cur could easily be fixed-parameter tractable. In so far, the above hardness
result should really be seen as only an indicator, even if FPT 6= W[2] is
assumed.
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4.3.3 An O∗(2.7606k) Algorithm
The above considerations suggest that in order to speed up our algorithm
for Connected Vertex Cover, we should either search for a way of
accelerating the expansion phase or try to get by with an enumeration part
taking less time than the enumeration of D1-covers. The latter, of course,
may force us to adjust the expansion part accordingly.
As argued in Section 4.1, it is at least unlikely that we can decrease the
time complexity of the expansion phase: the expansion problem resembles
the problem of finding an optimum Steiner tree for a k-terminal set that
also forms a vertex cover, and at least every algorithm for the Steiner tree
problem that bases on dynamic programming over a k-node terminal set
necessarily takes 2k or more steps.
Consequently, we might try to get by with an enumeration part taking
less time than the enumeration of D1-covers. The only natural way of doing
so obviously lies in enumerating Di-covers for i > 1. The removal of such a
Di-cover from a graph, however, leaves more than just some isolated nodes
and edges; that is, this approach will inevitably require us to develop a new
expansion strategy.
It fortunately turns out that the need for a new expansion strategy can
be eliminated by a technical trick —we can obliterate the boundary between
enumeration and expansion in order to balance the two parts. More pre-
cisely, we will consider Di-covers, i > 1, in an outer loop, but refine them
into D1-covers for the expansion phase.
Whereas this approach seems to come down to the same enumeration of
D1-covers employed in our O∗(3.2361k) algorithm, the additional knowledge
of the underlying Di-covers allows us to balance the two parts according to
the following intuition: small Di-covers can be enumerated fast, but they
may be hard to expand; large Di-covers take longer to enumerate, but their
removal leaves simple graphs (provided there is a k-node connected vertex
cover for the input graph at all).
Let us now switch from intuitive descriptions to the technicalities behind
the improved Connected Vertex Cover algorithm depicted in Table 4.3.
The following lemma formalizes a helpful fact that allows us to speed up the
expansion phase: components in the graph induced by a D1-cover may be
collapsed into single nodes, decreasing the size of the respective instance of
the expansion problem.
Lemma 14 Let C1 be a D1-cover for a graph G = (V,E) and Y a set of
terminals, C1 ⊆ Y ⊆ V . There is an optimum Steiner tree T for Y on
the unit-cost network (G, 1) such that each component of G[C1] remains
connected in T [C1].
Proof. Fix an arbitrary optimum Steiner tree T for the terminal set Y in
the network (G, 1). If T does not have the above property, then there is a
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
Enumerate D3-covers C3 in G with |C3| ≤ k:
Enumerate D1-covers C1 in G[V \ C3] with |C1| ≤ k − |C3|:
1. Let I be the set of isolated nodes and M the set of edges in
G[V \ (C1 ∪ C3)].
2. Let A be the set of components in G[C1 ∪C3].
3. Construct a graph G′ from G by copying all of G[V \ (C1 ∪ C3)]
and mapping every A ∈ A onto a single new node vA, where vA
and any node v ∈ V \ (C1 ∪C3)] are connected by an edge in G′ if
and only if there is an edge between some node in A and v in G.
4. Employ the reduction to the Steiner tree problem: subdivide ev-
ery edge from M in G′, and mark all the vA as well as all the
subdivision nodes as terminals.
5. Let d := |V [G]| − |V [G′]| =∑A(|V [A]| − 1).
6. If |A| ≤ 3k − 2|C3| − 3|C1| − |M |, then compute an optimum
Steiner tree, and return true if it has at most k − d nodes.
return false;
Table 4.3: Our improved Connected Vertex Cover algorithm. The
outer loops cycle through the covers output by the Enumerate algorithm
from Table 4.1.
component in G[C1] that disintegrates into c ≥ 2 components V1, . . . , Vc in
T [C1].
Since these components form a single component in G[C1], some two of
them are connected by a single edge e in G[C1]. In T , however, they are
not connected by a single edge, but via a path P (T is a tree and thus
connected). Note that P contains at least one edge f whose endpoints are
not both contained in C1 —otherwise, the two components would really be
a single one in T [C1].
That is, if we modify T by deleting f and adding e, then the resulting
graph is still an optimum Steiner tree for Y . See Figure 4.5 for an illustration
of this replacement technique.
It is easy to see that this process can be iterated until V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vc
forms a single component, and even until each component of G[C1] remains
connected in the graph induced by the resulting Steiner tree. 
Since the improved algorithm from Table 4.3 resembles our first Con-
nected Vertex Cover algorithm (see Table 4.2) in many aspects, the
correctness of the improved algorithm is relatively easy to establish:
Lemma 15 The algorithm from Table 4.3 solves Connected Vertex
Cover.
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G, C1, and Y T T ′ T ′′
G[C1] T [C1] T
′[C1] T
′′[C1]
Figure 4.5: The first picture shows a graph G = (V,E) with a D1-cover
C1 (marked by cycles), where the terminal set Y consists of both C1 and
the additional terminals marked by boxes. The induced subgraph G[C1]
consists of only a single component. Now consider the optimum Steiner
tree T depicted in the second column, and note that the induced subgraph
T [C1] decomposes into three components V1, V2, and V3. However, we can
use one of the edges that connect V1 and V2 in G[C1] to reconnect them.
This, again, introduces a cycle and thus allows us to remove some edge on
the path that connected V1 and V2 in T . The resulting tree T
′ has the same
weight as T and thus constitutes an optimum Steiner tree for Y . Another
iteration suffices to obtain an optimum tree T ′′ that has the property of
preserving the components induced by C1.
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Proof. Both our first and our improved algorithm rely on the enumeration
of a k-representative family of D1-covers, the subdivision of edges in the
graph induced by each such cover, and the computation of Steiner trees in
the expansion phase (see Subsection 4.3.1). To see the correctness of the
improved algorithm, we discuss the differences between the two.
Firstly, the enumeration is now done in two loops. Due to the recursive
structure of the Enumerate algorithm from Table 4.1 and the fact that it
always branches on a node of maximum degree, however, it is obvious that
the enumeration of all D1-covers C1 for the graphs G[V \C3] for all D3-covers
C3 of G still yields all D1-covers for G; it suffices to output each C1 ∪ C3
that occurs.
Secondly, we now shrink each component A of the subgraph induced by
the current D1-cover into a single node. This is just an obvious application
of Lemma 14. Let S denote the |M | subdivision nodes and X the collapsed
components, X := { vA | A ∈ A}. The lemma guarantees that if and only
if there is a k-node Steiner tree for the terminal set C1 ∪ C3 ∪ S in the
subdivided version of G, then there is a (k − d)-node Steiner tree for the
terminal set X ∪ S in G′, where d = ∑A(|A| − 1).
Thirdly, we do not even try to expand the current D1-cover unless |A| ≤
3k − 2|C3| − 3|C1| − |M |. In the remainder of this proof, we show that this
property is a necessary condition for a successful expansion. The underlying
idea is intuitive: if there are too many components, we cannot find a small
Steiner tree that connects them all.
Let X1 := { vA ∈ X | V [A] ⊆ C1, A ∈ A}, i.e., X1 be the set of nodes
in G′ representing those components of G[C1 ∪C3] that do not intersect C3.
Clearly, |X1| ≥ |X| − |C3|. Fix an arbitrary connected vertex cover C ⊇ X
for G′. Such a cover C is obviously required to connect all the nodes from X1.
Observe that the only way to connect nodes from X1 by this cover is
to include nodes from I or M . The only other option is to include nodes
from X because V [G′] = I∪V [M ]∪X, but the nodes in X are not connected
directly.
Since C3 is a D3-cover, G[V \C3] and thus G′[V [G′]\ (X \X1)] are cubic
graphs. This implies that every isolated node v ∈ I can be adjacent to at
most three nodes from X1 in G
′. Similarly, every node v ∈ V [M ] can be ad-
jacent to at most two nodes from X1: the fact that M is a matching requires
v to have exactly one neighbor in V [M ], and V [M ] does not intersect X1.
Figure 4.6 illustrates these considerations.
Now let kI := |I ∩C| and kM := |V [M ]∩C|. The above adjacency limit
implies that C can only connect all the nodes in X1 if |X1| ≤ 3kI + 2kM .
In any case, the size of C is |C| = kI + kM + |X|. Restoring the original
components A ∈ A yields a respective connected vertex cover of size kI +
kM + |C1|+ |C3| for G. However, we are only interested in connected vertex
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I M
X \X1 X1
Figure 4.6: The typical structure of the graph G′ constructed within our
Connected Vertex Cover algorithm, not including the (possibly large
amount of) edges that connect X \X1 to I and M . Since X \X1 contains
all nodes representing vertices of the currently inspected D3-cover C3, the
subgraph G′[V [G′] \ (X \ X1)] is cubic. Consequently, each node from I
and each node from M can only be adjacent to up to three or two nodes
from X1, respectively.
covers whose size is at most k:
kI + kM + |C1|+ |C3| ≤ k
The latter inequality can be stated as kI ≤ k− kM − |C1| − |C3|. Combined
with the aforementioned inequalities |X|− |C3| ≤ |X1| ≤ 3kI +2kM and the
facts that |X| = |A| as well as |M | ≤ kM , we get
|A| ≤ 3kI + 2kM + |C3|
≤ 3k − 3|C1| − 2|C3| − kM
≤ 3k − 3|C1| − 2|C3| − |M |.
Whereas |X| = |A| holds by definition of X, the inequality |M | ≤ kM follows
from the fact that every edge in M needs to be covered. See Figure 4.7 for
a complete example of a successful expansion. 
Lemma 16 The running time of the algorithm from Table 4.3 is bounded
by O∗(2.7606k).
Proof. In order to ease the analysis, we assume the algorithm to check all
possible sizes of the covers C3 and C1 independently. This modification
introduces a factor of at most k2 to the running time.
We adhere to the notation from the previous lemma. The algorithm
considers D3-covers C3 for G and D1-covers C1 for G[V \C3]. For any such
covers, the edges in G[V \(C1∪C3)] form a matching M . The isolated nodes
in the latter graph are denoted by I. Our algorithm shrinks the components
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G = (V, E) G and C G and C3
G[V \ C3] G[V \ C3] and C1 G[V \ (C3 ∪ C1)]
G[C3 ∪ C1] G′ and X G′′ and T
Figure 4.7: An example graph G, a connected vertex cover C for G, as well
as several other entities possibly considered by the algorithm from Table 4.3.
C3 is a D3-cover for G, C1 is a D1-cover for G[V \ C3], and they combine
to form a D1-cover for G, leaving only a matching M in G[V \ (C3 ∪ C1)].
The induced subgraph G[C3 ∪ C1] has a component that may be collapsed
into a single node according to Lemma 14, resulting in the graph G′. After
subdividing the edges in M , the algorithm can reconstruct C by computing
an optimal Steiner tree for the appropriate terminal set (the subdivision
nodes and X, the nodes from the collapsed components of G[C3 ∪ C1]).
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of G[C1 ∪C3] into single nodes. Again, we use X to denote the set of these
nodes and G′ to denote the resulting graph.
According to Theorem 6, enumerating the D3-covers of size |C3| and the
D1-covers of size |C1| takes time O∗(1.3803|C3 | · 1.6181|C1 |). The dominant
operation performed within the body of our algorithm, of course, is the
computation of an optimum Steiner tree. Since the terminal set consists
of X as well as the |M | subdivision nodes, this computation takes time
O∗(2|X|+|M |) as detailed in Section 3.3. That is, the exponential part of the
running time of our algorithm is bounded by
∑
|C3|,|C1|,|X|,|M |
O∗(1.3803|C3 | · 1.6181|C1 | · 2|X|+|M |).
where it suffices to take the sum over feasible values.
As detailed in the proof of Lemma 15, |X| ≤ |C3| + 3kI + 2kM . The
construction of X from the components of C1 and C3 also ensures that
|X| ≤ |C3| + |C1|. Now assume there is a connected vertex cover C ⊇
(C1 ∪ C3) for G with |C| = k. Since C needs to cover every edge from the
set M , we have |C3|+ |C1|+ |M | ≤ k. Furthermore k = kI +kM + |C1|+ |C3|
for kI := |I ∩ C| and kM := |V [M ] ∩ C|. Finally, each edge in M can be
covered by either one or two nodes, implying that |M | ≤ kM ≤ 2|M |.
Since we are interested in a runtime bound of the form O∗(ck) for some
c ∈ R, we investigate the worst case that occurs under the above constraints:
maximize 1.3803|C3 | · 1.6181|C1 | · 2|X|+|M |
|X| ≤subject to |C3|+ 3kI + 2kM
|X| ≤ |C3|+ |C1|
k = kI + kM + |C1|+ |C3|
k ≥ |C3|+ |C1|+ |M |
|M | ≤ kM ≤ 2|M |
0 ≤ kI , kM , |M |, |X|, |C1 |, |C3|
If we generalize this problem by allowing the values kI , kM , |M |, |X|, |C1|
and |C3| to be reals instead of integers, we can normalize the maximization
problem by setting k = 1. By taking the logarithm of the objective function,
we can furthermore convert the problem into a linear program:
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maximize ln(1.3803)|C3 |+ ln(1.6181)|C1 |+ ln(2)(|X| + kM )
|X| ≤subject to |C3|+ 3kI + 2kM
|X| ≤ |C3|+ |C1|
k = kI + kM + |C1|+ |C3|
k ≥ |C3|+ |C1|+ |M |
k = 1
|M | ≤ kM ≤ 2|M |
0 ≤ kI , kM , |M |, |X|, |C1|, |C3|
Solving this linear program reveals that the maximum is assumed for
|C3| = k, |C1| = 0, |X| = k, |M | = 0. The total running time of our
improved algorithm is thus bounded by O∗(1.3803k · 2k) = O∗(2.7606k). 
Combining Lemma 15 and Lemma 16 yields the main result of this sub-
section:
Theorem 8 Connected Vertex Cover can be solved in O∗(2.7606k).
4.4 Tree Cover
Recall that Connected Vertex Cover asks for a k-node connected ver-
tex cover in the input graph G, whereas Tree Cover asks for a k-node
connected vertex cover that is spanned by a tree of weight at most W in
the input network (G, `). Hence, Connected Vertex Cover can be seen
to be a special case of Tree Cover with ` = 1 and W = k − 1: any k-
node connected vertex cover is spanned by a tree of k − 1 edges, i.e., a tree
of weight k − 1 in the unit-cost network. This fact suggests the question
as to whether the above Connected Vertex Cover algorithms can be
adjusted to solve Tree Cover.
Unfortunately, the weight restriction in Tree Cover and the constraint
of using at most k nodes can constitute conflicting goals. While all aforemen-
tioned Connected Vertex Cover algorithms compute optimum Steiner
trees whose nodes represent eligible connected vertex covers, it may actually
take a suboptimal Steiner tree to span a k-node connected vertex cover in
general networks (G, `). For example, there could be a tree of weight W that
corresponds to a k-node connected vertex cover, but also a tree of weight
W − 1 that corresponds to a connected vertex cover of size k + 1. Whereas
only the first tree represents a solution, it would be disposed in favor of the
second tree.
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We address this problem by modifying the Steiner tree algorithm from
Section 3.3. Instead of keeping one table of Steiner graphs for all terminal
subsets, we use k tables, where only graphs with exactly i nodes are stored
in the i-th table. This allows us to compute optimum Steiner trees for each
eligible number of nodes independently. This modification only introduces
another small polynomial factor in the time complexity: we need to cycle
through the k tables in an outer loop, and whenever we recombine graphs
within the dynamic programming phase, we must consider candidates from
the i-th and the j-th table for all suitable i, j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.
A second problem arises because the Connected Vertex Cover al-
gorithms presented above modify the graph. The O∗(3.2361k) algorithm,
for instance, subdivides the edges in G[V \C1] before calling the Steiner tree
algorithm (for each D1-cover C1). It is not obvious which weights must be
assigned to the resulting edges in order to maintain the one-to-one corre-
spondence between the respective Steiner trees and tree covers, or whether
this is possible at all. The graph operations performed by the O∗(2.7606k)
algorithm are even more severe.
At least in the case of the O∗(3.2361k) algorithm, we can solve this
second problem by a very simple trick. The upcoming lemma shows that it
suffices to guess which of the isolated edges that remain in G[V \C1] are to
be included in the tree cover.
Definition 32 The problem M -Tree Cover is defined as follows: given
a network (G, `), a D1-cover C1 that leaves a matching M = M1 ∪M2 with
M1 ∩M2 = ∅, and numbers k ∈ N, W ∈ Q+, is there a tree cover for G
with at most k nodes and weight at most W that contains all nodes in C1,
all edges from M1, and no edges from M2?
Lemma 17 M -Tree Cover can be solved in time O∗(2|C1|+|M |).
Proof. Observe that a solution of M -Tree Cover needs to contain all the
nodes from C1, all the 2|M1| endpoints of M1, and at least one endpoint for
every edge in M2. Since all these nodes are disjoint, it follows that every
yes-instance satisfies |C1| + 2|M1| + |M2| ≤ k. Instances that do not meet
this requirement may thus be rejected immediately. Since each interesting
connected graph is not a matching, we may also assume that C1 is non-
empty.
In order to name the endpoints of the edges from M , let
M1 = {{v1, w1}, . . . , {vp, wp}},
M2 = {{s1, t1}, . . . , {sr, tr}}.
We now modify the network (G, `) as follows (see Figure 4.8 for an illustra-
tion):
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1. Contract each edge {vi, wi} ∈M1 into the single node vi, i.e., connect
vi to all neighbors of wi and remove wi. When introducing a new edge
{vi, u} because of an edge e = {wi, u}, assign the weight `(e) to the
new edge. If e′ = {vi, u} already exists in E, keep the minimum weight
min{`(e), `(e′)}.
2. Subdivide each edge {si, ti} ∈M2, i.e., replace it by two edges {si, xi}
and {xi, ti}, where xi is a new node. Assign a weight of W to the new
edges.
We claim that the original input is a yes-instance if and only if the mod-
ified network —say (G′, `′) —contains a Steiner tree for C1 ∪ {v1, . . . , vp} ∪
{x1, . . . , xr} that has at most k − p + r nodes and weight at most
W −
∑
e∈M1
`(e) + rW.
Since such a Steiner tree can be computed within O∗(2|C1|+p+r) steps and
|C1|+p+r = |C1|+|M |, the above claim entails the statement of the lemma.
For the first direction, let T be a tree cover of at most k nodes and weight
at most W for (G, `) that contains all nodes from C1, all edges from M1,
and no edges from M2. Observe that exactly one node of each {si, ti} ∈M2
is contained in the tree cover T . After contracting the edges from M1 as
described above, the weight of T ′ is bounded by W −∑e∈M1 `(e). If we
connect each xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, to the respective si or ti in T , this bound rises to
W −∑e∈M1 `(e)+rW. The modified tree is a tree in (G′, `′), has at most k−
p+r nodes, and spans the entire terminal set C1∪{v1, . . . , vp}∪{x1, . . . , xr}.
For the second direction, let T ′ be a Steiner tree for C1 ∪ {v1, . . . , vp} ∪
{x1, . . . , xr} that has at most k − p + r nodes and weight at most W −∑
e∈M1
`(e) + rW in (G′, `′). We begin to construct a solution for M -Tree
Cover by setting
VT = (V [T
′] \ {x1, . . . , xr}) ∪ V [M1],
ET = (E[T
′] \ { {si, xi} | 1 ≤ i ≤ r} ∪M1.
Observe that the graph (VT , ET ) is still connected, and that VT contains vi
for each {vi, wi} ∈M1 as well as either si or ti for each {si, ti} ∈M2. Hence,
the graph (VT , ET ) is a connected vertex cover in (G, `) because C1 ⊆ VT is
a D1-cover and each remaining edge stems from M = M1 ∪M2. According
to the construction of ET , the weight of T is bounded by
(W −
∑
e∈M1
`(e) + rW )− rW +
∑
e∈M1
`(e) = W.
Finally, |VT | ≤ k because |V [T ′]| ≤ k − p + r, implying that (VT , ET ) con-
stitutes or contains a tree cover meeting the requirements. 
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Figure 4.8: An input network (G, `) for Tree Cover, a tree cover T of
size k = 7 and weight W = 8, as well as several other entities possibly
considered by the algorithm from Table 4.4. The node set C1 is a D1-
cover and leaves an isolated node as well as two isolated edges. Applying
the network modification from Lemma 17 yields the network (G′, `′) with
terminal set C1 ∪ {v1, x1}. An optimum Steiner tree for this terminal set
has weight W − `({v1, w1}) + W = 15 and allows us to reconstruct the tree
cover T .
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Input: A network (G, `) with G = (V,E), numbers k ∈ N, W ∈ Q+
Enumerate D1-covers C1 in G with |C1| ≤ k:
M := E[G[V \ C1]];
for all partitions M1 ∪M2 of M :
if G contains a tree cover T that satisfies
|T | ≤ k, `(T ) ≤W , C1 ⊆ V [T ], M1 ⊆ E[T ], and M2∩E[T ] = ∅ then
return true;
return false;
Table 4.4: A Tree Cover algorithm. According to Lemma 17, the inner-
most if-condition can be checked within O∗(2|C1|+|M |) steps.
Since each edge in M = E[G[V \C1]] must be covered by a vertex cover,
their number is at most k in any yes-instance of Tree Cover, implying
that we can guess correctly within 2k tries. Together with the enumeration
of D1-covers in O∗(1.61804k) and the Steiner tree computation in O∗(2k),
the above lemma allows us to design an O∗(6.4722k) algorithm for Tree
Cover (see Table 4.4). This runtime bound already constitutes a drastic
improvement over the first FPT bound of O((2k)kkn2) [42]. Surprisingly, it
turns out that we can even preserve the runtime bound of O∗(3.2361k) by
analyzing our new algorithm properly:
Theorem 9 Tree Cover can be solved in time O∗(3.2361k).
Proof. Consider the algorithm in Table 4.4. The proof of correctness is
analogous to the respective proves for Connected Vertex Cover:
Any feasible tree cover T for the input network (G, `) also constitutes
a vertex cover of size at most k. According to Lemma 11, the Enumerate
algorithm outputs some D1-cover C1 with C1 ⊆ V [T ] at some point. Since
there exists a partition of the respective matching M = E[G[V \ C1]] into
M1 and M2 such that M1 ⊂ E[T ] and M2 ∩ E[T ] = ∅, the algorithm from
Table 4.4 finds either T or another feasible tree cover.
For the analysis of the running time, we use pairs (C1,M) to denote the
enumerated D1-covers and the respective matchings M = E[G[V \C1]]. Fur-
thermore, we use pairs (M1,M2) to denote the bipartitions of M . According
to Lemma 17, the running time is bounded by
∑
(C1,M)
∑
(M1,M2)
O∗(2|C1|+|M |).
We split the inner sum at (2/11)|M | in order to balance two quantities,
namely the cost of the enumeration and the cost of cycling through parti-
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tions, and obtain∑
(C1,M)
∑
(M1,M2)
|M1|≤
2
11 |M|
O∗(2|C1|+|M |) +
∑
(C1,M)
∑
(M1,M2)
|M1|>
2
11 |M|
O∗(2|C1|+|M |).
Using the well-known estimation(
s
αs
)
≤
( 1
αα(1− α)1−α
)s
for binomial coefficients, we see that there are at most O∗(1.6067|M |) ways
to choose an M1 ⊆ M with |M1| ≤ (2/11)|M |. For any fixed size |C1|,
the Enumerate algorithm outputs at most 1.61804|C1 | covers C1 (in time
O∗(1.61804|C1 |)). We may assume that |C1|+ |M | ≤ k because any feasible
tree cover needs to span at least |C1| + 2|M1| + |M2| = |C1| + |M | + |M1|
nodes: it needs to contain all of C1, all the endpoints of M1, and at least
one endpoint per edge in M2. Hence, the first sum is bounded by∑
|C1|,|M|
|C1|+|M|≤k
O∗(1.61804|C1 | · 1.6067|M | · 2|C1|+|M |)
= O∗(1.61804k · 2k) = O∗(3.2361k).
To see the correctness of the first equality, observe that |C1| and |M | can
assume values of at most k, but that the resulting factor of O(k2) is absorbed
by the O∗ notation. We will use this fact implicitly in the remainder of the
proof.
For the second sum, we only need to know that there are 2|M | bipartitions
of M . Hence, the sum is bounded by
∑
|C1|,|M|
|C1|+|M|≤k
O∗(1.61804|C1 | · 2|M | · 2|C1|+|M |)
=
∑
|C1|,|M|
|C1|+|M|≤k
O∗(3.2361|C1 | · 4|M |).
We may assume that |M | < 1113 (k− |C1|) because |C1|+ |M |+ |M1| ≤ k (see
above) and thus (13/11)|M | < |M | + |M1| ≤ k − |C1|. Consequently, we
have
4|M | < 4
11
13
(k−|C1|) < 3.2318k−|C1 |
and thus
O∗(3.2361|C1 | · 4|M |) = O∗(3.2361k).

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4.5 Counting Vertex Covers
The enumerate-and-expand paradigm can also be employed to determine
the number of k-node vertex covers in a graph [54]. This results in a drastic
improvement over the previous runtime bound of O∗(2k) [32] because it
suffices to enumerate D3-covers. Since the expansion part of the respective
algorithm relies on the folklore concept of tree decompositions, we begin this
section with an excursus on this powerful toolkit [12, 46].
Definition 33 Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A tree decomposition of G is a
pair (B, T ), where B = {B1, . . . , Bs} is a family of node sets Bi ⊆ V and
T = (B, ET ) is a rooted tree such that:
1. B1 ∪ . . . ∪Bs = V .
2. {v, w} ∈ E ⇒ ∃Bi ∈ B : {v, w} ∈ Bi.
3. If v ∈ Bi and v ∈ Bj, then v is contained in all Bk that lie on the path
from Bi to Bj in the tree T .
Let us also introduce the following helpful terms before we illustrate the
above definition:
Definition 34 The Bi’s in a tree decomposition (B, T ), B = {B1, . . . , Bs},
are referred to as bags. The smallest value |Bi| − 1 is the width of the
tree decomposition. Finally, the smallest width over all tree decompositions
for G is called the treewidth of G.
We can now interpret the original definition in a less formal manner.
A tree decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) is a rooted tree over bags such
that
1. each node v ∈ V occurs in at least one bag,
2. the two endpoints of each edge e ∈ E occur simultaneously in at least
one bag, and
3. the bags that contain a node v ∈ V induce a subtree.
Observe that in particular, the treewidth of a non-degenerated tree is
one. It cannot be zero because we need bags of size two to satisfy the
second condition. On the other hand, a tree decomposition of width one
can be obtained as depicted in Figure 4.9. As soon as a graph contains a
cycle, its treewidth is at least two.
A very elegant and intuitive way of thinking about treewidth is provided
by the so-called robber-and-cops game [67]. If we interpret each bag as a set
of positions occupied by cops in the original graph, then a tree decomposition
of width k yields a k-cop strategy for catching a robber that moves along
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Figure 4.9: A tree decomposition of a tree can be constructed by reusing
the original tree and replacing each node by a bag consisting of that node
as well as its parent, if applicable. Since each bag has at most two elements,
the width of the resulting decomposition is one.
1 2 3
4 5 6
1, 2, 5
1, 4, 5 2, 3, 5
3, 5, 6
Figure 4.10: A graph with treewidth two and a respective decomposition.
the edges at arbitrary speed. The police are assumed to move one cop at a
time, but the move may end in any node. The robber, again, may traverse
the graph while a cop is moving.
Let us first exemplify this analogy using Figure 4.9. The police begin by
positioning Officer A on the root (node 1), forcing the robber into the left or
right subgraph. If the robber enters the right subgraph, Officer B occupies
node 5 and ends the chase. Otherwise, Officer B enters node 2, compelling
the robber to run into node 3 or node 4. This allows Officer A to finally
catch the robber.
A slightly more complex case is given by the graph in Figure 4.10. If
the police is first present on nodes 1, 2 and 5, the robber can only occupy
node 4 or the endpoints of the rightmost edge. In the first case, the cop on
node 2 can easily end the chase (configuration {1, 4, 5}). Otherwise, the cop
from node 1 can be moved to node 3 in order to enforce a similar situation
that allows the cop on node 2 to catch the robber in node 6.
Besides the fact that tree decompositions of small width allow us to solve
many hard problems more efficiently, they can also be computed in linear
time if the treewidth is considered a constant [13]. Moreover, we can easily
transform a given tree decomposition into the following normal form:
Definition 35 We call a tree decomposition (B, T ) nice if each Bi ∈ B
satisfies these conditions:
1. If Bi is a leaf, then |Bi| = 1.
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Figure 4.11: A nice tree decomposition of the graph from Figure 4.10.
2. If Bi has only one child bag Bj ∈ B, then either Bi = Bj ∪ {v} for
some v /∈ Bj or Bj = Bi ∪ {v} for some v /∈ Bi.
3. If Bi has two children, then both child bags are identical to Bi.
4. Bi does not have three or more children.
Nice tree decompositions allow for a classification of bags into the four
categories Leaf, Introduce, Forget, and Join. Naturally, a leaf node is a bag
that is a leaf in the decomposition. If a bag has exactly one child bag and
contains one additional element, it is an introduce node. Otherwise, if a
bag has exactly one child but contains one element less, it is called a forget
node. A bag with two children is called a join node. See Figure 4.11 for an
example.
In 1997, Telle and Proskurowski presented a versatile framework for the
design of algorithms that perform dynamic programming on tree decompo-
sitions [70]. In the style of that framework, we now show how nice tree de-
compositions can be used in order to count vertex covers of size up to k. The
intention of this demonstration is to illustrate the algorithmic proceeding,
not a proof of correctness. We stick to the decomposition from Figure 4.11
and let k = 4.
The crucial idea of dynamic programming on tree decompositions is to
keep a table of information for each bag, namely a table that tells us how
the problem in question can be solved on the entire subgraph below (and
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including) that bag. When counting vertex covers of a graph G = (V,E),
it turns out that we should compute and save the following data for each
bag B as we traverse the tree decomposition in a bottom-up fashion:
For each subset S ⊆ B and each number i ∈ [0, .., k], compute
and save the number fB(S, i) of size-i vertex covers for the sub-
graph of G = (V,E) induced by the nodes in B and all children
of B.
In order to avoid cumbersome notation, we only list combinations of
S and i that allow for at least one appropriate vertex cover. When we
refer to the subgraph reflected by a bag, we mean to refer to the subgraph
of G = (V,E) induced by the nodes in B and all children of B in the
decomposition (see above). The tables for each bag —whose construction is
exemplified below—are also depicted in Figure 4.12.
Leaf example: The leaf node B = {1} induces a graph consisting of a
single node, namely node 1. Hence, the bag subset ∅ constitutes an empty
vertex cover for this subgraph, and we store fB(∅, 0) = 1. In the very same
fashion, B is a single-node vertex cover itself, and we store fB({1}, 1) = 1.
Forget example: When traversing from bag {2, 3, 5} to bag {2, 5}, we
need to forget node 3. The table computed for {2, 5} can easily be used
to construct the table for {2, 3, 5} by removing the element 3 in each set.
Observe that the two entries for {2, 5}, 3: 1 and {2, 3, 5}, 3: 1 collapse in this
process, resulting in the entry {2, 5}, 3: 2.
Introduce example: The bag {1, 2, 5} on the upper right of Figure 4.12
introduces the node 1. Its child bag reflects the subgraph G′ induced by
{2, 5} and the forgotten nodes {3, 6}, namely the cycle (2, 3, 6, 5). Now let
us check the subsets of {1, 2, 5}:
• The subsets ∅, {1}, and {5} cannot yield a valid answer because we
need to cover the edges {1, 2} and {2, 5} induced by the bag {1, 2, 5}.
• The set {2} is a vertex cover for all edges in the current bag ({1, 2} and
{2, 5}). According to the table stored for the child bag {2, 5} (first and
third entry), the set {2} is also capable of forming a two-node as well
as a three-node vertex cover for G′ —together with hidden nodes. We
thus count these covers for {1, 2, 5} as well (first and second entry).
• Due to the aforementioned entries in the child table, we know that
{1, 2} reflects three-node and four-node covers for G[{1, 2, 3, 5, 6}].
• The same goes for {1, 5} and {2, 5}.
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1, 2, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 5
1, 4, 5
1, 4
1
1, 2, 5
2, 5
2, 3, 5
3, 5
3, 5, 6
3, 6
3∅, 0: 1
{1}, 1: 1
{1}, 1: 1
{4}, 1: 1
{1, 1}, 2: 1
{4}, 1: 1
{1, 4}, 2: 1
{1, 5}, 2: 1
{4, 5}, 2: 1
{1, 4, 5}, 3: 1
∅, 1: 1
{1}, 2: 1
{1, 5}, 2: 1
{5}, 2: 1
{1, 5}, 3: 1
{2}, 2: 1
{1, 5}, 2: 1
{1, 2}, 3: 1
{1, 5}, 3: 1
{2, 5}, 3: 1
{1, 2, 5}, 3: 1
{1, 2, 5}, 4: 1
∅, 0: 1
{3}, 1: 1
{3}, 1: 1
{6}, 1: 1
{3, 6}, 2: 1
{6}, 1: 1
{3, 5}, 2: 1
{3, 6}, 2: 1
{5, 6}, 2: 1
{3, 5, 6}, 3: 1
∅, 1: 1
{3}, 2: 1
{5}, 2: 1
{3, 5}, 2: 1
{3, 5}, 3: 1
{2}, 2: 1
{3, 5}, 2: 1
{2, 3}, 3: 1
{2, 5}, 3: 1
{3, 5}, 3: 1
{2, 3, 5}, 3: 1
{2, 3, 5}, 4: 1
{2}, 2: 1
{5}, 2: 1
{2}, 3: 1
{5}, 3: 1
{2, 5}, 3: 2
{2, 5}, 4: 1
{2}, 2: 1
{2}, 3: 1
{1, 2}, 3: 1
{1, 5}, 3: 1
{2, 5}, 3: 2
{1, 2}, 4: 1
{1, 5}, 4: 1
{2, 5}, 4: 1
{1, 2, 5}, 4: 2
Figure 4.12: Counting vertex covers along a nice tree decomposition of the
graph from Figure 4.10. The final Join operation is detailed in Table 4.5.
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left child right child root bag
{2}, 2: 1 {2}, 2: 1 {2}, 3: 1
{2}, 2: 1 {2}, 3: 1 {2}, 4: 1
{1, 5}, 2: 1 {1, 5}, 3: 1 {1, 5}, 3: 1
{1, 5}, 2: 1 {1, 5}, 4: 1 {1, 5}, 4: 1
{1, 2}, 3: 1 {1, 2}, 3: 1 {1, 2}, 4: 1
{1, 5}, 3: 1 {1, 5}, 3: 1 {1, 5}, 4: 1
{2, 5}, 3: 1 {2, 5}, 3: 2 {2, 5}, 4: 2
{1, 2, 5}, 3: 1 {1, 2, 5}, 4: 2 {1, 2, 5}, 4: 2
Table 4.5: Result of the final Join operation: since {1, 2, 5} is a separator,
we can compute the number of vertex covers for G by joining the results for
the subgraphs induced by {1, 2, 4, 5} and {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}. This only requires
us to combine entries for identical subsets, where each combination leads to
the root entry listed in the same row. The two entries for {1, 5}, 4: 1, of
course, would be added up in the respective table.
Figure 4.13: All vertex covers of size up to four as counted by the dynamic
programming algorithm (Table 4.5).
• Finally, the node set {1, 2, 5} allows for two four-node vertex covers
because {2, 5} allowed for two three-node vertex covers in the child bag
{2, 5}. We can also derive that {1, 2, 5} allows for a five-node vertex
cover because {2, 5} allowed for a four-node vertex cover in the child
bag, but this is ignored because we have agreed to let k = 4.
Join example: When joining the bags {1, 2, 5} for the two different sub-
graphs, we simply need to consider every subset and compute the correct
size and number of the respective vertex covers. For instance, the entry
{2}, 2: 1 occurs in both tables, which means that exactly one forgotten node
is involved on each side, resulting in an entry of {2}, 3: 1 for the root bag.
As a second example, the entries {1, 2, 5}, 3: 1 and {1, 2, 5}, 4: 2 result in
{1, 2, 5, }, 4: 2. All other table entries can be computed in a similar fashion.
See Table 4.5 for the overall result, and Figure 4.13 for the respective vertex
covers in G = (V,E).
The correctness of the entire algorithm can be proven analogously to the
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arguments employed by Telle and Proskurowski [70]. Let us now determine
the worst-case running time when the algorithm is called on a tree decom-
position (B, T ) of width w. Recall that the input parameter k determines
the maximum size of vertex covers to be counted, but that in fact, we count
the vertex covers of each size between zero and k separately.
Lemma 18 Given a nice tree decomposition (B, T ) of a graph G = (V,E)
and a number k, we can compute the number of k-node vertex covers of G
in time O∗(2w), where w is the width of the tree decomposition.
Proof. Each bag has a table of size at most 2w+1 · (k + 1) because the
bag has at most 2w+1 subsets and we store a number for each combination
of a subset and a number i ∈ [0, . . . , k]. If the bag is a leaf node, forget
node, or introduce node, then the table entries can be computed in time
O(2wk · w2). The latter factor arises because the subgraph of G induced
by the bag may contain a quadratic amount of edges, which need to be
respected when building the table.
The most complicated case occurs when the bag is a join node: we
need to combine the table entries of both child bags. A straightforward
implementation of the join operation thus results in a time complexity of
O((2wk)2) = O(4wk2). However, we only need to combine entries for iden-
tical subsets. There are at most 2w+1 subsets and at most k + 1 entries
per table and subset. If we implement the tables in a way that allows fast
updates and lookups (which is easy because we can use arrays), the runtime
bound for join operations becomes O(2wk2).
Since we need to perform one operation per bag, the total running time
is bounded by O(|B| · 2wk2w2) = O∗(2w). 
At this point, it is not yet apparent how the above lemma could lead to an
algorithm that counts vertex covers faster than the enumeration algorithm
by Fernau [32] (O(2kk2 + kn)). Computing the tree decomposition of an
input graph can be done in linear time when the treewidth is considered a
constant [13], but this precondition is not met in our case. In fact, the input
graph could be a clique and thus have a treewidth as large as |V | − 1.
The crucial idea, again, is to employ our Enumerate algorithm for D3-
covers. Each graph obtained by removing a D3-cover from the input graph
has maximum degree three, and fortunately, the treewidth of a cubic graph
whose edges can be covered by k nodes is bounded by about k/3. In fact,
a respective decomposition can be obtained in polynomial time. This will
allow us to call the above dynamic programming algorithm with an appro-
priate upper bound on the treewidth.
Theorem 10 Given a graph G = (V,E) and a number k, the number of
vertex covers of G whose size is bounded by k can be computed in time
O∗(1.3803k).
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Proof. Theorem 6 allows us to enumerate a k-representative family F of D3-
covers in time O∗(1.3803k). The expansion part of our proposed algorithm
consists in counting the vertex covers of size k − |C3| in G[V \ C3] for all
C3 ∈ F . Let us first show that this method counts every k-node vertex
cover C of G exactly once.
Since C is a vertex cover of G, there is a C ′ ⊆ C that is a minimal
vertex cover of G. The definition of the term k-representative implies that
F contains a C3 ⊆ C ′. Note that |C \ C3| = k − |C3| and that C \ C3
is a vertex cover in G[V \ C3]. Hence, the cover C will be counted in the
expansion part for this C3 ∈ F .
On the other hand, no vertex cover can be counted in multiple expansion
operations. Whenever the Enumerate algorithm (see Table 4.1) branches on
a node v, the node is removed from the graphs passed to the two recursive
calls. The first call forces v to be part of all subsequent covers; the second
call forbids v to be part of any subsequent cover. If we follow the unique
path in the recursion tree that includes and excludes nodes according to a
fixed vertex cover C, then the path ends in exactly the leaf call that outputs
a D3-cover C3 ⊆ C.
In order to compute a tree decomposition of each G′ = G[V \C3], C3 ∈ F ,
we employ a result by Fomin and Høie: given a cubic graph G′ = (V ′, E′)
and an ε > 0, a tree decomposition of width at most ( 16 + ε)|V ′| can be
computed in polynomial time [38, 39]. The size of V ′ can be bounded as
follows:
If G′ = G[V \C3] has a vertex cover of size k−|C3|, then G′ cannot have
more than 3(k − |C3|) edges because it is cubic. If G′ was three-regular, we
would also know that G′ cannot have more than 2(k − |C3|) nodes: each
node would be incident to three edges, but since each edge is shared by two
nodes, we have 32 edges per node. The above result would thus yield a tree
decomposition of width ( 13 + 2ε)(k − |C3|).
On the other hand, contracting nodes of degree two or removing nodes of
degree at most one does not affect the treewidth of a graph whose treewidth
is at least two. This is easy to see if we employ the robber-and-cops analogy:
there are at least three cops, and the only difference between a long path and
a short path is the number of moves required to catch the robber. Similarly,
a node of degree at most one cannot allow the robber to escape. If the
treewidth of G′ is smaller than two, then counting the vertex covers for G′
becomes a trivial task.
That is, a tree decomposition of width ( 13 +2ε)(k−|C3|) can be computed
in any case. Combining the runtime bounds from Theorem 6 and Lemma 18
for each size of the D3-covers C3 ∈ F , we infer an overall bound of
O∗
( k∑
|C3|=0
(
1.3803|C3 | · 2( 13+2ε)(k−|C3|))) = O∗(1.3803k).
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Observe that 21/3+2ε ≤ 1.3803 for all ε ≤ 116 . 
4.6 Concluding Remarks
We have seen that in the context of enumerate-and-expand algorithms, the
time complexity of enumerating a k-representative family of Di-covers lends
itself to a complexity measure: the number of Di-covers to be considered is
bounded by a small exponential function in the parameter k. This allowed us
to design parameterized algorithms for several variants of Vertex Cover
that improve over all previous algorithms.
As for negative results, it was also argued that the runtime bound for
Connected Vertex Cover probably cannot be tightened too much us-
ing the enumeration-and-expand approach. Firstly, the respective expan-
sion problem has been shown to be W[2]-hard for the “remaining” param-
eter (see Section 4.3.2). This fact suggests that the time complexity of
any enumeration-and-expand algorithm is the product—and not the max-
imum—of the runtime bounds achieved for the enumeration and the ex-
pansion part. Secondly, it would be surprising if the expansion problem
could be solved in less than O∗(2k) steps because it amounts to computing
a Steiner tree. At present, we have no idea how to solve the general Steiner
tree problem on graphs without using dynamic programming over the 2k
terminal subsets—even if the terminals form a vertex cover.
Chapter 5
Graph Packing Problems
Informally, many graph problems considered in computer science can be seen
to be of the following type: given a graph G = (V,E) and, possibly, some
additional information, find a subgraph in G that fulfills a certain property.
In particular, most problems investigated in the preceding chapters can be
stated in this fashion: an optimum Steiner tree is an edge-induced subgraph
of minimum weight connecting a certain set of nodes; Connected Vertex
Cover and Tree Cover ask for subgraphs of size at most k whose removal
eliminates all edges. Other examples are such well-known graph problems as
Clique—find a complete subgraph of size at least k —and Dominating
Set—find a subgraph of size at most k such that all other nodes have a
neighbor in the subgraph.
Rather than asking for subgraphs that achieve a complex task in the
given graph G, we could simply ask whether G contains another given
graph H as an induced subgraph—or even several instances thereof. The
problem Longest Path arguably constitutes one of the most well-known
examples for this type of question:
Definition 36 The problem Longest Path is defined as follows: given a
graph G = (V,E) and a number k ∈ N, does G contain Pk (i.e., a simple
k-node path)?
Recall that the statement “G contains Pk” is not meant to imply that
the subgraph of G induced by the k respective nodes is a path— it may be
a Pk with additional edges (i.e., shortcuts). A cycle and a clique of k nodes,
for example, are yes-instances of Longest Path.
When looking for several occurrences of a certain subgraph, we usually
mean to find disjoint occurrences. This requirement is met by the following
definitions of so-called graph packing problems:
Definition 37 Fix a graph H. The problem H-Graph Packing is defined
as follows: given a graph G = (V,E) and a number k ∈ N, does G contain
k vertex-disjoint instances of H?
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Definition 38 Fix a graph H. The problem H-Graph Edge-Packing is
defined as follows: given a graph G = (V,E) and a number k ∈ N, does G
contain k edge-disjoint instances of H?
There are several popular variants of these problems. When fixing H
to be the triangle, H-Graph Packing and H-Graph Edge-Packing be-
come Triangle Packing and Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing, re-
spectively. For any s ∈ N and H := K1,s (the star with s edges emerging
from a center node), H-Graph Packing becomes K1,s-Packing.
Note that the graph H is a predefined constant for H-Graph Packing
and H-Graph Edge-Packing. Otherwise, if we let H be part of the
input, the resulting problem would be a crude generalization of countless
graph problems, thus obscuring the complexity of many interesting graph
packing problems.
To see this, let L denote the generalized problem with parameter k ′:
given two graphs G,H and a number k′ ∈ N, does G contain k′ vertex-
disjoint instances of H? There is a trivial parameterized reduction from
Clique to L: in order to check for a complete subgraph of size k ≤ |V | in
a given graph G = (V,E), we can construct that subgraph in time O(|V |2),
store it as H, and finally call an algorithm for L with input G, H, and
k′ := 1. Since Clique is W [1]-complete [24], we thus know that L is at
least W [1]-hard.
According to this hardness result, L is unlikely to be fixed-parameter
tractable [25]. Many interesting packing problems, however, can be shown
to be fixed-parameter tractable — in particular, there are FPT algorithms
for all the packing problems defined above [5, 31, 47, 50, 51, 63].
In this chapter, we examine techniques that allow us to design FPT
algorithms for packing problems. The emphasis lies on Divide-and-Color,
a method presented by Kneis, Mo¨lle, Richter and Rossmanith in 2006 [47].
Independently and at the same time, a similar method was published by Liu
et al. [50].
5.1 Color-Coding
In 1995, Alon, Yuster and Zwick published a uniquely elegant technique that
can be used to search for paths, cycles, and other suitable subgraphs in a
given graph: Color-Coding [5]. The underlying principle of color-coding can
be outlined as follows:
Assume we are looking for an instance of a certain subgraph in a given
graph G = (V,E). Instead of searching for such an instance directly, we
proceed in two phases. First we color the nodes (or edges) in G randomly
using k colors. Then we search for a colorful instance of the subgraph in
question, that is, for an instance in which every two nodes (or edges) have
distinct colors.
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7 5 2
9 8 3
4 1 6
2
7 5 6 8 3
Figure 5.1: The graph on the left hand side contains exactly one instance
of P9. With an appropriate coloring of its nodes as depicted to the right,
the path becomes colorful.
Whereas a random coloring might usually fail to assign distinct colors to
all the nodes (or edges) of an instance of the subgraph in question, the task
of finding such a path can be relatively easy —depending on the subgraph
we are looking for. Consequently, we can obtain a high probability of success
by checking many random colorings. The resulting algorithms turn out to
be relatively efficient for several graph packing problems.
To see why the color-coding method works, let us now investigate the
original Longest Path algorithm by Alon et al. in detail. It is notewor-
thy that the runtime bound of O∗(5.4366k) —as analyzed by Downey and
Fellows [25]—can be improved by adjusting the number of colors. This has
been pointed out by several authors and will also be detailed in Section 5.2,
resulting in a bound of O∗(4.3111k) [44]. In 2006, an even smaller bound of
O∗(4k) was proven by Liu et al. [50] as well as Kneis et al. [47] independently.
Definition 39 Let S be a set. A coloring of S is a function f : S →
{1, . . . , k} for some k ∈ N, k ≥ 1. We call a subset S ′ ⊆ S colorful with
respect to a coloring f if f(x) 6= f(y) for all x, y ∈ S ′ with x 6= y.
Figure 5.1 exemplifies these concepts with respect to graphs and paths.
Lemma 19 Let G = (V,E) be a graph such that there is a V ′ ⊆ V with
G[V ′] being an instance of Pk. Let furthermore F be a family of ek many
colorings V → {1, . . . , k} that were constructed randomly with respect to
the uniform distribution. Then the probability that V ′ is not colorful with
respect to any f ∈ F is at most 1/e.
Proof. It is easy to see that there are kk ways to assign k colors to the k
nodes in V ′. However, there are only k! ways to assign k distinct colors to
the k nodes in V ′: each permutation of {1, . . . , k} describes such a way to
color the nodes, and vice versa.
Since the colorings in F are constructed with respect to the uniform
distribution, the probability that V ′ is colorful with respect to some f ∈ F
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−1 −1
1
Figure 5.2: 1+a ≤ ea is easy to prove. For a = 0, both sides of the inequality
assume the value 1, and their derivatives (namely 1 and ea) assume the same
value. Since the second derivative of ea (namely ea) is a positive function,
ea is convex and thus cannot drop below 1 + a at any point.
is exactly k!/kk. Stirling’s approximation
k! ≤
√
2pik
(k
e
)k
implies that
k!
kk
≥
√
2pik k
k
ek
kk
=
√
2pik
ek
> e−k.
Consequently, the probability that V ′ is not colorful for any of the ek many
colorings f ∈ F is at most
(1− e−k)ek ≤ 1/e.
The latter inequality holds because
1 + a ≤ ea for a ∈ R
(see Figure 5.2) and setting a := −e−k yields
(1− e−k) ≤ e−e−k ⇒ (1− e−k)ek ≤ e−1.

Lemma 20 Let G = (V,E) be a graph, n = |V |, and f : V → {1, . . . , k} a
coloring of V . The following task can be performed in time O(2kk · |E|):
If G contains a k-node path whose node set is colorful with respect to f ,
output true. Otherwise, output false.
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Proof. The key idea is to construct the following table T of Booleans: for
each node v ∈ V and each non-empty color subset C ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, the table
cell T (v, C) contains true if and only if G contains a |C|-node path that
begins in v and contains each color from C (i.e., each color occurs exactly
once). Clearly, G contains a colorful k-node path if and only if there is a
v ∈ V with T (v, {1, . . . , k}) = true.
The table T can easily be constructed using dynamic programming. We
initialize T by setting the T (v, {c}) for all nodes v ∈ V and all colors c ∈
{1, . . . , k} accordingly:
T (v, {c}) := [f(v) = c],
where [s] is the truth value of the statement s. This is obviously correct.
Then we compute the remaining entries for color subsets of increasing size.
For all color subsets C of increasing size |C| ≥ 2 and for each node v with
f(v) ∈ C, we let
T (v, C) := [∃w ∈ N(v) : T (w,C \ {f(v)})].
This is correct because a |C|-node path that starts in v and contains each
color from C exactly once can be decomposed into, and constructed from,
a node v with color f(v) ∈ C and a (|C| − 1)-node path that starts in a
neighbor of v and contains each color from C \ {f(v)}.
The table has less than n · 2k cells and it takes O(k) space to represent
each color subset. If we employ a very straightforward analysis, we see
that the value for each cell can be computed within n = |V | steps, leading
to a running time of O(2kkn2). The table lookups and updates take only
constant time in the unit-cost RAM model.
We can do better with a slightly more sophisticated analysis. For each
of the color subsets C, the effort of cycling through all v ∈ V as well as
all the neighbors w ∈ N(v) is bounded by O(n + m) if the input graph
is given by adjacency lists and m = |E|. This leads to a runtime bound
of O(2kk · (n + m)), which is linear in the size of the graph if we consider
k a constant (as done by Alon et al. [5]). Note that O(n + m) = O(m)
whenever the input graph is connected, which may be assumed without
loss of generality because the problem can be solved for each component
independently. 
Theorem 11 Longest Path can be solved with exponentially small error
probability in time O((2e)kknm), where n and m denote the number of
nodes and edges in the input graph.
Proof. According to Lemma 19 and Lemma 20, we can solve Longest Path
with error probability at most 1/e in time O((2e)kkm). In order to make the
error probability exponentially small, we employ the well-known technique
of probability amplification: if we cycle through n · ek instead of ek random
colorings, the bound for the error probability decreases to (1/e)n = e−n. 
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The above algorithm only checks whether there is a k-node path in the
input graph. In order to compute the path itself, it suffices to include
a second table L and perform the following operation for each table cell
T (v, C) with |C| ≥ 2: if the correct entry for T (v, C) turns out to be true,
use the cell L(v, C) to store a node w ∈ N(v) for which T (w,C \ {f(v)})
equals true (see above).
The table L obviously allows us to reconstruct the respective path in-
ductively: if T (v, {1, . . . , k}) = true for some node v, then the respective
path consists of the nodes
v1 := v,
v2 := L(v1, C),
v3 := L(v2, C \ {f(v1))},
v4 := L(v3, C \ {f(v1), f(v2)}, . . .
Note that neither keeping the additional table L nor reconstructing a k-node
path in the positive case affect the runtime bound.
As suggested at the beginning of this section, color-coding is a versatile
technique that can be employed to solve many other problems. These include
classic packing problems such as Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing [51]
as well as less obvious variants such as Partial Vertex Cover (given a
graph G = (V,E) and numbers k, t ∈ N, check whether there is a k-node
subset that covers at least t edges) [11].
5.2 Changing the Number of Colors
A natural question that arises when discussing color-coding for Longest
Path is whether the choice of exactly k colors is optimal. Clearly, the
probability for a good coloring can be increased by using more colors. Several
authors have pointed out that color-coding can be sped up this way (e.g.,
Hu¨ffner, Wernicke, and Zichner [44]). On the other hand, we can speed
up the dynamic programming phase by using less colors while relaxing the
notion of a colorful path. Let us investigate how these modifications affect
the time complexity.
If we switch to less than k colors, the concept of the colorful path must be
replaced by an appropriate alternative. Colors must be allowed to occur in
several nodes, but in order for the dynamic programming approach to remain
applicable, each color should only occur locally (i.e., each color should induce
exactly one component in the path). A natural way of achieving this is the
following:
Let f be a node coloring with αk colors, 0 < α < 1. Let furthermore
β = d1/αe. For the sake of simplicity, assume that k is a multiple of β. We
call a βk′-node path P α-colorful with respect to f if each color that occurs
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in P induces a path of length β —that is, if P consists of k ′ consecutive
β-node paths with distinct colors.
If f is chosen randomly with respect to the uniform distribution, the
probability for a k-node path to be α-colorful (i.e., to consist of αk consec-
utive β-node paths with distinct colors) is
(αk)!
(αk)k
=
1
(αk)(1−α)k
· (αk)!
(αk)αk
≥ (αk)
(α−1)k
eαk
.
We thus need to examine about
eαk · (αk)(1−α)k
random colorings to have a constant error probability. The number of color
subsets to consider in the dynamic programming phase is 2αk. Of course we
need to consider all uniformly colored β-node paths in each step, but since
β is a constant, this adds only a polynomial factor to the time complexity.
Hence, the overall runtime bound for this approach is
O∗(eαk · (αk)(1−α)k · 2αk).
Unfortunately, this bound exceeds ck for any constant c because of the fac-
tor (αk)(1−α)k . It thus seems that the classical color-coding algorithm for
Longest Path cannot be improved by using less colors too easily.
If we use αk colors for some α > 1, the probability for a k-node path
to be colorful (i.e., to contain exactly k of the αk colors) with respect to a
uniform random coloring becomes(αk
k
) · k!
(αk)k
=
(αk
k
)
αk
· k!
kk
≥
(αk
k
)
αk
· 1
ek
.
In order to bound the error probability by a constant, we thus need to
consider about
ek · α
k(αk
k
)
random colorings. Note that the standard estimation(
s
βs
)
= Θ
( 1√
s
·
( 1
ββ(1− β)1−β
)s)
for binomial coefficients and any constant β implies that(
αk
k
)
= Θ
( 1√
αk
·
( 1
(1/α)1/α(1− 1/α)1−1/α
)αk)
.
On the negative side, we now need to modify the dynamic programming
phase so as to consider each k-element subset of the αk colors. There are
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at least two ways of doing this. We can either apply the original k-color
dynamic programming algorithm independently for every size-k color subset,
which takes(
αk
k
)
· 2k = Θ
( 1√
αk
·
( 1
(1/α)1/α(1− 1/α)1−1/α
)αk) · 2k
steps disregarding small polynomial factors, or perform the dynamic pro-
gramming for all colors at once, which takes at most
2αk = 2α · 2k
steps. Clearly, the latter option is preferable because we intend to choose α
as a constant.
The overall time complexity thus becomes
O∗
(
ek · α
k(αk
k
) · 2αk)
= O∗
(
(e · α · 2α)k · ((1/α)1/α(1− 1/α)1−1/α)αk
)
= O∗
((
(e · α · 2α) · ((1/α)1/α(1− 1/α)1−1/α)α
)k)
.
The inner function (as illustrated in Figure 5.3) assumes its minimum for
α ≈ 1.302. Assuming that αk be an integer, this yields an improved runtime
bound of O∗(4.3111k). Even if we allow α to take arbitrary values between
1.24 and 1.37, which suffices to make αk an integer for all k ≥ 6, a bound
of O∗(4.33k) is guaranteed.
5.3 Divide-and-Color
Surprisingly, it turns out that we can improve over the original color-coding
method by incorporating another well-known technique into the process of
coloring the graph and searching for instances of the subgraph in question:
Divide-and-Conquer. This famous paradigm suggests to solve a problem by
splitting it into smaller subproblems and tackling these subproblems inde-
pendently.
To illustrate the combined concept, namely divide-and-color, we begin
with an informal discussion of how to search for a k-node path in a given
graph G = (V,E). Instead of assigning k colors to the nodes in V , we only
consider a binary random coloring: each node is colored black or white with
uniform probability, dividing G into a black and a white subgraph. The
subproblems of finding k/2-node paths in these subgraphs can be solved
recursively. If the first and second half of a k-node path in G are detected
in the black and white subgraph, respectively, it is easy to reconstruct the
original k-node path. See Figure 5.4 for an example.
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Figure 5.3: The function (e ·α ·2α) ·((1/α)1/α(1−1/α)1−1/α)α for 1 < α ≤ 2.
Figure 5.4: Again, the graph on the left hand side contains exactly one
instance of P9. After coloring its nodes in black and white as depicted to
the right, the path decomposes into a black P5 and a white P4. If these two
subpaths are found in the induced subgraphs, it is trivial to reconstruct the
original path.
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Figure 5.5: Recursively coloring a graph (and its color-induced subgraphs)
in black and white on log k levels basically amounts to coloring the original
graph in k colors.
Notice that the black and white subgraphs are being recolored in each
recursive call. If the recursion stops when k = 1, the recursion depth is
log k. If we label each node with the sequence of colors it was assigned
throughout the recursion, there are 2log k = k possible labels as depicted
in Figure 5.5. That is, our recursive construction of a coloring basically
resembles a random coloring with k colors. This gives rise to the question
how a recursive assignment of colors can have any advantage, which can be
answered as follows:
Firstly, if a coloring fails to help us detect the subgraph in question at
some point in the recursion, it may still be replaced by a better coloring
within the current node of the recursion tree. In the classical color-coding
approach, we would have to try a new global coloring for the entire graph.
Secondly, the recursive detection of subgraphs ends in trivial border cases
(such as finding one-node paths), eliminating the need to employ dynamic
programming as seen in color-coding.
5.3.1 Longest Path
Before applying the divide-and-color technique to Longest Path, we define
some notation and an extended version of the problem in order to ease
the analysis. Recall that whenever we refer to a path, we mean a simple
path. Moreover, we only consider the problem of finding such a path in
an undirected graph, even though the upcoming algorithm can easily be
modified so as to solve the directed variant.
Definition 40 Let G = (V,E) be a graph, k ∈ N a number, and v, w ∈ V .
We write v
k−→ w if and only if G contains a k-node path that begins in v
and ends in w. The search problem Longest Path Endpoints consists in
finding the set of all (v, w) with v
k−→ w.
In what follows, we design a divide-and-color algorithm for Longest
Path Endpoints that can be employed to solve Longest Path. This
requires an appropriate notion of solving the above search problem proba-
bilistically, which is brought forth by the following definition. Whereas we
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
if k = 1 then return { (v, v) | v ∈ V };
R := ∅;
for 3 · 2k times do
Choose some B ∈ 2V with uniform probability;
GB := G[B];
GW := G[V \ B];
LB := LPE(GB , dk/2e);
LW := LPE (GW , bk/2c);
for all (v, w) ∈ LB
for all (x, y) ∈ LW
if {w, x} ∈ E then R := R ∪ {(v, y), (y, v)};
return R;
Table 5.1: Algorithm LPE returns a set of node pairs that constitute the
endpoints of k-node paths in the input graph. The subgraphs GB and GW
represent the black and white subgraphs induced by the current random
coloring. Intuitively, we hope that we can detect a k-node path by finding its
first half in GB and its second half in GW recursively. Since the probability
for its k nodes to be colored in this fashion is 2−k, it takes about 2k colorings
to obtain a constant success probability.
only need to find one k-node path in order to solve Longest Path, the
proof by induction in the upcoming lemma requires us to consider every
such path with at least a certain probability.
Definition 41 Let A be an algorithm that, given a graph G(V,E) and a
number k ∈ N as input, returns a set of ordered pairs (v, w), v, w ∈ V ,
with v
k−→ w. We say that A quasi-solves Longest Path Endpoints with
error probability p if for every graph G = (V,E), every number k ∈ N, and
every v, w ∈ V with v k−→ w, the return value of A does not contain (v, w)
with probability at most p.
Table 5.1 shows a pseudocode implementation of the divide-and-color
technique for Longest Path Endpoints. The following key lemma states
that it fulfills the requirements of the above definition.
Lemma 21 The algorithm from Table 5.1 quasi-solves Longest Path
Endpoints with error probability at most 1/4.
Proof. The output of the algorithm is obviously correct for the trivial case
k = 1. For larger values of k, we first show that the algorithm only outputs
pairs (v, y) with v
k−→ y (by induction):
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Owing to the induction hypothesis, (v, w) ∈ LB implies that GB contains
a dk/2e-node path from v to w. In the same way, (x, y) ∈ LW implies that
GW contains a bk/2c-node path from x to y. Since GB and GW are disjoint
subgraphs of G, we have that v
k−→ y if the two aforementioned paths are
joined by an edge {w, x}. Notice that only then the pairs (v, y) and (y, v)
are added to the return value R of the algorithm.
On the other hand, we may miss pairs (v, y) with v
k−→ y; the algorithm
only includes such a pair if the current coloring and the recursive calls fulfill
the following conditions. Firstly, some k-node path from v to y must de-
compose into a black dk/2e-node path PB and a white bk/2c-node path PW .
Secondly, these two subpaths must be returned by the recursive calls to the
algorithm, i.e., the respective pairs of endpoints must be contained in LB
and LW , respectively.
Let pk denote the probability that the algorithm does not return the
pair (v, y) for some arbitrary k-node path P in G with start node v and end
node y. With respect to a single random coloring, the probability that the
first dk/2e nodes of P are contained in GB and that its other bk/2c nodes
are contained in GW is 2
−k. This is exactly the “good” coloring we are
hoping for; hence, the probability to have a “bad” coloring is bounded by
1− 2−k.
In the case of the good coloring, the probability that the endpoints (v, w)
of the black subpath are not contained in LB is at most pdk/2e, and the
probability that the endpoints (x, y) of the white subpath are not contained
in LW is at most pbk/2c. The probability that at least one of the two subpaths
is missed can thus be bounded by pdk/2e + pbk/2c, which is at most 2pdk/2e
because pk increases monotonously in k. That is, the probability to obtain
the good coloring discussed above (the one that colors the first half black
and the other half white) but to miss at least one of the subpaths is at most
2−k · 2pdk/2e.
Observe that for any two random events A and B,
Pr[A ∨B] = Pr[A ∨ (B ∧ ¬A)] ≤ Pr[A] + Pr[B | ¬A].
This is exactly the setup discussed above: A denotes the event that the
random coloring was “bad,” and B∧¬A denotes the event that the recursive
calls fail to reveal the desired subpaths although we had a “good” coloring.
Consequently, the overall probability to miss the endpoints of some ar-
bitrary k-node path with respect to a single random coloring is bounded by
1− 2−k + 2−k · 2pdk/2e. If we try 3 · 2k random colorings, the probability to
miss these endpoints each time is thus bounded by
pk ≤
(
1− 2−k + 2−k · 2pdk/2e
)3·2k
.
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It is now easy to prove pk ≤ 1/4 by induction. We already know that p1 = 0.
Replacing the term pdk/2e by 1/4 in the above bound yields
pk ≤
(
1− 2−k + 2−k · 1
2
)3·2k
=
(
1− 2−(k+1)
) 3
2
·2k+1 ≤ e−3/2 < 1/4.

Lemma 22 The running time of the algorithm from Table 5.1 is bounded
by O∗(4k).
Proof. We estimate the number Tk of recursive calls issued by the algorithm.
For each of the 3·2k colorings, the algorithm performs two recursive calls with
parameters dk/2e and bk/2c, respectively. Since Tk increases monotonously
in k,
Tk ≤ 3 · 2k · (Tdk/2e + Tbk/2c) ≤ 6 · 2kTdk/2e.
This linear recurrence would be easy to solve if the last factor were Tk/2.
Since it is Tdk/2e, we need to establish some technical facts.
Notice that the sequence defined by a0 := k and ai := dai−1/2e for i ≥ 1
assumes the value 1 after at most dlog(k) + 1e iterations. If k is a power of
two, this happens after exactly log k iterations. Otherwise, replace a0 by the
first power of two greater than the original k. This clearly cannot decrease
the number of iterations, and we get ai = 1 after at most i = dlog(2k)e =
dlog(k) + 1e iterations.
Now define σ(k) to denote the sum k + dk/2e+ ⌈dk/2e/2⌉+ . . . + 1 that
ends as soon as a term becomes 1. According to the above considerations,
this sum has at most dlog(k)+1e terms. The well-known fact that k+k/2+
k/4 + · · ·+ 1 < 2k implies that σ(k) ≤ 2k + dlog ke.
We are now able to expand the linear recurrence for Tk. It follows that
Tk ≤ 6 · 2kTdk/2e ≤ 6dlog(k)+1e · 22k+dlog ke.
Employing the equality alog b = blog a we obtain
Tk = O(k
log 6 · 4k · klog 2) = O(k3.6 · 4k).
Since each of the Tk recursive calls requires only polynomial time disregard-
ing subsequent calls to the algorithm, the claim follows immediately. 
Theorem 12 Longest Path can be solved with exponentially small error
probability in O∗(4k).
Proof. According to Lemma 21, Algorithm LPE solves Longest Path
Endpoints with constant error probability. In order to solve Longest
Path itself, we simply perform a call to Algorithm LPE and return false if
and only if the returned set is empty. A linear number of repetitions then
suffices to obtain an exponentially small error probability. This does not
affect the runtime bound from Lemma 22. 
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Figure 5.6: The graph depicted on the left constitutes a yes-instance for
Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing with k = 3, but a no-instance with
k = 4. The three triangles shown in the middle are clearly edge-disjoint,
whereas each of the seven triangles in the graph contains one of the three
edges depicted on the right.
5.3.2 Edge-Disjoint Graph Packing
Now that we know how the divide-and-color technique can be used to solve
Longest Path, it is easy to see how it can be applied to H-Graph Edge-
Packing: in order to find k edge-disjoint instances of a fixed subgraph H
in the input graph G, it seems appropriate to use black-and-white edge
colorings, hoping that the k instances will be evenly distributed to the black
and white subgraphs.
Whereas the solution of Longest Path required us to store and return
sets of detected k/2-node paths in order to check whether they could be
connected to form a k-node path, this effort can be avoided in the case of
H-Graph Edge-Packing. We are only looking for edge-disjoint instances
of a fixed subgraph; it is irrelevant whether any two of these are connected
by an edge (see Figure 5.6 for an example). It is thus sufficient to return a
Boolean value that describes whether the desired number of instances has
been found.
With these facts in mind, an implementation of the divide-and-color
method for H-Graph Edge-Packing is straightforward except for one
crucial detail: the number of random colorings to check. The following
lemma shows that 3k · 2(h−1)k colorings suffice, where h denotes the number
of edges in H.
Lemma 23 Algorithm EP (Table 5.2) solves H-Graph Edge-Packing
with error probability at most 1/4.
Proof. The algorithm is obviously correct for the case k = 1. It is also
easy to see that the algorithm cannot return true if the graph G does not
contain k edge-disjoint instances of H: using induction, we may assume that
EP(GB , dk/2e) and EP(GW , bk/2c) only return true if GB and GW contain
the respective amounts of edge-disjoint copies. These combine to constitute
a total of k copies because GB and GW are edge-disjoint.
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
if k = 1 then
if G contains H then return true; else return false;
for 3k · 2(|E[H]|−1)k times do
Choose some B ∈ 2E with uniform probability;
GB := (V,B);
GW := (V,E \ B);
if EP(GB , dk/2e) ∧ EP(GW , bk/2c) then return true;
return false;
Table 5.2: Algorithm EP can be employed to tackle H-Graph Edge-
Packing, where H denotes the fixed graph in question. Given an appropri-
ate choice of the random edge colorings B, it determines whether a graph G
contains k edge-disjoint copies of H.
As detailed for the case of Longest Path in the proof of Lemma 21,
however, the algorithm may fail to return true for a yes-instance due to
a futile random coloring or because a recursive call fails. Bounding these
probabilities requires a bit more effort in the case of H-Graph Edge-
Packing.
Furthermore, the probability that exactly dk/2e of the k ≥ 2 copies
become black (and all others white) is
2−(h−1)k ·
(
k
dk/2e
)
2k
≥ 2
−(h−1)k
k
.
To see this, observe that exactly
( k
dk/2e
)
of the 2k ways to color k objects in
black or white assign black to exactly dk/2e of these objects. The estimation( k
dk/2e
)
2k
≥ 1
k
is not very tight, but good enough for our purpose—and easy to prove
correct:
Subsets of a k-element set can have any of the k + 1 sizes between 0
and k, and
(k
i
)
assumes its maximum for i = dk/2e as well as for i = bk/2c.
This yields a bound of 1/(k + 1). On the other hand, there are only two
subsets of size 0 or k, and
(k
i
) ≥ 2 for all 0 < i < k. We thus count these
two cases as one and obtain the bound of 1/k.
A random coloring thus avoids the first type of error with probability at
least 2−(h−1)k/k. The probability for the second type of error is bounded by
2pdk/2e (as in the proof of Lemma 21), and hence by
2−(h−1)k
k
· 2pdk/2e
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under the constraint that the current coloring is not among the helpful
colorings considered in the first case. Altogether, we obtain a bound of
pk ≤
(
1− 2
−(h−1)k
k
+
2−(h−1)k
k
· 2pdk/2e
)3k·2(h−1)k
if we try 3k · 2(h−1)k colorings. Again, it is possible to establish pk ≤ 1/4 by
induction on k:
pk ≤
(
1− 2
−(h−1)k
k
+
2−(h−1)k
2k
)3k·2(h−1)k
≤
(
1− 2
−(h−1)k−1
k
) 3
2
·k·2(h−1)k−1
≤ e−3/2.

The above proof includes a better lower bound than one (as employed
in Lemma 21) on the number of helpful colorings. Without this moderate
additional effort, we would need as many as 3 · 2hk colorings. By tightening
this number to at most 3k · 2(h−1)k, we reduce the base of the resulting
exponential runtime bound by a factor of four, as formalized by the following
lemma. For example, this gives a bound of about 16k instead of about 64k
for Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing.
Lemma 24 If the graph H has h edges, Algorithm EP has a running time
of O∗((4 + δ)(h−1)k).
Proof. The number Tk of recursive calls issued by the algorithm satisfies
Tk ≤ 3k · 2(h−1)k · (Tdk/2e + Tbk/2c) ≤ 6k · 2(h−1)k · Tdk/2e.
For now, let us ignore the factor of k:
T ′k ≤ 6 · 2(h−1)k · T ′dk/2e.
According to the technical arguments from the proof of Lemma 22, this
linear recurrence can be resolved as
T ′k ≤ 6dlog(k)+1e · 22(h−1)k+(h−1)dlog ke.
Recall that h is considered a constant. We conclude that
T ′k = O(6
log k · 4(h−1)k · (2h−1)log k) = O∗(4(h−1)k).
On the other hand, we omitted the factor of k ′ on each level of the recur-
sion. Since there are at most dlog(k) + 1e levels and k ′ decreases along the
recursion, the product of the ignored factors is bounded by
kdlog(k)+1e = O(klog(k)+2) = O(2log(k)(log(k)+2)) = O((1 + ε)k)
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for any constant ε > 0. Hence, the total time complexity is
O∗(kdlog(k)+1e · 4(h−1)k) = O∗((1 + ε)k · 4(h−1)k)
= O∗((1 + ε) · 4h−1)k = O∗((4 + δ)(h−1)k)
for any constant δ > 0 and an appropriate constant ε > 0 such as
ε =
(
(4 + δ)h−1 − 4h−1) 1h−1 .

Lemma 23 and Lemma 24 combine to yield the following theorem. Again,
we employ probability amplification; a linear number of repetitions suffices
to turn the constant error probability guaranteed by Lemma 23 into expo-
nentially small error probability.
Theorem 13 H-Graph Edge-Packing can be solved with exponentially
small error probability in time O∗(klog k · 4(h−1)k), where h := |E[H]|. This
runtime bound is in O∗((4 + δ)(h−1)k) for any arbitrarily small δ > 0.
Corollary 1 Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing can be solved with ex-
ponentially small error probability in time O∗(klog k · 16k). This runtime
bound is in O∗((16 + δ)k) for any arbitrarily small δ > 0.
5.3.3 Graph Packing
The analysis of H-Graph Edge-Packing performed in the previous sub-
section can easily be adjusted to H-Graph Packing: since H-Graph
Packing asks for node-disjoint instances of some fixed graph H, it suf-
fices to color nodes instead of edges and divide the graph accordingly. This
directly leads to the algorithm depicted in Table 5.3 and the following the-
orem.
Theorem 14 H-Graph Packing can be solved with exponentially small
error probability in time O∗(klog k ·4(h−1)k), where h := |V [H]|. This runtime
bound is in O∗((4 + δ)(h−1)k) for any arbitrarily small δ > 0.
5.3.4 A Note on Memory Consumption
Interestingly, the above divide-and-color algorithms do not only improve
the runtime bounds of their respective color-coding counterparts — they also
lead to a drastic decrease of memory consumption. Let us exemplify this
observation by bounding the space complexities in the case of Longest
Path. It is obviously safe to assume 2 ≤ k ≤ n.
The classical color-coding algorithm for Longest Path entails dynamic
programming on a table of 2k Booleans, and this part clearly dominates
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Input: A graph G = (V,E), a number k ∈ N
if k = 1 then
if G contains H then return true; else return false;
for 3k · 2(|V [H]|−1)k/(k + 1) times do
Choose some B ∈ 2V with uniform probability;
GB := (B,E ∩B ×B);
GW := (V \ B,E \ B ×B);
if GP(GB , dk/2e) ∧GP(GW , bk/2c) then return true;
return false;
Table 5.3: Algorithm GP can be employed to tackle H-Graph Packing,
where H denotes the fixed graph in question. Given an appropriate choice
of the random node colorings B, it determines whether a graph G contains
k node-disjoint copies of H.
the space complexity. In addition, we need to store the input graph G, the
random coloring, and some additional variables. Each of these entities has a
space complexity of at most O(n2). We thus obtain a bound of O(2k + n2).
On each recursion level, our divide-and-color algorithm for Longest
Path needs to store a constant number of subgraphs of G, a random binary
coloring, some additional variables, and some sets of node pairs. These
sets may consist of up to n2 pairs, where each pair can be encoded by
O(log n) bits, or O(1) registers on a unit-cost RAM. Consequently, the space
complexity per recursion level is bounded by O(n2). Since the depth of the
recursion tree is bounded by O(log k), we obtain a total space complexity of
O((log k)n2).
Both bounds are tight. That is, the space complexity for the color-coding
case is exponential in k, whereas the divide-and-color algorithm contents
itself with a polynomial amount of memory.
While polynomial instead of exponential space sounds like a very strong
advantage, we do not want to conceal the fact that 2k may be relatively
small. Observe that the functions 2k + n2 and (log k)n2 intersect when
2k
n2
= log(k)− 1 ⇔ n =
√
2k
log(k)− 1 .
Consequently, there is a constant c such that the divide-and-color approach
requires at least as much memory as its color-coding counterpart whenever
n > c ·
√
2k/ log k.
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5.3.5 Derandomization
It is a folklore result that color-coding algorithms can be derandomized [5]:
instead of testing a sufficient number of random node colorings, for example,
one can cycle through a family of functions from V to {1, . . . , k} that provide
a helpful coloring for each and every size-k subset of V . That is, for every
subset V ′ ⊆ V with |V ′| = k, the family needs to contain at least one
function that assigns k distinct values to the elements of V ′. In terms of
the well-known concept of hashing, computing such a family amounts to
finding a k-perfect family of hash functions from {1, . . . , n} to {1, . . . , k}.
Fortunately, there exist standard means for this particular task [40, 66].
The derandomization, however, is known to increase the time complexity
drastically, in particular because the resulting k-perfect families of hash
functions are relatively large. Here, it turns out that the restriction to binary
colorings in the divide-and-color technique implies yet another advantage
over classical color-coding: we can derandomize the respective algorithms
using the standard framework by Alon et al. [3, 4] in a way that leads to
much better runtime bounds. Let us first formalize the framework.
Definition 42 Let k, n ∈ N, k ≤ n. A set X ⊆ {0, 1}n is k-wise indepen-
dent if the following condition holds true:
If x1 . . . xn is chosen uniformly from X, then any k indices i1 < · · · < ik
and any k-bit string y satisfy Pr[xi1 . . . xik = y] = 2
−k.
That is, if we consider only k positions of the vectors in a k-wise inde-
pendent set X, then every k-bit string occurs equally often. For a trivial
example, {00, 11} is 1-wise independent. By contrast, {001, 010, 101, 110}
is not 2-wise independent: whereas the index sets {1, 2} and {1, 3} induce
each of the four possible two-bit vectors exactly once, the index set {2, 3}
fails to induce the vectors 00 and 11.
The notion of k-wise independence can be relaxed by allowing the 2k
different subvectors to occur with slightly different probabilities:
Definition 43 Let k, n ∈ N, k ≤ n, and ε ∈ R+. A set X ⊆ {0, 1}n is
(ε, k)-independent if the following condition holds true:
If x1 . . . xn is chosen uniformly from X, then any k indices i1 < · · · < ik
and any k-bit string y satisfy |Pr[xi1 . . . xik = y]− 2−k| ≤ ε.
It is easy to see how such sets can be employed in order to deran-
domize divide-and-color algorithms. For example, consider a yes-instance
of Longest Path. Without loss of generality, let v1, . . . , vn denote the
nodes in the input graph such that v1, . . . , vk form a path (in that order).
To divide the path into two detectable halves, it suffices if the algorithm
considers a node coloring that assigns black to v1, . . . , vdk/2e and white to
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vdk/2e+1, . . . , vk. Since any (2
−k−1, k)-independent set X ⊆ {0, 1}n satisfies
|Pr[x1 . . . xk = 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
dk/2e
0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
bk/2c
]− 2−k| ≤ 2−k−1,
we gather that
Pr[x1 . . . xk = 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
dk/2e
0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
bk/2c
] ≥ 2−k−1 > 0.
That is, if we interpret xi = 1 to mean that vi is black, then at least one
element of X yields the helpful coloring we are looking for.
In terms of parameterized complexity, the utility of (ε, k)-independent
sets leads to the question whether we can construct such sets of size O∗(k)
in time O∗(k). Fortunately, Alon et al. give a positive answer [4]:
Proposition 1 Let k, n, t ∈ N such that k is odd and n = 2t − 1. Using a
seed of 2dlog 1ε + log(1 + (k − 1)t/2)e bits, it is possible to construct n bits
that are (ε, k)-independent.
In the case of ε = 2−k−1, which is small enough to derandomize Longest
Path as detailed earlier, the above proposition guarantees that a seed of
2k + 2 log k + 2 log log n + 3 bits suffices because
2dlog 2k+1 + log(1 + (k − 1)t/2)e
< 2(log 2k+1 + log(1 + (k − 1)t/2)) + 2
≤ 2(k + 1) + 2 log(k − 1) + 2 log(t)− 2 log 2 + 3
< 2k + 2 log k + 2 log log n + 3.
The cardinality of the resulting set X is bounded by
22k+2 log k+2 log log n+3 = O∗(4k).
The construction works in quasi-linear time, that is, the time complexity
exceeds the size of X by only a polylogarithmic factor. That is, we can make
Algorithm LPE deterministic by cycling through an (2−k−1, k)-independent
set X, which takes time O∗(4k), instead of trying O∗(2k) random colorings.
Theorem 15 Longest Path can be solved in time O∗(16k).
Using an improved derandomization framework by Naor, Schulman, and
Srinivasan [57], Chen et al. even obtain a deterministic algorithm that solves
Longest Path in time O∗(4k+o(k)) [19].
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5.4 Concluding Remarks
Classical color-coding leads to algorithms whose time complexity essentially
depends on the expected number of random colorings required to solve the
problem in question. In so far, this number lends itself to a useful com-
plexity measure. By interweaving color-coding with a divide-and-conquer
approach, we have established much tighter upper bounds on that mea-
sure—at the expense of a recursion of logarithmic depth. Nevertheless, the
resulting runtime bounds for graph-packing problems are the best known
today. As another advantage, we can avoid the exponential memory con-
sumption which occurs in color-coding due to the dynamic programming.
Observe that the complexity measures discussed in the previous chap-
ters were purely deterministic. In order to incorporate randomization into
our concept of complexity measures, however, it is only natural to consider
expected values rather than predetermined values such as, say, the number
of D3-covers in the input graph.
As for negative results, it is trivially easy to prove tight lower bounds for
all algorithms derived within the color-coding and divide-and-color frame-
work. This theoretical problem is dealt with in Section 6.3.
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Chapter 6
Case Studies
In contrast to the previous chapters that were strictly focused on theo-
retical analysis, the upcoming sections regard practical experiments with
some of the respective algorithms. The motivation for these case studies
is twofold: we do not only aim at complementing the mathematical anal-
ysis with real-world results, but also at illustrating how to implement and
optimize theoretical algorithms in practice.
The latter aspect may require additional explanation. When we say that
an algorithm is theoretical, we mean to imply that it was primarily designed
for the mathematical analysis. Most of the algorithms investigated in this
thesis, for example, were designed to allow for proving certain upper bounds
on their worst-case running times. In particular, there was no reason to
optimize them for better cases because that would not have affected the
bounds at all. This, of course, leaves a lot of room for optimization when
we implement such an algorithm.
6.1 Steiner Trees
Adhering to the policy of “bad news first,” let us begin with a brief discussion
of our O∗((2 + δ)k) algorithm for the Steiner tree problem. We will see
that practical experiments with an implementation of this algorithm are
redundantized by large lower bounds for the polynomial factors.
In Chapter 3, it was stated that the polynomial factors in the runtime
bound become prohibitively large as δ decreases. This can be shown to hold
for a lower bound as well, implying that any implementation of the algorithm
is doomed to be slow. In other words, the aforementioned bound is mostly of
theoretical interest; our algorithm requires instances with very large values
of k in order to outperform the classical Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm.
Recall that the O∗((2 + δ)k) algorithm needs to cycle through all pos-
sibilities of promoting 1/ε of the n nodes to auxiliary terminals, where
δ = 4ε ln(1/ε) and ε < 5/43. This ensures that in at least one case, the re-
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2 + δ ε b1/εc b4/ε0.67c
2.99 0.1139 8 17
2.90 0.0960 10 19
2.80 0.0786 12 21
2.60 0.0501 19 29
2.40 0.0279 35 44
2.20 0.0111 90 81
2.10 0.0046 217 147
2.01 0.0003 3333 917
Table 6.1: Corresponding values of 2 + δ and 1/ε for δ = 4ε ln(1/ε). The
numbers are approximate; for example, it also suffices to choose ε = 0.11395
in order to have 2 + δ ≤ 2.99. The last row lists the corresponding values of
4ε−67/100 that play a role in the modifications discussed in Subsection 3.2.7.
sulting network is q-granular with q = dεke+1. Observe that q < 5k/43+2,
implying that q < 1/2 whenever k ≥ 6.
For each of the above possibilities, all terminal subsets Y ′ with |Y ′| > q
are considered in the dynamic programming part. These are at least 2k/2
many because q < 1/2. Altogether, it follows that the algorithm performs
at least (
n
b1/εc
)
· 2k/2
steps.
Since δ = 4ε ln(1/ε), large values of 1/ε must be chosen in order to
ensure that we outperform the Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm asymptotically,
i.e., to guarantee that (2 + δ) < 3. See Table 6.1 for an illustration of how
the values of (2 + δ) = (2− 4ε log ε) and 1/ε correspond to each other.
If we apply the modifications suggested in Subsection 3.2.7, the number
of auxiliary terminals can be reduced. Theorem 4, for example, only employs
4ε−67/100+1 auxiliary terminals, which directly leads to a smaller polynomial
factor of 4ε−67/100+5 in the time complexity. Unfortunately, this asymptotic
improvement does not correspond to a practical speedup for reasonably large
values of ε. The results in Subsection 3.2.7 rely on extremely small values
of ε, implying that the improvement only arises for instances that are too
large to be handled.
Whereas the latter problem can be solved at the expense of a worse
asymptotic bound such as 4ε−167/200 + 1 (by switching to c ≥ 2.5 in the
proof of Theorem 4), the resulting improvement becomes too weak. Since
4ε−167/200 + 1 > 1/ε for all ε ≥ 0.000225, the improvement is restricted to
instances that require thousands of auxiliary terminals. According to the
aforementioned lower bound, such instances are intractable.
The general technique of tackling graph problems region by region, how-
ever, remains an interesting approach. This is perspicuously exemplified by
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the O(2kk3n2) Steiner tree algorithm for vertex covers, which also plays a
role in the upcoming section.
6.2 Connected Vertex Cover
Alexander Langer has implemented several Connected Vertex Cover
algorithms using C++ and the LEDA library, namely the original algo-
rithm by Guo, Niedermeier and Wernicke [42] as well as the Connected
Vertex Cover algorithms by Mo¨lle, Richter and Rossmanith presented
in Chapter 4 [53, 54]. These implementations include the Dreyfus–Wagner
algorithm [27] and the algorithm from Section 3.3 (which solves the Steiner
tree problem for terminal sets that constitute vertex covers in O∗(2k)) as
subprograms.
Since the polynomials in the runtime bounds of all these algorithms are
relatively small, their real-world performance corresponds to the theoretical
bounds even for small instances. As expected, the original O∗(6k) algorithm
is clearly outperformed by the O∗(3.2361k) one, and the refined O∗(2.7606k)
algorithm delivers another speedup.
On the negative side, all of the above bounds are rather tight for the
worst case. Whereas the respective algorithms perform well for small pa-
rameters, the combinatorial explosion becomes apparent for moderate values
of the parameter. Moreover, the Steiner tree subprogram needs to store a
table with 2k entries, which means that we cannot handle yes-instances with
larger values of k due to memory limitations, at least on a desktop PC.
The following experimental results have been obtained on a 2.4 GHz
Intel Pentium 4 processor. The program was compiled with the GNU C++
compiler (version 2.95.4) at optimization level two. Each of the claimed
running times refers to an average value taken from five random samples.
No-instances: For k = 10 and a reasonably sized graph, all algorithms
finish within less than a second. Given k = 20 and a graph with a hundred
nodes and two hundred edges, the O∗(2.7606k) algorithm still takes less than
a second, whereas the O∗(6k) one takes several seconds. When increasing
the parameter to k = 40, the O∗(2.7606k) algorithm begins to take several
seconds, drastically outperforming the O∗(6k) algorithm which runs for sev-
eral minutes. Observe that the enumerate-and-expand algorithm does not
even issue a single call to the Steiner tree subprogram if k is too small to
allow for a D1-cover (a most probable situation in a random graph with 100
nodes and 200 edges).
Yes-instances: When k is small, or when k lies well above the size of
a minimum connected vertex cover, the program in question solves many
instances surprisingly fast. On the other hand, the performance becomes
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particularly bad if we choose k as the size of a minimum connected vertex
cover in the graph. For example, yes-instances with k = 10 can be tack-
led within about a second, whereas the behavior for k = 20 dramatically
depends on whether the instance also constitutes a yes-instance for, say,
k = 15.
6.3 Divide-and-Color Algorithms
Regarding their asymptotic time complexity, the divide-and-color algorithms
from Chapter 5 constitute the slowest algorithms discussed in this thesis.
Even worse, their runtime bounds—such as O∗(4k) for Longest Path
and O∗(klog k · 16k) for Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing—are tight for
many cases. The Longest Path algorithm, for instance, inevitably cycles
through 3 · 2k random colorings for every call with k ≥ 2, which gives a
lower bound of 3log(k−1) ·4k−1. By contrast, the Edge-Disjoint Triangle
Packing algorithm may terminate as soon as it succeeds in detecting k
edge-disjoint triangles, but it is obliged to check as many as 3k · 4k random
colorings for every call with k ≥ 2 when the input is a no-instance. These
amount to more than 16k−1 colorings in total.
The above considerations suggest that divide-and-color algorithms can
only be employed for instances with very small values of k —in the very same
way that this holds for color-coding algorithms. Even when combined with
sophisticated algorithm engineering, color-coding algorithms for Longest
Path and variants of Longest Path become infeasible for larger values
such as k ≥ 25 [44].
On the positive side, divide-and-color algorithms can be optimized for
many instances. They can also be implemented in relatively few lines of
code, provided that we handle trivial entities and simple tasks as what they
are. There is no need to introduce complex data types for the nodes or
edges of a graph, for example, because we do not need to store additional
properties of these atoms at any point. Moreover, the fact that they yield
the best asymptotic runtime bounds— and that different random colorings
can be tested independently— implies that they lend themselves to being
used for larger values of k in massively parallel computing.
6.3.1 Longest Path
Again, we begin our practical investigation of divide-and-color algorithms
with a particularly bad example: Longest Path.
As detailed in Section 5.2, a tweaked version of the classical color-coding
algorithm can solve Longest Path in time O∗(4.3111k). Since neither the
iteration of random colorings nor the dynamic programming part introduce
any additional factors except for small polynomials, this version of the al-
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gorithm is surprisingly fast for small values of k such as k = 10, even for
graphs with up to several thousand nodes [44].
While the asymptotic runtime bound of our divide-and-color algorithm
is only O∗(4k), the innermost loops (which combine endpoints of all eligible
k/2-node paths in order to build a list of endpoints of k-node paths) can
easily introduce quartic factors. For instance, if the input graph is complete
and divided into two parts of similar size, the recursive calls for the sub-
graphs tend to return a quadratic amount of node pairs. The innermost loop
then considers all possible combinations of these two return values. Con-
sequently, the resulting algorithm cannot outperform the aforementioned
color-coding method for small values of k, whereas both algorithms are too
slow for experiments with large values of k on typical desktop processors.
A similar drawback becomes apparent when we compare the functions
in k involved in the runtime bounds obtained through color-coding and
divide-and-color. Whereas the tweaked color-coding approach yields a fac-
tor of 4.3111k in the case of Longest Path, the divide-and-color method
requires about 4k · k3.6 colorings (see Lemma 22). Observe that the latter
term falls below the former only for k ≥ 269, a case in which both func-
tions assume a prohibitively large value of about 5 · 10170. Even though this
comparison is unsound in so far that we disregarded all constants and the
polynomials in n, it gives us a basic idea of the worst-case behavior.
Nevertheless, there are a couple of slight modifications that lead to dra-
matic speedups for feasible values of k, especially for input graphs that con-
tain a lot of k-node paths (“strong yes-instances”) as well as for input graphs
that do not even contain k′-node paths for k′ < k (“strong no-instances”).
Firstly, an obvious way to improve a divide-and-color implementation
lies in terminating the outermost call to Algorithm LPE as soon as some
endpoints of a k-node path are detected. This can be done by a minor
modification and may reduce the running time by a factor of up to 3 · 2k,
namely in the best case that the first random coloring in the outermost call
already leads to the detection of a k-node path.
The second optimization requires slightly more reasoning, but holds for
both the color-coding and the divide-and-color approach. It is easy to see
that the weak performance is essentially caused by the large number of
colorings tested. Unfortunately, this large number is required to obtain
a good success probability when the graph only contains a single k-node
path (see Lemma 21). In the divide-and-color case, for example, a random
coloring needs to split this path into a black Pdk/2e and a white Pbk/2c,
which happens with probability 21−k (although we used the lower bound
2−k in the analysis). Given a graph that contains many different k-node
paths, however, our randomized search is much more likely to succeed than
estimated in the theoretical worst-case analysis.
In other words, we are likely to observe a drastic decrease in the success
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Figure 6.1: The probability that a random coloring of m disjoint k-node
paths allows Algorithm LPE to detect one of them is 1− (1− 21−k)m. This
term increases nearly linearly in the beginning, then converges towards one
as m approaches infinity. The above plot depicts the case k = 10.
probability as the number k∗ of k-node paths in the input graph approaches
zero:
• If k∗ is large, the probability for a random coloring to be helpful is
high.
• As k∗ approaches one, the success probability decreases rapidly. In
particular, it becomes 21−k for k∗ = 1.
• The condition k∗ = 0 identifies no-instances, given which the proba-
bility for a helpful coloring is zero.
For instance, the probability to obtain a helpful coloring for a graph that
contains m disjoint instances of Pk is at least 1 − (1 − 21−k)m. The latter
expression grows nearly linearly in m up to a certain point, i.e., there is a
range of values for m such that the success probability is improved by nearly
a factor of m if there are m instances of Pk (see Figure 6.1). A similar
observation holds for graphs that contain an instance of Pm for m ≥ k: as
soon as m > k, the success probability increases significantly. Again, the
effect diminishes as m grows larger (see Table 6.2).
The above considerations suggest to try much less than 3 · 2k colorings
for appropriate graphs. Unfortunately, we cannot check whether the given
graph is suitable in reasonable time —the detection of several instances of Pk
obviously entails the problem we are trying to solve. We can overcome this
difficulty by first trying a small number of colorings, then increasing this
number in big steps until we finally reach the amount required to guaran-
tee the desired success probability. This allows the algorithm to terminate
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m helpful colorings success probability
10 2 of 1, 024 0.001953
11 8 of 2, 048 0.003906
12 24 of 4, 096 0.005859
13 64 of 8, 192 0.007812
14 160 of 16, 384 0.009766
15 382 of 32, 768 0.011658
16 886 of 65, 536 0.013519
17 2, 014 of 131, 072 0.015366
18 4, 510 of 262, 144 0.017204
19 9, 982 of 524, 288 0.019039
20 21, 886 of 1, 048, 576 0.020872
Table 6.2: Probabilities that a random coloring of an m-node path allows
Algorithm LPE to detect a ten-node subpath.
quickly upon early detection of a k-node path without affecting our worst-
case runtime bound.
The two aforementioned optimizations do not regard no-instances. We
conclude with a third improvement that does so by exploiting the extreme
gradient of the factors 4.3111k and 4k in the runtime bounds, respectively.
Since the sum of 4k
′
for all k′ < k is much smaller than 4k, we do not lose
much performance by modifying the program so as to check for instances of
Pk′ for increasing values of k
′. Now if an input graph already is a no-instance
for some k′ < k, it is necessarily a no-instance for k as well. Without violat-
ing our claimed success probabilities, we may thus abort the computation
as soon as the algorithm returns false for some k ′.
It is easy to see that the optimized versions are likely to perform much
better on “strong” instances, namely yes-instances that contain many k-
node paths and no-instances that do not even contain a k ′-node path for
some k′ < k.
On the other hand, experiments the author performed with a C++
implementation of the optimized divide-and-color algorithm confirmed the
drawbacks discussed at the beginning of this subsection: on a contemporary
desktop processor, the relatively large polynomial factors make the divide-
and-color approach inferior to color-coding for all feasible values of k.
On a side note, the experiments showed that both algorithms are dramat-
ically slower than a simple exhaustive search when the input instances are
constructed using Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graphs G = (V,E) [30]. The exhaus-
tive search in question simply performs a trivial recursive graph traversal
of depth k − 1 for each v ∈ V , stopping as soon as such a traversal reveals
a simple path of length k. Whereas this heuristic becomes extremely slow
on instances crafted for that purpose, for example on a set of cliques of size
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k/2 − 1 attached to one central node, such instances simply do not tend to
occur in the aforementioned random graph model.
Both the color-coding and the divide-and-color approach, however, re-
gain superiority when additional constraints are introduced, for example
when we are trying to find k-node-paths of minimum or maximum weight in
a network (i.e., an edge-weighted graph) [44]. Note that the above heuristic
for Longest Path performs extremely well on sparse graphs, but that it is
only likely to perform well on dense graphs for the sole reason that it may
terminate as soon as a k-node path was detected. This is not the case when
we are looking for a path of, say, minimum weight. In fact, color-coding
can still be employed to solve this problem with high success probability
in O(4.3111k · n2), even on a complete graph—a case in which the above
heuristic takes as many as Ω(nk) steps.
6.3.2 Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing
Of course, the second and third of the three optimizations discussed above
work for Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing as well. If the input graph
contains many different instances of k edge-disjoint triangles, a search will
most likely be successful even for a small number of colorings, and if the
input graph does not even contain a single instance of k ′ < k edge-disjoint
triangles, the search can be aborted much earlier. On a second glance, how-
ever, we see that the former effect is already exploited by Algorithm EP : it
returns true and skips any remaining random colorings as soon as a coloring
reveals k triangles. In fact, this is why the first of the three optimizations
is not applicable, either.
With respect to exact algorithms, Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing
seems to constitute a much harder problem than Longest Path. While
the runtime bound of O∗((16 + δ)k) obtained by the divide-and-color ap-
proach yields a dramatic improvement over previous results, its tightness
for the worst case suggests that Algorithm EP can only handle instances
with very small values of k. Again, this does not hold for strong instances.
Combined with a small amount of algorithm engineering, we can easily im-
plement a version of the Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing algorithm
that is capable of tackling strong instances for k  10 and weak instances
for k ≤ 10.
In what follows, we present a simple, stand-alone C++ program that cre-
ates random graphs and solves Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing using
a variant of Algorithm EP that includes the optimization discussed above.
The implementation is straightforward and results in only about 150 lines
of code. Apart from standard C++ headers and libraries, the program also
employs the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library. This is necessary
to cope with the large numbers of colorings required in the worst case. More-
over, we enter the standard name space so as to gain easy access to built-in
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data types.
#include <c s td l i b >
#include <ctime>
#include <iostream>
#include < l i s t >
#include <map>
#include <gmpxx . h>
#define urand ( ) ( rand ( )/ \
( static cast<double>(RANDMAX)+1.0))
using namespace std ;
Since there is no need to save any additional information in nodes, we
simply use integers to identify them.
typedef int Node ;
An edge in an undirected graph, of course, is a set of two nodes. We
implement edges as pairs of nodes for the sake of simplicity, but do not mean
to imply that they have a direction. Even though it is a slight violation of
encapsulation to declare the two node variables public, it prevents us from
having to use cumbersome access methods and the implementation from
becoming clumsy.
In order to store entire edge sets, we employ doubly-linked lists. This
built-in type allows us to insert new edges in constant time and to cycle
through an entire edge set in linear time.
class Edge {
public :
Node v ,w;
Edge (Node v , Node w ) ;
} ;
typedef l i s t <Edge> EdgeList ;
typedef EdgeList : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r EdgeListIT ;
Recall that the divide-and-color approach for Edge-Disjoint Trian-
gle Packing works with random colorings of edges, not nodes. It is thus
natural to store graphs as lists of edges, a design decision that will allow for
a very intuitive implementation of the divide part.
We use the class EDTPgraph to represent instances of Edge-Disjoint
Triangle Packing. This class needs to contain functions that enable us
to construct and divide graphs, to check whether a graph contains a triangle
(which will be done whenever k = 1), and to run a triangle-specific version of
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Algorithm EP itself. In order to provide the optimization discussed above,
we also declare a method speedEP that will work as a wrapper function for
the core algorithm.
class EDTPgraph {
EdgeList edges ;
public :
EDTPgraph ( ) ;
EDTPgraph ( int n , double p ) ;
void d iv ide (EDTPgraph& black , EDTPgraph& white ) ;
bool ha s t r i a n g l e ( ) ;
bool EDTP( int k ) ;
bool speedTP( int maxk ) ;
} ;
We only need a single constructor for edges, namely one that assigns the
two respective nodes:
Edge : : Edge (Node v , Node w)
{
v = v , w = w ;
}
For the sake of brevity, we limit the construction of graphs to the gener-
ation of Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graphs. Given an integer n and a real num-
ber p, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, the constructor yields a possibly disconnected graph with
n nodes in which each two nodes are adjacent with probability p. Note that
in contrast to, say, the Steiner tree problem, Edge-Disjoint Triangle
Packing is not rendered unsound if the input graph is disconnected.
The preprocessor macro urand() was declared in the header (see above)
and returns a pseudo-random number from the interval [0, 1). The letter
’u’ stands for uniform distribution, reflecting that the theoretical algorithm
relies on uniform random numbers in the above range.
EDTPgraph : : EDTPgraph ( ) {}
EDTPgraph : : EDTPgraph ( int n , double p)
{
Node v ,w;
for ( v=0; v<n ; v++)
for (w=v+1; w<n ; w++)
i f ( urand ( ) < p) edges . push back (Edge (v ,w) ) ;
}
As indicated above, the divide part of our divide-and-color implementa-
tion is straightforward by design: the list of edges that defines the current
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graph is divided into two lists that define the black and white subgraph,
where the target list is chosen with uniform probability.
void EDTPgraph : : d iv ide (EDTPgraph& black ,
EDTPgraph& white )
{
for ( EdgeListIT i t=edges . begin ( ) ;
i t != edges . end ( ) ; i t++) {
Edge e = ∗ i t ;
i f ( urand ( ) < 0 . 5 )
b lack . edges . push back ( e ) ;
else
white . edges . push back ( e ) ;
}
}
We also employ two built-in data types, namely doubly-linked lists to
store node sets and maps to store adjacency lists.
typedef l i s t <Node> NodeList ;
typedef NodeList : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r NodeListIT ;
typedef map<Node , NodeList> NodeListMap ;
typedef NodeListMap : : c o n s t i t e r a t o r NodeListMapIT ;
While the representation of graphs by edge lists is handy for the divide
part, it makes it a bit difficult to check whether the current graph contains
a triangle. We overcome this weakness by computing sorted adjacency lists:
bool EDTPgraph : : h a s t r i a n g l e ( )
{
NodeListMap adj nodes ;
for ( EdgeListIT i t=edges . begin ( ) ;
i t != edges . end ( ) ; i t++) {
Edge e = ∗ i t ;
ad j nodes [ e . v ] . push back ( e .w) ;
ad j nodes [ e .w ] . push back ( e . v ) ;
}
for (NodeListMapIT i t=adj nodes . begin ( ) ;
i t != adj nodes . end ( ) ; i t++) {
NodeList l = i t−>second ;
l . s o r t ( ) ;
}
. . .
At this point, the function has computed sorted adjacency lists for all
non-isolated nodes that remain in the current graph. To see why sorted lists
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ease the detection of a triangle and why the implementation is correct, let
us elaborate on the code that is to follow below.
The underlying idea for the detection algorithm is trivial. We simply
cycle through all edges {v, w} of the current graph and check whether v
and w have a neighbor in common. Clearly, this is bound to happen if and
only if the graph contains a triangle. The worst-case running time of this
method is O(|N(v)| · |N(w)|).
Sorted adjacency lists, however, allow us to decrease this bound to
O(|N(v)| + |N(w)|). Using two pointers for the adjacency lists of v and w,
we repeatedly increase the pointer that reveals the node with the smallest
number. If the two lists have an element in common, the two pointers will
eventually indicate this by pointing to the node in question. Otherwise, one
of the pointers will reach the end of the respective list.
Observe that this technique introduces the additional effort of sorting,
but that the adjacency list of a node v can be sorted in O(|N(v)| log |N(v)|)
time. Whereas the built-in sort() function is an implementation of quick-
sort and thus has quadratic worst-case complexity [69], it is known to work
efficiently in practice and to preserve the desired bound in the average case.
. . .
for ( EdgeListIT e i=edges . begin ( ) ;
e i != edges . end ( ) ; e i++) {
Edge e = ∗ e i ;
NodeList adj v = adj nodes [ e . v ] ;
NodeList adj w = adj nodes [ e .w ] ;
NodeListIT v i = adj v . begin ( ) ;
NodeListIT wi = adj w . begin ( ) ;
while ( v i != adj v . end ( ) && wi!=adj w . end ( ) ) {
i f (∗ v i==∗wi ) {
i f (∗ v i !=e . v && ∗ v i !=e .w) return true ;
v i++, wi++;
} else {
i f (∗ v i < ∗wi ) v i++; else wi++;
}
}
}
return fa l se ;
}
Note that the condition checked before the above code returns true can-
not be violated by graphs without loops, as generated by our constructor.
It is merely a sanity check and could thus be left out for our experiments
with Erdo˝s–Re´nyi graphs.
Clearly, the maximum number of random colorings to cycle through can
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assume large values. We prevent overflows by using the mpz class type
provided by the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library. On the posi-
tive side, we can compute the exact number of colorings required instead of
relying on the estimate from Lemma 23:
3
2k( k
dk/2e
) · 4k = 3 · 8k (dk/2e)! · (bk/2c)!
k!
= 3 · 8k (bk/2c)!
k(k − 1) · · · (dk/2e + 1)
This is a notable improvement over the estimated number of 3k · 4k color-
ings. When k = 10, for example, the exact number of colorings to check is
d268435456/21e = 12782641 while the estimation yields 31457280. The gap
even increases as k grows larger.
Note that the integer expressions k/2 and k − (k/2) equal bk/2c and
dk/2e, respectively. It is thus possible to compute the above term as follows
(unfortunately, the mpz class type does not provide a bit-shift operation):
mpz c lass num tr ie s ( int k )
{
mpz c lass t=3, s=1;
int i , khf=k/2 , khc=k−khf ;
for ( i =0; i<k ; i++) t ∗= 8 ;
for ( i =2; i<=khf ; i++) t ∗= i ;
for ( i=khc+1; i<=k ; i++) s ∗= i ;
t = ( t+s−1)/ s ;
return t ;
}
Given the above functions, the core algorithm is now easy to implement.
If k = 1, we simply check whether the current graph contains a triangle
at all. Larger values of k require us to divide the graph according to an
adequate number of random edge colorings and to solve the problem on the
color-induced subgraphs recursively.
bool EDTPgraph : :EDTP( int k)
{
i f ( k == 1) return ha s t r i a n g l e ( ) ;
for ( mpz c lass i=num tr ie s ( k ) ; i >0; i−−) {
EDTPgraph GB, GW;
d iv ide (GB, GW) ;
int kw=k/2 , kb=k−kw ;
i f (GB.EDTP(kb) && GW.EDTP(kw) ) return true ;
}
return fa l se ;
}
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The third of the optimizations discussed in the previous subsection re-
quires us to call the core algorithm for increasing values of k and bail out as
soon as a no-instance is detected. This is ensured by the following function.
bool EDTPgraph : : speedTP( int maxk)
{
bool has k = true ;
for ( int k=1; has k && k<=maxk ; k++)
i f ( has k = EDTP(k ) )
cout << ”Yes f o r k=” << k << endl ;
return has k ;
}
We conclude with a rudimentary main program that allows us to per-
form experiments and to pass the values of n, p, and k via command-line
arguments.
int main ( int argc , char ∗ argv [ ] )
{
i f ( argc != 4) {
cout << ”Usage : ” << argv [ 0 ] << ” <n> <p> <k>”
<< endl ;
return 0 ;
}
int n = ato i ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
double p = ato f ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
int k = ato i ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
srand ( time (NULL) ) ;
EDTPgraph G(n , p ) ;
cout << G. speedTP(k ) << endl ;
return 0 ;
}
When compiled with the GNU C++ compiler (4.1.2) at optimization
level two (-O2) and run on a 2.083 GHz AMD Athlon desktop processor,
the above program performs as depicted in Table 6.3. Since very sparse
graphs tend to contain only few triangles, the value of k hardly influences
the running time when p is small enough.
6.3.3 Heuristics and Additional Engineering
The performance of the above program on weak instances seems particularly
bad. For example, the results obtained for random graphs with 100 nodes,
edge probability 1/20, and k = 7—namely an average and a median running
time of about 42 seconds each —suggest that the algorithm may be inferior
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|V | p k |E| tA[sec] tM [sec]
100 0.02 any 105 4.84 2.51
100 0.05 6 252 17.70 11.12
100 0.10 10 498 30.76 16.77
100 0.20 15 991 0.48 0.61
200 0.02 5 399 41.44 31.15
200 0.05 10 1020 59.36 66.24
200 0.10 15 2014 0.76 0.67
200 0.20 32 4004 3.98 3.97
Table 6.3: Even on an aging desktop processor, the straightforward imple-
mentation of the Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing algorithm is capable
of tackling many strong instances with k ≥ 10 and weak instances with
k ≤ 10 within less than a minute. The number of edges and the running
times listed in the right columns are average (and, lastly, median) values
taken from five samples each.
to even a mediocre heuristic. Let us thus investigate some of the heuristics
that come to mind:
Firstly, we could simply cycle through all triangles {u, v, w} of the graph
and recursively solve the problem on the edge set
E \ {{u, v}, {v, w}, {w, u}}
with parameter k − 1. As soon as a recursive call on the k-th level detects
a triangle, the algorithm outputs the solution and terminates.
As a second option, we could preprocess the graph by generating a list
of all triangles, then perform a recursive search for k edge-disjoint trian-
gles. This heuristic will most likely outperform the one above because the
detection of triangles is only done once.
A third heuristic could perform massive pruning before employing one
of the aforementioned search strategies. For instance, we may obviously
remove edges that are not even part of any triangle in the input graph.
In a similar fashion, we may remove all three edges of every triangle that
does not share any edge with another triangle and reduce the parameter k
accordingly.
There is no doubt that these heuristics are likely to perform very well on
many instances. Their worst-case behavior, on the other hand, is disastrous.
To see this, let us consider the following example: beginning with k−1 edge-
disjoint triangles and n− 3k + 3 isolated nodes, we choose two nodes from
each triangle and connect them to each of the n − 3k + 3 nodes that were
isolated in the beginning. It is obvious that the resulting graph G = (V,E),
|V | = n, is still a yes-instance for parameter k− 1 and still a no-instance for
parameter k.
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The pruning phase of the third heuristic cannot even delete a single edge
in G because each edge in G is contained in a triangle and each triangle
shares an edge with another. The second heuristic computes a list of all
(k−1)(n−3k+4) triangles in G, then performs a recursive search of depth k
on that list; the resulting recursion tree has a size of about (nk)k if n k.
The first heuristic issues even more recursive calls.
Nevertheless, we can use heuristic ideas to speed up the above straightfor-
ward implementation, and divide-and-color algorithms in general, for practi-
cal applications. If we employ a greedy search to compute lower and upper
bounds for the maximum number of edge-disjoint triangles in the graph,
for example, we can prune large parts of the search tree for most inputs
and thus greatly reduce the average running time— while maintaining the
proven upper bounds.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has been dedicated to a discussion of the real-world perfor-
mance of nearly all the algorithms presented throughout this thesis. We
have seen lower bounds for the O∗((2 + δ)k) Steiner tree algorithm that
imply non-applicability, and contrariwise, we have seen that implementa-
tions of all the other algorithms can be employed to tackle small or even
moderately-sized instances.
The divergence between asymptotic runtime bounds and real-world effi-
ciency is a well-known dilemma. In practice, heuristics usually outperform
the algorithms that have the best known runtime bounds. This is because
the input instances that occur in real applications simply do not tend to
constitute worst-case instances for the heuristic (although such instances
are usually easy to construct on purpose).
If we rely on design paradigms like enumerate-and-expand or divide-
and-color when solving a problem, the actual running time may be close
to the respective worst-case bound for certain classes of instances. In the
average case and seemingly for most instances, however, the resulting al-
gorithm performs much better than predicted by the pessimistic analysis.
The reason for this discrepancy is the same as above: whereas the algorithm
may need to enumerate as many covers or cycle through as many colorings
as suggested by the worst-case analysis, the search can usually be aborted
early —either because it was successful or because the algorithm knows that
further processing is futile.
In so far, approaches like enumerate-and-expand or divide-and-color re-
side somewhere between heuristics and classical worst-case oriented design:
the resulting algorithms tend to perform much better than suggested by the
worst-case analysis, but at the same time, they have the best asymptotic
bounds known today.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
We have designed and analyzed exact FPT algorithms for several well-known
graph problems, all of which are based on complexity measures that are
specific to the respective problem. The resulting runtime bounds improve
over previous results, and to the author’s knowledge, they still constitute
the best bounds known today.
Due to the focus on complexity measures, the algorithms investigated in
this thesis are similar in design. They rely on the enumeration of certain
entities (such as node sets, subgraphs, or colorings) at least one of which
aids in finding a solution. Simply put, all of these methods come down to
searching a witness w in a large set S. The key lies in finding a set S whose
elements can be enumerated efficiently and whose elements can be checked
for the witness property efficiently. It is often hard to establish both of
these two conflicting goals simultaneously, even if “efficiently” is interpreted
to stand for exponential running times with relatively small bases.
On the other hand, there are noteworthy differences between the algo-
rithms in question. Whereas the sheer size of S dominates the running time
in most cases (consider Connected Vertex Cover or Longest Path),
the enumeration of all sets of auxiliary terminals for our Steiner tree al-
gorithm only takes polynomial time. Moreover, the enumeration of S is
usually performed in an outer loop (consider Tree Cover or the Steiner
tree example), but needs to be applied recursively inside divide-and-color
algorithms. Finally, we have not only investigated deterministic algorithms;
divide-and-color algorithms only find a witness w in S with a certain prob-
ability.
Since problem-specific complexity measures allowed us to improve over
previous runtime bounds in many interesting cases, it is certainly adequate
to rate this design paradigm as useful. It aids us in rendering certain struc-
tural properties conscious, namely properties that allow us to solve the prob-
lem with respect to a witness set of bounded size (as detailed above). In
so far, the crucial feature of the methods presented in this thesis can be
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seen to be the provision of a helpful angle of view—a way of looking at
computational problems that tends to reveal promising points of attack.
From a theoretical perspective, problem-specific complexity measures
may thus be interpreted as one of many fruitful concepts added to the toolkit
for designing and analyzing fixed-parameter algorithms in recent years. Even
the inferred methods discussed in this thesis, Enumerate-and-Expand as
well as Divide-and-Color, are capable enough to be interpreted as broadly
applicable design paradigms.
As for the practical implications of these methods, we have seen that
the resulting algorithms (except for, again, the O∗((2 + δ)k) Steiner tree
algorithm) can be implemented in a way that allows us to solve instances
of small or moderate size efficiently enough for real-life applications. Since
all the respective algorithms rely on enumerations performed in an outer
loop with independent checks for each of the enumerated items, they can
easily be modified so as to tackle larger instances using parallel computing.
Naturally, the practicability even increases when the environment provides
instances that rank low in the respective complexity measure.
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